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Both  plants  and  animals  rely  on  nucleotide-­binding  domain  leucine-­rich  
repeat-­containing   (NLR)   proteins   to   respond   to   invading   pathogens   and  
activate   immune   responses.   An   emerging   concept   in   NLR   biology   is   that  
“sensor”  NLR  proteins  are  often  paired  with  “helper”  NLR  proteins  to  mediate  
immune   signalling.   However,   the   degree   to   which   NLRs   form   signalling  
networks  beyond  sensor  and  helper  pairs  is  poorly  understood.    In  this  thesis,  
I   discovered   that   a   large   NLR   immune   signalling   network   with   a   complex  
architecture  mediates   immunity   to   oomycetes,   bacteria,   viruses,   nematodes,  
and  insects.  Helper  NLRs  in  the  NRC  (NLR-­required  for  cell  death)  family  are  
functionally  redundant  but  display  distinct  specificities  towards  diverse  sensor  
NLRs.   Several   sensor   NLRs,   including   Rx,   Bs2   and   Sw5b,   signal   via  
interchangeable  NRC2,  NRC3   or   NRC4,  whereas   some   other   sensor   NLRs  
have   a   more   limited   downstream   spectrum.   For   example,   Prf   signals   via  
interchangeable  NRC2  or  NRC3  but  not  NRC4,  and  Rpi-­blb2  signals  via  only  
NRC4.   These   helper/sensor   NLRs   form   a   unique   phylogenetic   superclade,  
with   the   NRC   clade   sister   to   the   sensor   NLR   clades.   The   network   has  
emerged  over  100  million  years  ago  from  an  NLR  pair  that  diversified  into  up  
to  one  half  of  the  NLRs  of  asterids.  I  propose  that  this  NLR  network  increases  
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Chapter  1:  General  Introduction  
  
1.1    Plant  innate  immune  system  
Plants  use  a  sophisticated  innate  immune  system  to  protect  themselves  
against  invading  pathogens.  Studies  in  the  past  two  decades  have  found  that  
the   recognition   of   invading   pathogens   is   mediated   by   cell   surface   immune  
receptors   and   cytoplasmic   immune   receptors   (Dodds   and   Rathjen,   2010;;  
Jones  and  Dangl,  2006;;  Win  et  al.,  2012).  Cell  surface  immune  receptors,  also  
known  as  pattern-­recognition  receptors   (PRRs),  are   transmembrane  proteins  
that   provide   the   first   layer   of   surveillance   to   the   surrounding   environment.  
These   proteins   are   typically   receptor-­like   kinases   (RLKs)   or   receptor-­like  
proteins   (RLPs)   that   recognise   pathogen-­associated   molecular   patterns  
(PAMPs).   In   addition   to   general   surveillance,   some   PRRs   recognise  
apoplastic   effector   proteins   secreted   from   the   pathogen.   The   defence  
response  mediated  by  PRRs  is  known  as  PRR-­triggered  immunity  (Dodds  and  
Rathjen,   2010;;  Win  et   al.,   2012).   In   contrast,   cytoplasmic   immune   receptors  
operate  inside  plant  cells  and  have  no  direct  contact  with  molecules  outside  of  
the   cell.   Typically,   they   are   nucleotide-­binding   domain   leucine-­rich   repeat-­
containing  proteins  (NLR,  also  known  as  NB-­LRR  in  the  literature)  that  sense  
pathogen  effectors  that  are  delivered  into  the  plant  cell.  Generally,  the  immune  
response  triggered  by  NLRs  is  associated  with  a  rapid  and  localised  host  cell  
death,   known   as   the   hypersensitive   response   (HR),   and   is   referred   to   as  
effector-­   or   NLR-­triggered   immunity   (Dodds   and   Rathjen,   2010;;   Win   et   al.,  
2012).    
  
1.2    Architecture  and  functions  of  NLR  domains      
Plant   NLR   proteins   generally   share   a   conserved   tripartite   domain  
architecture   (Takken   et   al.,   2006;;   Takken   and   Goverse,   2012).      The   N-­
terminal  domain  is  usually  a  TIR  (Toll/interleukin  1  receptor),  CC  (coiled-­coil),  
or   CCR   (RPW8-­like   coiled-­coil)   domain,   which   is   involved   in   protein-­protein  
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interaction  as  well  as  immune  signalling  activation  (Shao  et  al.,  2016;;  Takken  
et  al.,  2006;;  Takken  and  Goverse,  2012).    The  N-­terminal  domain  is  followed  
by   the   NB-­ARC   domain   (Nucleotide-­Binding   adaptor   shared   with   APAF-­1,  
plant   resistance   proteins,   and   CED-­4   domain).   The   NB-­ARC   domain   is   the  
central  part  of   the  protein  and   is   the  most  conserved   region  across  distantly  
related  NLRs  (Takken  et  al.,  2006;;  van  der  Biezen  and  Jones,  1998).     It  has  
ATP  binding  and  hydrolysis  activity,  which  is  essential  for  the  function  of  many  
NLR   proteins   (McHale   et   al.,   2006;;   Takken   et   al.,   2006).   The   C-­terminal  
domain,   usually   a   LRR   (Leucine-­rich   repeat)   domain,   is   mostly   involved   in  
protein-­protein   interactions,   particularly   ligand   binding   and   inter-­domain  
interactions  (McHale  et  al.,  2006;;  Padmanabhan  et  al.,  2009).    
  One  widely-­known  model  of  NLR  signalling  activation  is  the  “molecular  
switch”   hypothesis   (Takken   et   al.,   2006;;   Takken   and   Goverse,   2012).  
According  to  this  hypothesis,  in  the  absence  of  pathogen  stimuli,  NLR  proteins  
fold   into  a  ADP-­bound   “OFF”  state;;   in   the  presence  of  pathogen  stimuli,   the  
protein   turns   into   the   ATP-­bound   “ON”   state,   where   it   undergoes  
conformational  changes  that  lead  to  signalling  activation  (Takken  et  al.,  2006;;  
Takken   and   Goverse,   2012).   Thus,   NLR   proteins   function   like   molecular  
switches   that   sense   the   presence   of   pathogens   and   activate   immune  
response  (Takken  et  al.,  2006;;  Takken  and  Goverse,  2012).    
  
1.2.1  The  NB-­ARC  domain  
The  NB-­ARC  domain  can  be  further  divided  into  NB,  ARC1,  and  ARC2  
subdomains,   which   together   form   a   nucleotide-­binding   pocket   (Takken   and  
Goverse,  2012).  The  NB  subdomain  contains  the  p-­loop  motif  that  is  essential  
for  ATP  binding  and  hydrolysis  (Tameling  et  al.,  2002).  Mutations  in  the  p-­loop  
motif   reduce   ATP   binding   and/or   the   hydrolysis   activity   of   several   NLRs,  
including  I2,  Mi,  N,  and  M  (Tameling  et  al.,  2002;;  Ueda  et  al.,  2006;;  Williams  
et  al.,  2011).  NLRs  with  mutations  in  the  p-­loop  motif  generally  display  loss-­of-­
function   phenotype   in   immune   signalling   activation,   indicating   that   ATP  
binding  and  hydrolysis  play  a  critical  role  in  NLR  immune  signalling  activation  
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(Tameling   et   al.,   2002).   However,   some   NLRs   display   p-­loop   independent  
activity.  For  example,  the  p-­loop  mutation  in  RRS1  does  not  affect  the  immune  
responses  triggered  by  AvrRps4  or  Pop2,  and  mutation  in  the  p-­loop  of  RGA5  
does  not  affect  the  response  to  Avr-­Pia  (Cesari  et  al.,  2014b;;  Williams  et  al.,  
2014).  Interestingly,  the  activity  of  ADR1,  a  helper  NLR  that  is  required  for  the  
immunity   of   several   other   NLRs,   is   independent   of   p-­loop   in   NLR-­triggered  
immunity  but   is  dependent  on   intact  p-­loop   for  autoactivation   (Bonardi  et  al.,  
2011;;  Roberts  et  al.,  2013).    
In  addition   to   the  NB  subdomain,  ARC1  and  ARC2  also  contribute   to  
NLR  signalling   regulation  and  activation.  The  ARC1  subdomain   includes   the  
conserved  GxP  (GLPL)  motif,  which  was  shown  to  be  essential  for  the  activity  
of  Rx  and  RPM1  (Bendahmane  et  al.,  2002;;  Tornero  et  al.,  2002).  The  ARC2  
subdomain   contains   the  MHD  motif   that   is   important   for   controlling   the  NLR  
‘switch’   (van  Ooijen  et  al.,  2008).     Substituting  aspartic  acid   for  valine   in   the  
MHD  motif  generally  leads  to  autoactivation  of  NLR  proteins  (van  Ooijen  et  al.,  
2008).  The  ARC2  subdomain  is  also  important  for  coordinating  with  NB-­ARC1  
and  LRR  to  control  autoinhibition  and  to  facilitate  signal  activation  for  several  
NLRs  (Rairdan  and  Moffett,  2006;;  Slootweg  et  al.,  2013;;  Steinbrenner  et  al.,  
2015;;  van  Ooijen  et  al.,  2008).  Furthermore,  random  mutagenesis  of  the  NB-­
ARC   domain   of   NRC1   revealed   several   point   mutations   that   induce  
autoactivation  (Sueldo  et  al.,  2015).  Most  of  these  residues  are  predicted  to  be  
centred   around   the   bound   nucleotide   in   the   NLR   structure,   suggesting   that  
regulation  of  nucleotide  binding  and  hydrolysis  plays  a  critical  role  in  signalling  
activation  (Sueldo  et  al.,  2015).    
  
1.2.2  The  N-­terminal  domain:  TIR,  CC,  or  CCR     
There   are   three   different   types   of   N-­terminal   domains   in   plant   NLRs:  
TIR   (Toll/interleukin   1   receptor),  CC   (coiled-­coil),   or  CCR   (RPW8-­like   coiled-­
coil).  These  three  types  of  domains  distinguish  plant  NLRs  into  TNL,  CNL,  or  
RNL   groups,   respectively   (Collier   et   al.,   2011;;   Shao   et   al.,   2016).   Several  
studies  suggest  that  these  N-­terminal  domains  are  the  minimal  functional  unit  
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to  activate  defence  signalling.  For  example,  expression  of   the  TIR  domain  of  
RPP1,  RPS4,  or  L6   induces  effector-­independent   cell   death   (Bernoux  et  al.,  
2016;;   Krasileva   et   al.,   2010;;  Michael  Weaver   et   al.,   2006;;   Swiderski   et   al.,  
2009;;  Williams  et  al.,  2014).   In  addition,   the  expression  of   the  CC  domain  of  
MLA10   or   the   CCR   domains   of   NRG1   and   ADR1   also   induces   effector-­
independent  cell  death  (Collier  et  al.,  2011;;  Maekawa  et  al.,  2011).    
TIR  or  CC  domains  can  also  mediate  the  formation  of  higher  order  NLR  
complexes,  and  the  formation  of  these  complexes  appears  to  be  important  for  
signalling   activation.   A   study   of   the   co-­crystal   structure   of   TIR-­TIR   from   the  
Arabidopsis   thaliana   NLR   pair,   RPS4   and   RRS1,   suggested   that   these   two  
proteins   form   a   heterodimer   through   their   TIR   domains.   In   addition,   the  
interface  between  the  two  TIR  domains  play  a  critical  role  in  coordinating  the  
two   NLRs   for   responding   to   their   corresponding   effectors   (Williams   et   al.,  
2014).  Structure-­function  analysis  of   the  TIR  domain  of   the   flax   rust  NLR  L6  
revealed  that  mutations  that  abolish  the  self-­association  property  also  abolish  
the   signalling   activation   (Bernoux   et   al.,   2011).   Furthermore,   the   crystal  
structure  of  CC  domain  from  MLA10,  a  Barley  NLR  that  confers  resistance  to  
powdery  mildew,   revealed   that   the  CC  domain   forms  a  homodimer,  and   that  
this  self-­association  is  important  for  immune  signalling  activation  (Maekawa  et  
al.,  2011).  
For  several  NLR  proteins,  the  CC  or  TIR  domain  may  also  participate  in  
association   with   non-­NLR   partners   to   mediate   effector   recognition.   For  
instance,  the  CC  domain  of  Rx  associates  with  RanGAP2,  which  is  essential  
for   nucleocytoplasmic   partitioning   of   Rx   as   well   as   responding   to   the   coat  
protein   of   PVX   (Hao   et   al.,   2013;;   Sacco   et   al.,   2007;;   Tameling   and  
Baulcombe,  2007;;  Tameling  et  al.,  2010).    Furthermore,  the  NLR  RPS5  of  A.  
thaliana  associates  with  the  guardee  PBS1  through  the  CC  domain,  although  
it   may   not   directly   recognise   the   cleavage   product   of   PBS1   induced   by  
AvrPphB   (Ade   et   al.,   2007;;   Qi   et   al.,   2014).   The   resistance   protein   N   of  
tobacco  associates  with  the  chloroplast  protein  NRIP1  through  its  TIR  domain.  
NRIP1   also   associates   with   the   helicase   p50   from   TMV   (Tobacco   mosaic  
virus),  and  is  required  for  p50  recognition  by  N  (Caplan  et  al.,  2008).  Overall,  
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these  results   indicate   that  both   the  TIR  and  CC  domains  play  multiple   roles,  
including  mediating  downstream  signalling,   participating   in   formation  of  NLR  
homodimers  or  heterodimers,  and  bridging  the  interactions  with  other  proteins  
to  mediate  pathogen  recognition.    
  
1.2.3  The  LRR  domain  
The  C-­terminal  domain  of  NLRs  is  usually  a  LRR  domain.  This  domain  
is   shared   by   many   other   categories   of   proteins,   and   usually   plays   roles   in  
protein-­protein  interaction  and  ligand  binding  (Kobe  and  Kajava,  2001;;  McHale  
et   al.,   2006;;   Padmanabhan   et   al.,   2009;;   van   der   Biezen   and   Jones,   1998).  
The  major  feature  of  the  LRR  domain  is  the  repeating  hydrophobic  LRR  units  
that   contain   the   conserved   LxxLxxLxL  motif.   Based   on   the   3D   structures   of  
LRR   containing   proteins,   the   repeating   LRR   units   generate   an   array   of   b-­
sheets   that   form   the   concave   face   of   the   domain,   whereas   the   residues   in-­
between  the  LRR  units  form  the  convex  and  exposed  face  (Enkhbayar  et  al.,  
2004;;  McHale   et   al.,   2006).   The   possible   roles   of   the   LRR   domain   in   plant  
NLRs   include   binding   to   the   corresponding   effector   and   determining   the  
recognition   specificity   (Krasileva   et   al.,   2010;;   Ravensdale   et   al.,   2012).   For  
instance,  the  LRR  domain  of  RPP1,  a  NLR  protein  of  A.  thaliana  that  provides  
resistance   to   Hyaloperonospora   arabidopsidis,   associates   with   the  
corresponding   effector   ATR1   (Krasileva   et   al.,   2010;;   Steinbrenner   et   al.,  
2015).   By   testing   chimeric   proteins   of   L5   and   L6,   two   flax   rust   resistance  
proteins,   the   recognition   specificity   to   variants   of   the   effector   AvrL567   was  
mapped  to  the  N-­  and  C-­terminal  regions  of  the  LRR  domain  (Ravensdale  et  
al.,   2012).   In   addition   to   ligand   binding   and   recognition   specificity,   the   LRR  
domain   may   also   play   a   role   in   inter-­domain   interactions   and   regulation   of  
NLR  complexes  (Moffett  et  al.,  2002;;  Slootweg  et  al.,  2013).    For  example,  the  
LRR   domain   of   Rx   interacts   with   the   NB-­ARC   domain   when   expressed   in  
trans,  and   this   interaction   is  disrupted  by   the  coat  protein  of  PVX   (Moffett  et  




1.2.4  Integrated  domains    
Several   plant  NLR  proteins   have   evolved   to   accommodate   integrated  
domains,   which   were   shown   to  mediate   effector   recognition   in   some   cases  
(Kroj  et  al.,  2016;;  Sarris  et  al.,  2016).  Genome  annotation  of  31  plant  species  
with   computational   approaches   predicted   that   around   3.5%   of  NLR   proteins  
have   integrated   domains   (Kroj   et   al.,   2016).   At   least   61   different   types   of  
integrated   domains   have   been   identified   thus   far,   and   these   integrated  
domains   may   link   to   various   molecular   functions,   including   transcription,  
hormone  signalling,  redox  reaction,  and  protein  phosphorylation  (Sarris  et  al.,  
2016).  Integration  of  these  domains  can  occur  at  the  N-­terminal  or  C-­terminal  
of  the  canonical  NLR  domains,  or  in  between  the  CC-­NB  or  NB-­LRR  domains  
(Kroj  et  al.,  2016;;  Sarris  et  al.,  2016).  These  domains  may  have  evolved  from  
effector  virulence  targets  or  decoy  proteins  that  were  somehow  fused  with  the  
coding   region  of  NLR  proteins   during  evolution.  However,   although   some  of  
the  integrated  domains  have  been  shown  to  mediate  effector  recognition,  the  
degree  to  which  they  are  implicated  in  other  biological  processes  is  not  clear  
(Cesari   et   al.,   2014a;;   Krasileva   et   al.,   2010;;   Kroj   et   al.,   2016;;   Sarris   et   al.,  
2016;;  Wu  et  al.,  2015).    
Some  of   the   integrated  domains  associate  with  pathogen  effectors  via  
direct   binding   and   contribute   to   effector   recognition   (Cesari   et   al.,   2014a;;  
Sarris  and  Jones,  2015).  For  instance,  the  WRKY  domain  of  RRS1  associates  
with   the  effector  Pop2  from  Ralstonia  solanacearum.  Pop2  can  acetylate   the  
WRKY  domain  of  RRS1  and  thus  block  the  DNA  binding  activity  of  the  RRS1  
WRKY  domain   (Le  Roux  et  al.,  2015;;  Sarris  et  al.,  2015).  As  Pop2  can  also  
acetylate   other   WRKY   domain-­containing   proteins,   it   appears   that,   during  
evolution,   RRS1   acquired   an   integrated   WRKY   domain   to   detect   pathogen  
perturbation  of  WRKY   transcription   factors   (Cesari  et  al.,  2014a;;  Le  Roux  et  
al.,  2015;;  Sarris  et  al.,  2015;;  Sarris  and  Jones,  2015).  Another  example  is  the  
integration  of  HMA  domains   into   the  rice  NLRs,  Pik-­1  and  RGA5.  Both  Pik-­1  
and  RGA5  associate  with   their   corresponding  effectors  AVR-­PikD  and  AVR-­
Pia,  respectively,  through  the  HMA  domain  (Cesari  et  al.,  2014b;;  Cesari  et  al.,  
2013;;  Kanzaki  et  al.,  2012;;  Maqbool  et  al.,  2015).  One  model   is  that  the  rice  
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blast  pathogen  targets  HMA  containing  proteins  to  promote  infection  and  rice  
NLRs  acquired  integrated  HMA  domains  to  detect  the  pathogen  (Cesari  et  al.,  
2014a;;  Cesari  et  al.,  2013;;  Fukuoka  et  al.,  2009;;  Maqbool  et  al.,  2015).    
  
1.3    Some  NLR  proteins  function  together    
1.3.1  NLR  pairs  
   Recently,   an   increasing   number   of   studies   indicated   that   some   NLR  
proteins  work  in  pairs  to  respond  to  effectors  and  mediate  disease  resistance  
(Cesari   et   al.,   2013;;   Lee   et   al.,   2009;;   Loutre   et   al.,   2009;;   Narusaka   et   al.,  
2009;;  Sinapidou  et  al.,  2004;;  Zhai  et  al.,  2011).  These  NLR  pairs  are  usually  
encoded  by  two  tightly  linked  NLR  genes  on  the  same  chromosome.  The  first  
identified  NLR  pair  in  A.  thaliana  was  RPP2A  and  RPP2B,  which  are  encoded  
by   two   head-­to-­tail   linked   TNL   genes,   that   provide   disease   resistance   to  H.  
arabidopsidis   (Sinapidou   et   al.,   2004).   RPP2A   is   an   unusual   NLR   with   two  
incomplete  TIR-­NB  domains,  whereas  RPP2B   is  a   typical  TNL  protein.  Both  
RPP2A   and  RPP2B   are   required   for   resistance   to  H.   arabidopsidis,   yet   the  
mechanism   by   which   this   NLR   pair   recognises   the   pathogen   is   unknown  
(Sinapidou  et  al.,  2004).  One  of  the  best-­studied  NLR  pairs  reported  thus  far  is  
the   RPS4/RRS1   pair,   which   is   encoded   by   two   head-­to-­head   linked   TNL  
genes.   This   NLR   pair   recognises   AvrRps4   from  P.   syringae,   Pop2   from  R.  
solanacearum,   and   an   unknown   effector   from   Colletotrichum   higginsianum  
(Narusaka  et  al.,  2009).    
As  mentioned  previously,  RPS4  and  RRS1  physically   interact   through  
their  TIR  domains  and  RRS1  contains  an  integrated  WRKY  domain  that  may  
have   originated   from   an   effector   target   (Le   Roux   et   al.,   2015;;   Sarris   et   al.,  
2015;;   Williams   et   al.,   2014).   Studies   of   the   recognition   of   AvrRps4   in   the  
rrs1/rps4   mutant   background   led   to   the   identification   of   the   RPS4B/RRS1B  
pair,   a   NLR   pair   paralogous   to   RPS4/RRS1.   RPS4B/RRS1B   recognises  
AvrRps4,  but  not  Pop2.  Genome  annotation  along  with  phylogenetic  analysis  
revealed  that  several  NLR  pairs  similar  to  the  RPS4/RRS1  pair  that  occurs  in  
different  Brassicaceae  species  (Saucet  et  al.,  2015).    
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NLR   pairs   also   commonly   exist   in   important   crops   such   as   rice   and  
wheat.  Several  NLR  pairs  in  rice  confer  resistance  to  the  rice  blast  fungus.  For  
example,   the   NLR   pair   RGA4/RGA5   is   encoded   by   two   head-­to-­head   NLR  
genes,   and   recognises   the   effectors   AVR-­Pia   and   AVR1-­CO39   through   the  
integrated   HMA   domain   at   the   C-­terminal   of   RGA5   (Cesari   et   al.,   2014b;;  
Cesari  et  al.,  2013).  The  Pik-­1/Pik-­2  pair,  also  encoded  by  two  head-­to-­head  
NLR   genes,   recognises   the   effector   AVR-­Pik   through   direct   biding   to   the  
integrated  HMA  domain  in  Pik-­1  (Maqbool  et  al.,  2015;;  Zhai  et  al.,  2011).  Pi5-­
1  and  Pi5-­2,  two  linked  NLRs  in  rice,  are  both  required  to  confer  resistance  to  
the  rice  blast   fungus  (Lee  et  al.,  2009).   Interestingly,  Pi5-­2   is  a  constitutively  
expressed   gene,  whereas  Pi5-­1   is   expressed   only   after   pathogen   challenge  
(Lee   et   al.,   2009).   These   studies   suggest   that   NLR   pairs   have   emerged  
independently  in  many  different  plant  species.    
  
1.3.2  Helper  NLRs  
   Some   NLR   proteins   are   classified   as   “helper   NLR”;;   these   NLRs  
mediate  signalling  following  the  activation  of  their  partner  “sensor  NLRs”  that  
recognise   pathogen   effectors   directly   or   indirectly   (Bonardi   et   al.,   2011).      In  
contrast  to  the  previously  discussed  linked  NLR  pairs,  these  helper  NLRs  are  
not  necessarily  linked  with  their  sensor  NLR  partners.    
One  of  the  better-­known  examples  of  helper  NLRs  is  the  ADR1  family.  
This   family   encodes   several   NLR   proteins   with   the   RPW8-­like   coiled-­coil  
domain   (CCR)  and  are   thus   referred   to  as  RNL  proteins   (Collier  et  al.,  2011;;  
Shao   et   al.,   2016).   The   ADR1   family   consists   of   at   least   three   homologs  
(ADR1,   ADR1-­like1,   and   ADR1-­like2),   and   are   functionally   redundant   in  
immunity  mediated  by  the  sensor  NLRs  RPS2  (CNL),  RPP2  (TNL)  and  RPP4  
(TNL)  (Bonardi  et  al.,  2011).  In  addition,  the  ADR1  family  is  also  required  for  
the  autoimmunity  of  snc1  and  chs2-­1  (gain-­of-­function  RPP4  mutant)  mutants,  
indicating   that   the  ADR1  family   is   involved   in  defence  signalling   triggered  by  
several   different   NLRs   (Bonardi   et   al.,   2011;;   Dong   et   al.,   2016).   Another  
helper  NLR  is  N.  benthamiana  NRG1,  which  is  also  a  RNL  protein  (Collier  et  
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al.,  2011;;  Peart  et  al.,  2005).  NRG1  is  required  for  the  function  of  the  NLR  N  to  
mediate  resistance  to  TMV,  but  whether  NRG1  is  also  required  for  the  function  
of  other  NLR  proteins  of  solanaceous  plants   remains  unknown   (Peart  et  al.,  
2005).   In   addition   to   ADR1   and   NRG1,   tomato   NRC1   also   functions   as   a  
helper  NLR.  NRC1  is  a  typical  CNL  in  a  lineage  that  is  distantly  related  to  the  
RNL  clade  (Andolfo  et  al.,  2014;;  Gabriels  et  al.,  2006;;  Gabriels  et  al.,  2007b).  
NRC1   is   required   for   the   cell   death   mediated   by   several   NLR   proteins  
including  Rx,  Prf  and  Mi-­1.2,  as  well  as   responses  mediated  by  cell   surface  
receptors   including  Cf-­4,  Ve1,  and  LeEix  (Fradin  et  al.,  2009;;  Gabriels  et  al.,  
2006;;  Gabriels  et  al.,  2007b).    
In  summary,  helper  NLR  proteins  are  now  thought  to  play  critical  roles  
in   immune   signalling,   as   they   are   required   for   immunity   mediated   by   many  
different  immune  receptors.  Nonetheless,  it  is  still  unclear  how  the  biochemical  
activities   of   helper   NLRs   are   distinct   from   those   of   sensor   NLRs   which  
determine  pathogen  recognition.  
  
1.4    Mechanisms  that  regulate  NLR  immune  signalling    
Despite   identification   of   components   involved   in   effector   recognition,  
many   studies   focused   on   mechanisms   that   participate   in   the   downstream  
signalling  or  play  regulatory  roles  in  NLR-­triggered  immunity.  Although  it  is  not  
clear   the   extent   to   which   a   general   mechanism   governs   the   immune  
responses  mediated   by   distantly   related   NLRs,   some   of   these  mechanisms  
have  broad  implications  on  regulation  of  NLR  immune  signalling.  
  
1.4.1  HSP90/SGT1/RAR1  chaperone  complex  
The   HSP90/SGT1/RAR1   chaperone   complex   is   one   of   the   best-­
understood   regulatory   components   in  NLR-­triggered   immunity.      These   three  
proteins  form  a  ternary  complex  that  associates  and  regulates  the  stability  of  
NLR   proteins,   and,   therefore,   are   essential   for   immunity  mediated   by  many  
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TNLs  and  CNLs  (Botër  et  al.,  2007;;  Kadota  and  Shirasu,  2012;;  Zhang  et  al.,  
2010).  
HSP90  is  a  highly  conserved  molecular  chaperone  in  eukaryotes  and  is  
involved  in  many  essential  processes  in  plants  such  as  immunity,  chloroplast  
development,   and   shoot   and   meristem   development   (Cao   et   al.,   2003;;  
Ishiguro  et  al.,  2002;;  Kadota  and  Shirasu,  2012;;  Pearl  and  Prodromou,  2006).  
Similar   to  HSP90,  SGT1,  a  co-­chaperone  of  HSP90,   is  also   required   for   the  
function   of   many   plant   NLRs.   In   eukaryotes,   SGT1   participates   in   several  
biological  processes  including  kinetochore  assembly,  ubiquitination,  activation  
of   the   cyclic   AMP   pathway,   and   immunity   in   plants   (Dubacq   et   al.,   2002;;  
Kitagawa  et  al.,  1999;;  Peart  et  al.,  2002).  RAR1  is  a  zinc-­binding  protein  that  
is   involved   in  development   in  nematodes  and   immunity   in  plants   (Shirasu  et  
al.,   1999).   Silencing   or   knockout   of   components   of   the  HSP90-­RAR1-­SGT1  
complex   revealed   that   this   complex   is   essential   for   immunity   mediated   by  
several  NLR  proteins,   including  N,  Rx,  Prf,   Tm-­22  MLA6,  RPM1,  RPS2   and  
RPS5,  most  of  which  accumulate  to  lower  levels  when  the  HSP90  chaperone  
complex  is  disrupted  (Azevedo  et  al.,  2006;;  Bieri  et  al.,  2004;;  Du  et  al.,  2013;;  
Hubert  et  al.,  2003;;  Peart  et  al.,  2002;;  Takahashi  et  al.,  2003).  More  recently,  
MIP1,  a  co-­chaperone  protein  that  associates  with  SGT1  in  N.  benthamiana,  
was   found   to   be   required   for   resistance  mediated   by   Tm-­22   and   cell   death  
mediated  by  Pto/Prf  complex  (Du  et  al.,  2013).  However,  the  degree  to  which  
other  NLR  proteins  also  require  MIP1  is  unknown.  Interestingly,  not  all  of  the  
tested   NLRs   require   all   three   components   in   the   HSP90-­RAR1-­SGT1  
complex.  For  example,  both  Mi-­1  and  Rpi-­blb2  require  HSP90  and  SGT1  but  
not   RAR1,   indicating   that   the   mechanisms   by   which   protein   chaperone  
complexes   regulate   NLR   mediated   immunity   varies   depending   on   the   NLR  
(Bhattarai  et  al.,  2007;;  Oh  et  al.,  2014a;;  Oh  et  al.,  2014b).  
  
1.4.2  Transcription  factors  
Several  other  studies  showed  that  some  transcription  factors  associate  
with  NLR  proteins  and  regulate  defence-­related  gene  expression  prior  to  and  
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post   effector   recognition   (Chang   et   al.,   2013;;   Inoue   et   al.,   2013;;  
Padmanabhan  et  al.,  2013;;  Xu  et  al.,  2014).  For  example,  barley  MLA  immune  
receptor   interacts   with   MYB6   and   WRKY1,   two   antagonistically   acting  
transcription   factors   that   induce   transcriptional   reprogramming   upon   effector  
recognition  by  MLA  (Chang  et  al.,  2013).  The  rice  blast  resistance  protein  Pb1  
associates  with  the  WRKY45  transcription  factor.  This  association  is  important  
for   the   localization  of  Pb1   to   the  nucleus,  as  well  as   for   immunity   to   the   rice  
blast  fungus  (Inoue  et  al.,  2013).  Similarly,  the  TNL  immune  receptor  N  in  N.  
benthamiana   associates   with   SPL6   transcription   factor   in   a   distinct   nuclear  
compartment.  This  association  requires  an  intact  p-­loop  of  N  and  exists  only  in  
the   presence   of   the   helicase   p50   from   TMV.      In   addition   to   mediating   N-­
dependent   immunity   to   TMV,   the   homolog   of   SPL6   in   A.   thaliana   is   also  
required   for   the   function   of   the   NLR   RPS4,   indicating   that   the   SPL6  
transcription   factor   may   participate   in   a   general   mechanism   shared   by  
different  NLR  proteins  (Padmanabhan  et  al.,  2013).  Members  of  the  bHLH84  
transcription  factor  family  associate  with  RPS4  as  well  as  SNC1  in  A.  thaliana  
(Xu   et   al.,   2014).   A   triple   knockout   of   the   bHLH84   homologs   compromised  
RPS4   mediated   immunity   and   snc1   autoimmunity,   indicating   that   these  
transcription  factors  play  redundant  roles  and  contribute  to   the  robustness  of  
the   immune   responses   mediated   by   different   NLRs   (Xu   et   al.,   2014).  
Altogether,   these   studies   suggested   that   some  NLR  proteins  may   associate  
with   transcription   factors   for   nuclear   partitioning   as   well   as   to   stimulate  
transcriptional  reprograming  immediately  after  effector  perception.    
  
1.4.3  EDS1  complex  
EDS1  encodes  a  nucleocytoplasmic  lipase-­like  protein  that  participates  
in   both   NLR-­triggered   immunity   and   basal   defence.   It   is   required   for   the  
responses  mediated   by  many   TNL   proteins,   including   RPP2,   RPP4,   RPP5,  
RPS4,  N,  and  Bs4,  and  thus  is  considered  a  downstream  component  shared  
by  TNL  immune  receptors  (Aarts  et  al.,  1998;;  Liu  et  al.,  2002b;;  Schornack  et  
al.,  2004).  EDS1  forms  an  exclusive  complex  with  SAG1  or  PAD4  (Feys  et  al.,  
2005;;   Wagner   et   al.,   2013).   Interestingly,   the   EDS1-­SAG101   complex   was  
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observed   only   in   the   nucleus,   whereas   the   EDS1-­PAD4   complex   was  
observed   in   both   the   nucleus   and   cytoplasm,   suggesting   that   the   dynamic  
interactions   of   EDS1   in   different   cell   compartments   may   contribute   to   the  
regulation  of  defence  signal  activation   (Feys  et  al.,  2005).   In  addition,  EDS1  
also  associates  with  TNL  proteins  (Bhattacharjee  et  al.,  2011).  Perception  of  
effectors   AvrRps4   and   HopA1   disrupt   the   interaction   between   EDS1-­RPS4  
and  EDS1-­RPS6,  respectively,  suggesting  that  the  perturbation  of  EDS1-­NLR  
association  may  trigger  EDS1-­dependent  immune  signalling  (Bhattacharjee  et  
al.,   2011).   In   summary,   these   results   suggest   that   the   dynamics   of   EDS1,  
including   association   with   partners   and   subcellular   partitioning,   play   an  
important  role  in  NLR-­triggered  immunity.    
  
1.4.4  DNA  binding  
Two   recent   studies   suggest   a   striking   hypothesis   for   NLR   immune  
signalling   activation:   NLR   proteins  may   directly   bind   DNA   and   perturb   DNA  
conformation   upon   pathogen   perception   (Fenyk   et   al.,   2016;;   Fenyk   et   al.,  
2015).  Based  on  structure  modelling,  the  NB  domain  of  Rx  shows  homology  to  
Cdc6/Orc1,  a  protein  that  is  involved  in  origin  recognition  and  DNA  replication  
in   Archaea   and   eukaryotes   (Fenyk   et   al.,   2015).   Further   in   vitro   analyses  
showed  that  the  NB  domain  of  Rx  is  able  to  bend  and  melt  DNA.  This  activity  
is   ATP-­dependent   and   requires   an   intact   p-­loop.   Additionally,   the  
corresponding   effector,   the   coat   protein   from  PVX,   specifically   activates   the  
DNA  binding  activity  of  Rx  in  vivo  (Fenyk  et  al.,  2015).  The  NB  domain  of  I-­2,  
similarly,   also   displays   ATP-­dependent   DNA   binding   activity   (Fenyk   et   al.,  
2016).  These  results  suggest  that  DNA  binding  may  be  a  general  feature  for  a  
subset  of  NLR  proteins  (Fenyk  et  al.,  2016;;  Fenyk  et  al.,  2015).       
  
1.5    Evolution  of  plant  NLRs    
Over   the   past   few   years,   advances   in   genome   sequencing   and  
annotation   in  different  plant  species,   including  model  systems  and   important  
crop   species,   have   allowed   scientists   to   comprehensively   study   the   genetic  
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landscape   and   evolution   of   NLR   genes.   To   date,   genome-­wide   analyses   of  
NLR   genes   have   been   performed   with   several   different   plant   genomes,  
including   plants   belonging   to   the   rosid   and   asterid   lineages   of   dicots,   and  
Poaceae  of  monocots  (Andolfo  et  al.,  2014;;  Arya  et  al.,  2014;;  Baumgarten  et  
al.,   2003;;   Christopoulou   et   al.,   2015;;   Guo   et   al.,   2011;;   Jupe   et   al.,   2012;;  
Lozano   et   al.,   2012;;   Meyers   et   al.,   2003;;   Stam   et   al.,   2016;;   Tarr   and  
Alexander,  2009;;  Zhou  et  al.,  2004).  These  include  studies  that  compared  the  
NLR   genetic   landscape   at   plant   family   scale   and   the   angiosperm   scale  
(McHale  et  al.,  2006;;  Shao  et  al.,  2016;;  Shao  et  al.,  2014;;  Zhang  et  al.,  2014;;  
Zhang   et   al.,   2016).   These   studies   provide   insights   into   how   NLR   lineages  
expanded   and   contracted   during   evolution,   as   well   as   the   differential  
evolutionary  history  of  NLRs  in  distantly  related  plant  lineages.    
  
1.5.1  The  number  of  NLR  genes  varies  among  plant  genomes  
One  of   the  most   interesting   observations   from   comparative   studies   is  
that  species  often  have  very  different  numbers  of  NLR  genes  in  their  genomes  
(Sarris   et   al.,   2016).   For   example,   one   of   the   plant   species   with   highest  
number  of  NLR  genes  identified  thus  far   is  Medicago  truncatula,  with  around  
571   NLR   genes.   In   contrast,   its   Legume   family   relative   Cajanus   cajan   has  
around  289  NLR  genes  (Shao  et  al.,  2016).  A.  thaliana  has  around  165  NLR  
genes,   similar   to   its   close   relative   Arabidopsis   lyrata,   which   has   198   NLR  
genes.   Interestingly,   Carica   papaya,   which   is   in   the   same   plant   order  
(Brassicales)   as  A.   thaliana,   has  only   34  NLR  genes,   and   is   the   seed  plant  
with  lowest  number  of  NLR  genes  reported  thus  far  (Porter  et  al.,  2009;;  Sarris  
et  al.,  2016).    
  
1.5.2  Most  NLRs  occur  in  clusters  with  uneven  chromosomal  distribution    
   Across   plant   species,   NLR   loci   are   found   as   either   isolated   genes  
(singletons)   or   as   an   array   of   NLR   genes   (gene   clusters)   (Holub,   2001;;  
Leister,   2004).      Most   NLR   clusters   possess   homologous   genes,   and   are  
referred  to  as  homogenous  clusters  (Holub,  2001;;  Leister,  2004).  In  contrast,  
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some  gene  clusters  contain  distantly   related  NLR  genes,  and  are  referred   to  
as   heterogeneous   clusters   (Holub,   2001;;   Leister,   2004).   Interestingly,   the  
majority   of   NLR   genes   exist   as   clusters   with   uneven   distribution   across  
different  chromosome.  For  example,  85%  of  A.  thaliana  NLRs  exist  in  clusters,  
with  the  largest  cluster  on  chromosome  5  containing  12  NLR  genes  (Zhang  et  
al.,  2016).  In  tomato,  66%  of  the  NLR  genes  exist  in  clusters,  with  the  largest  
cluster  containing  14  NLR  genes  on  the  short  arm  of  chromosome  4  (Andolfo  
et  al.,  2014).  This  uneven  distribution  pattern  and  NLR  clustering  are  general  
features  also  observed  in  several  other  species  (Andolfo  et  al.,  2014;;  Arya  et  
al.,   2014;;   Baumgarten   et   al.,   2003;;   Christopoulou   et   al.,   2015;;   Guo   et   al.,  
2011;;  Jupe  et  al.,  2012;;  Lozano  et  al.,  2012;;  Meyers  et  al.,  2003;;  Stam  et  al.,  
2016;;  Tarr  and  Alexander,  2009;;  Zhou  et  al.,  2004).    
  
1.5.3  Three  types  of  duplication  events  contribute  to  NLR  evolution    
There   are   three   different   types   of   duplication   events   (tandem,  
segmental,   and   ectopic)   which   contribute   to   the   clustering,   expansion,   and  
uneven   distribution   of   NLRs   observed   in   plant   genomes   (Leister,   2004).    
Tandem   duplication   involves   local   duplication   of   genes,   resulting   in  
homogenous   cluster   with   an   array   of   NLR   copies   that   are   highly   similar   to  
each  other.  Segmental  duplication  involves  duplication  and  translocation  of  a  
large  chromosomal   fragment   to  another   linked  or  unlinked   locus,   resulting   in  
two   chromosomal   regions   that   show   synteny   with   one   another.   Ectopic  
duplication  is  where  only  a  small  set  of  NLR  genes  or  an  individual  NLR  gene  
is  transferred  to  another  chromosome  (Leister,  2004).  Some  NLR  genes  that  
exists   as   singletons   could   be   the   result   of   this   type   of   duplication   (Leister,  
2004).      Studies  of  synteny  among  closely  related  species  indicate  that  these  
three   types   of   duplication   may   differentially   contribute   to   expansion   and  




1.5.4  Different  NLR  classes  display  distinct  expansion  patterns    
  The   three   different   NLR   classes   (TNL/CNL/RNL)   show   distinct   gain  
and  loss  patterns  during  angiosperm  evolution  (Shao  et  al.,  2016).  CNL  genes  
adopted  “gradual  expansion”  in  the  early  stage  (prior  to  100  million  years  ago)  
of   angiosperm   evolution,   and   showed   massive   expansion   after   the  
“Cretaceous-­Paleogene   (K-­P)   boundary”,   particularly   in   the   Solanaceae   and  
Poaceae   families   (Shao   et   al.,   2016).   In   contrast,   no   expansion   of   TNL  
occurred   before   the   K-­P   boundary,   but   clear   expansions   of   TNL   were  
observed   after   the   K-­P   boundary   in   the   Fabaceae   and   Brassicaceae   family  
(Shao   et   al.,   2016).   RNL   (CCR-­NB-­LRR)   genes,   on   the   other   hand,   are  
relatively  stable  in  the  evolution  of  different  angiosperm  species  (Shao  et  al.,  
2016).   The   results   of   evolutionary   analysis   inferred   that   an   ancient   whole  
genome  duplication   in  angiosperm   resulted   in   two  RNL   lineages,   the  ADR1-­
like  lineage  and  the  NRG1-­like  lineage  (Shao  et  al.,  2016).    
Not  all   the  plant   species   contain  all   three  NLR  classes.  For  example,  
several   studies   indicated   that   monocot   plants   such   as   rice   (Oryza   sativa),  
wheat   (Triticum  aestivum),  and  banana   (Musa  acuminata)  do  not  have  TNL-­
type   NLR   genes,   suggesting   a   gene   loss   event   occurred   in   the   common  
ancestor   of  monocot   plants   (Sarris   et   al.,   2016;;  Shao  et   al.,   2016;;  Tarr   and  
Alexander,   2009).   Furthermore,   sesame   (Sesamum   indicum)   and   monkey  
flower  (Mimulus  guttatus),  both  of  which  are  in  the  order  Lamiales  of  asterids,  
also   do   not   have   TNL   genes   (Sarris   et   al.,   2016;;   Shao   et   al.,   2016),  
suggesting   a   recent   gene   loss   of   TNLs   during   the   evolution   of   lineages   of  
asterids.    
  
1.5.5  “Birth-­and-­death”  evolution  of  NLRs  
The  best  model   to  elucidate   the  high   turnover  evolution  of  NLR   is   the  
“birth-­and-­death  process”   (Michelmore  and  Meyers,   1998).  That   is,   following  
the   diversification   by   recombination   or   mutations,   the   continuous   selection  
pressures   favor   the   NLRs   that   have   increased   efficiency.   Sequences   with  
advantages   in  disease  resistance  will   increase   in   the  population,  while  some  
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rare  unequal  crossing-­over  events  cause  duplication  or  deletion  of  single  gene  
or  blocks  of  genes.  Recently  duplicated  sequences  are  relatively  unstable  due  
to   having   high   frequency   of   unequal   crossing-­over,   which   leads   to   further  
duplication,   deletion,   or   altered   specificity   (Michelmore   and   Meyers,   1998).  
Repeating   the   “birth-­and-­death”   process   in   evolution  may   eventually   lead   to  
expansion  and  functional  diversification  of  NLR  gene  families  (McHale  et  al.,  
2006;;  Michelmore  and  Meyers,  1998).  Consequently,  some  NLR  gene  families  
exist   in   lineage-­specific  manner,  while  others  are  shared  by  distantly   related  
plant   lineages  (McHale  et  al.,  2006).  Several  recent  genome-­wide  studies  on  
NLR  genes  also  support   the  hypothesis  of   “birth-­and-­death  process”   in  NLR  
evolution,  in  which  the  presence/absence  polymorphism  of  NLR  phylogenetic  
clades  are   frequently  observed  when  comparing  distantly   related  species  as  
well  as  closely  related  species  (Shao  et  al.,  2016;;  Shao  et  al.,  2014;;  Zhang  et  
al.,  2016).      
  
1.6    Resistance  genes  of  solanaceous  plants    
Solanaceae  is  a  plant  family  of  great  economic  importance.  This  family  
includes  several  major  crops  and  ornamental  plants,  such  as  potato  (Solanum  
tubersum),   tomato   (Solanum   lycopersicum),   eggplant   (Solanum  melongena),  
pepper  (Capsicum  spp.),  tobacco  (Nicotiana  spp.),  and  Petunia  spp.  Many  of  
the   solanaceous   plants   have   been   domesticated   a   long   time   ago,   bred   for  
higher   yield,   better   disease   resistance,   and/or   other   traits   that   are  
advantageous   for   cultivation.   For   example,   potato,   one   of   the   largest   food  
crops   in   the   world,   has   been   domesticated  more   than   8000   years   ago   and  
bred   into   thousands   of   different   verities   (National   Research   Council   (U.S.).  
Advisory  Committee  on  Technology  Innovation.,  1989).  Apart  from  plants  with  
agriculture   and   horticulture   importance,   Nicotiana   benthamiana   is   also   of  
interest  worldwide  because  it  is  the  most  widely  used  experimental  plant  in  the  
laboratory  (Goodin  et  al.,  2008).    






Figure  1.  1  Phylogenetic  tree  of  solanaceous  NLR  proteins  
  The  phylogenetic  tree  of  solanaceous  NLR  proteins  was  modified  from  Andolfo  et  al.  (2014).    
The  naming  of   the  CNL   clades   in  Andolfo   et   al.   (2014)   and   the   representative   families   are  
indicated.  Addition  information  of  some  of  the  NLRs  are  summarised  in  Table  A2.1.  
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Solanaceous  crops  are  infected  by  many  different  pathogens  that  often  
cause  important  yield  losses  (Strange  and  Scott,  2005).  To  circumvent  these  
problems,   breeders   and   scientists   have   been   using   the   wild   relatives   of  
solanaceous   crops  as  a   source  of   disease   resistance  breeding  and  disease  
resistance   gene   cloning.   Particularly,   wild   Solanum   species,   such   as   S.  
demissum   and   S.   pimpinellifolium,   have   been   used   for   breeding   and  
identifying   resistance   genes   for   potato   and   tomato   (Blanca   et   al.,   2015;;  
Vleeshouwers   et   al.,   2011).      To   date,   more   than   20   NLR-­type   resistance  
genes   that   provide   resistance   to   different   pathogens   of   solanaceous   plants  
have   been   identified,   many   of   which   confer   resistance   to   devastating   plant  
pathogens   such   as  Phytophthora   infestans,   an   oomycete   that   triggered   the  
Irish  potato  famine  in  the  19th  century  (Fry,  2008;;  Vleeshouwers  et  al.,  2011).  
Nonetheless,   little   is   known   about   the   mechanisms   by   which   these   NLR  
proteins   sense   the   pathogen   effectors   and   the   downstream   signalling  
mediated   by   these   NLRs.      Here,   I   introduce   these   solanaceous   NLR-­type  
resistance   genes   according   to   their   phylogenetic   clades   and   families   (Fig.  
1.1),  and  summarise  our  current  understanding  of  these  genes.  
  
1.6.1  Rpi-­blb2/Mi-­1.2  family  and  Hero  family  
One  of   the  most   interesting  NLR  families  of  solanaceous  plants   is   the  
Rpi-­blb2/Mi-­1.2   family.  Rpi-­blb2  originates  from  Solanum  bulbocastanum  and  
encodes  a  CNL  protein  that  confers  broad-­spectrum  resistance  to  P.  infestans  
in  potato  (van  der  Vossen  et  al.,  2005).  It  is  located  in  an  NLR  cluster  together  
with   closely   related   homologs   on   the   short   arm   of   chromosome   6,   and   is  
functional  when   transformed   into   tomato   (van  der  Vossen  et  al.,   2005).  Rpi-­
blb2   gives   responses   to   AVRblb2,   a   haustoria-­localized   RXLR   effector   that  
interferes  with  host  vesicle  secretion  during  infection  (Bozkurt  et  al.,  2011;;  Oh  
et  al.,  2009).      
Mi-­1.2   originates   from  Solanum   peruvianum   and   shares   82%   protein  
sequence   identity  with  Rpi-­blb2   (Milligan  et  al.,  1998;;  van  der  Vossen  et  al.,  
2005).  Mi-­1.2  confers  resistance  to  root-­knot  nematodes  (Meloidogyne  spp.),  
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potato  aphid   (Macrosiphum  euphorbiae),  and  sweet  potato  whitefly   (Bemisia  
tabaci)   in   tomato   (Milligan   et   al.,   1998;;   Nombela   et   al.,   2003;;   Rossi   et   al.,  
1998).  In  eggplant,  however,  Mi-­1.2  provides  resistance  to  root-­knot  nematode  
but  not  potato  aphid,  suggesting  that  Mi-­1.2-­mediated  resistance  has  different  
requirements   for   different   pathogens   (Goggin   et   al.,   2006).   Although   the  
nematode   or   aphid   proteins   sensed   by  Mi-­1.2   are   unknown,   treatment   with  
aphid  saliva  induces  conformational  changes  of  SERK1-­Mi-­1.2  complex.  This  
suggests  that  Mi1-­.2  senses  a  molecular  pattern  or  effector  protein  that  exists  
in   the   aphid   saliva   (Peng   et   al.,   2016).  CaMi,   identified   from   hot   pepper,   is  
another  resistance  gene  belonging  to  the  Rpi-­blb2/Mi-­1.2  family.  CaMi  shares  
99%   sequence   identity   with   Mi-­1.2   and   confers   resistance   to   root-­knot  
nematode  (Chen  et  al.,  2007).    
The  Hero   gene   family   shares   the  same  origin  with   the  Rpi-­blb2/Mi1.2  
family,  yet  phylogenetically  belongs   to  a  different  clade  (Fig.  1.1)   (Andolfo  et  
al.,  2014;;  Ernst  et  al.,  2002).  Hero   is   located   in  an  NLR  gene  cluster  on   the  
short   arm   of   chromosome   4,   and   was   introgressed   into   tomato   from   S.  
pimpinellifolium  (Ernst  et  al.,  2002).  Hero  confers  resistance  to  the  potato  cyst  
nematode   Globodera   rostochiensis,   and   partial   resistance   to   Globodera  
pallida.  The  nematode  protein  sensed  by  Hero  is  currently  unknown  (Ernst  et  
al.,  2002).  
  
1.6.2  Sw5b/R8  family  
The  Sw5b/R8   family  also  shares  the  same  origin  with  the  Rpi-­blb2/Mi-­
1.2  and  Hero  families,  but  forms  a  distinct  clade  in  the  phylogenetic  tree  (Fig.  
1.1).   (Andolfo   et   al.,   2014).   Sw5b   and   R8   share   89%   protein   sequence  
identity,   but   provide   resistance   to   different   pathogens   (Brommonschenkel   et  
al.,  2000;;  Vossen  et  al.,  2016).  Sw5b,  originated  from  S.  peruvianum,  confers  
resistance   to   Tomato   spotted   wilt   virus   (TSWV)   by   sensing   the   cell-­to-­cell  
movement  protein  NSm   (Hallwass  et  al.,   2014;;  Peiro  et  al.,   2014).  Although  
the   LRR   domain   of   Sw5b   is   able   to   give   response   to   NSm   on   its   own,  
resistance   to   TSWV   still   requires   the   full-­length   Sw5b   protein   (Chen   et   al.,  
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2016).  R8   from  S.  demissum  was  mapped  to  the  same  region  as  Rpi-­smira2  
in  potato  cultivar  Sarpo  Mira  (Jo,  2013;;  Jo  et  al.,  2011),  and  encodes  a  CNL  
protein   with   high   homology   to   Sw5b.   R8   recognises   RXLR   effector   AVR8  
(AvrSmira2)   and   confers   resistance   to   P.   infestans   (Rietman   et   al.,   2012;;  
Vossen  et  al.,  2016).    
  
1.6.3  R1  family  and  Prf  family  
R1  and  Prf  are  classified   in   the  same  phylogenetic  clade,  yet  detailed  
topology   showed   that   these   two   genes   are   in   different   subclades   (Fig.   1.1).  
(Andolfo  et  al.,  2014;;  Jupe  et  al.,  2012;;  Witek  et  al.,  2016).  Both  R1  and  Prf  
are   located   on   the   short   arm   of   chromosome   5   (Andolfo   et   al.,   2014).  R1  
originates   from   S.   demissum   and   has   been   introgressed   into   many   potato  
cultivars   (Ballvora   et   al.,   2002;;   Trognitz   and   Trognitz,   2007).   R1   gives  
response   to   P.   infestans   RXLR   effector   AVR1.   However,   R1-­mediated  
resistance   has   been   overcome   by   the  majority   of  P.   infestans   isolates,   and  
thus   the   agricultural   value   of  R1   is   limited   (Du   et   al.,   2015b;;   Trognitz   and  
Trognitz,   2007).   Prf   confers   resistance   to   Pseudomonas   syringae   by  
recoginsing  Type  III  effector  proteins  AvrPto  and  AvrPtoB  (Abramovitch  et  al.,  
2003;;   Ronald   et   al.,   1992).   Prf   associates   with   Pto   kinase   through   the   N-­
terminal  extension,  and  guards   the   interaction  or  perturbation  of  Pto  caused  
by  AvrPto  and  AvrPtoB    (Mathieu  et  al.,  2014;;  Mucyn  et  al.,  2006;;  Ntoukakis  et  
al.,  2013;;  van  der  Hoorn  and  Kamoun,  2008;;  Xiang  et  al.,  2008;;  Xing  et  al.,  
2007).    
  
1.6.4  Rx/Rx2/Gpa2  family  and  Bs2  family  
Both   Rx   (also   referred   to   as  Rx1)   and  Gpa2   have   been   introgressed  
into  potato  from  Solanum  andigena  and  are  homologs  of  NLR  genes  from  the  
same  cluster  on  chromosome  12   (van  der  Vossen  et  al.,   2000).  They  share  
88%  protein  sequence  identity  but  provide  disease  resistance  to  two  different  
pathogens:  Rx  confers   resistance   to  potato  virus  X  (PVX)  and  Gpa2  confers  
resistance  to  potato  cyst  nematode  (G.  pallida)  (van  der  Vossen  et  al.,  2000).  
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In   contrast,   Rx2,   which   shares   95%   protein   sequence   identity   with   Rx,   has  
been   introgressed   into   potato   from   Solanum   acaule   and   is   located   on  
chromosome	   5	   (Bendahmane  et  al.,  2000;;  van  der  Vossen  et  al.,  2000).  Rx  
and  Rx2  sense  the  coat  protein  from  PVX,  whereas  Gpa2  gives  response  to  
the  nematode  effector  RBP-­1  (Bendahmane  et  al.,  1995;;  Bendahmane  et  al.,  
2000;;   Sacco   et   al.,   2009).   Ran   GTPase-­activating   protein   2   (RanGAP2)  
associates  with  both  the  CC  domain  of  Rx  and  Gpa2,  and  is  essential  for  the  
responses   mediated   by   both   these   NLR   proteins.   This   suggests   that  
RanGAP2  is  involved  in  the  recognition  of  Rx  and  Gpa2  to  pathogen  proteins  
(Sacco   et   al.,   2009;;   Sacco   et   al.,   2007;;   Tameling   and   Baulcombe,   2007;;  
Tameling  et  al.,  2010).    
Bs2   was   identified   from   pepper   (Capsicum   annuum)   and   provides  
resistance   in   tomato   to   bacterial   spot   disease   caused   by   Xanthomonas  
campestris   pv.   vesicatoria   (Tai   et   al.,   1999).   It   recognises   type   III   effector  
AvrBs2   from  X.   campestris.   (Andolfo   et   al.,   2014;;   Tai   et   al.,   1999).   Despite  
having  only   few  copies   in   the   tomato  and  potato  genomes,   the  Bs2   family   is  
massively   expanded   in   the   pepper   genome   (Fig.   1.1)   (Andolfo   et   al.,   2014;;  
Seo  et  al.,  2016).    
  
1.6.5  Rpi-­amr3  family  
Rpi-­amr3   was   recently   cloned   from   Solanum   americanum,   a   diploid  
non-­tuber-­bearing   wild   potato,   using   resistance   gene   sequence   capture  
(RenSeq)  with  single-­molecule  real-­time  (SMRT)  sequencing  (SMRT  RenSeq)  
(Witek  et  al.,  2016).  Rpi-­amr3  was  mapped  to  a  locus  on  chromosome  4  with  
14  homologous  NLR  genes  in  four  clusters.  One  of  the  homologs,  Rpi-­amr3i,  
confers   resistance   to  P.   infestans  when   introduced   into  N.  benthamiana  and  
potato   by   transient   expression   or   stable   transformation   (Witek   et   al.,   2016).  




1.6.6  Rpi-­vnt1/Tm-­22  family  
Several   Rpi-­vnt1   allelic   variants   (Rpi-­vnt1.1,   Rpi-­vnt1.2,   Rpi-­vnt1.3)  
were   identified   from   different   accessions   of  Solanum   venturii   (Foster   et   al.,  
2009;;  Pel  et  al.,  2009).  These  Rpi-­vnt1  variants  are  located  on  the  long  arm  of  
chromosome  9,  and  confer  resistance  to  P.  infestans  in  potato,  tomato,  and  N.  
benthamiana   (Foster   et   al.,   2009;;   Pel   et   al.,   2009).   The   effector   protein  
recognised  by  Rpi-­vnt1  is  Avrvnt1  (Vleeshouwers  et  al.,  2011).  Rpi-­mcq1  from  
Solanum   mochiquense   was   also   found   to   be   a   homolog   of   Rpi-­vnt1,   but  
showed  a  different  recognition  spectrum  (Smilde  et  al.,  2005;;  Vleeshouwers  et  
al.,  2011).    
Tm-­22,   which   shares   75%   protein   sequence   identity   with   Rpi-­vnt1,  
provides   resistance   to   Tomato   mosaic   virus   (ToMV)   and   Tobacco   mosaic  
virus   (TMV)   in   tomato  and  N.  benthamiana   (Du  et  al.,   2013;;  Lanfermeijer  et  
al.,  2003;;  Zhang  et  al.,  2013b).  Recently,  rubisco  small  subunit  was  found  to  
be   involved   in   resistance   mediated   by   Tm-­22   to   TMV   (Zhao   et   al.,   2013).  
However,   it   is   still   not   clear   whether   rubisco   small   subunit   is   specifically  
required   for   Tm-­22-­TMV   interaction   or   has   a   general   implication   in   plant  
defence.  Additionally,  two  recently  identified  late  blight  resistance  genes,  Ph-­3  
from  S.  pimpinellifolium  and  R9a   from  S.  demissum,  also  belong   to   the  Rpi-­
vnt1/Tm-­22  family  (Jo  et  al.,  2015;;  Zhang  et  al.,  2013a).    
  
1.6.7  R2  family    
The  R2   resistance   gene   family   incudes  multiple   late   blight   resistance  
genes  originating  from  several  different  plant  species.    These  include,  but  are  
not   limited   to  R2   from  S.   demissum,  Rpi-­blb3   from  S.   bulbocastanum,   and  
Rpi-­mcd1   from   Solanum   microdontum   (Vleeshouwers   et   al.,   2011).   R2   is  
located   on   chromosome   4   in   proximity   to   the  Rpi-­amr3   locus   (Witek   et   al.,  
2016).  According  to  sequence  comparison  and  phylogenetic  analysis,  R2  is  a  
homolog  of  A.  thaliana,  RPP13,  which  confers  resistance  to  H.  arabidopsidis  
(Andolfo   et   al.,   2014;;   Vleeshouwers   et   al.,   2011).   Several   R2   homologs  
recognise   proteins   in   the   Avr2   RXLR   effector   family,   but   some   may   show  
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different   recognition   spectrums.   For   example,   Rpi-­mcd1   does   not   give  
response  to  any  of  the  Avr2  family  members  (Vleeshouwers  et  al.,  2011).    
     
1.6.8  Rpi-­blb1  family  
The  Rpi-­blb1   resistance  gene  family   is   located  on  chromosome  8  and  
includes   several   late   blight   resistance   genes   originating   from   different  
Solanum  species,  including  Rpi-­blb1  and  Rpi-­bt1  from  S.  bulbocastanum,  and  
Rpi-­sto1  and  Rpi-­pta1   from  Solanum  stoloniferum   (Oosumi  et  al.,   2009;;   van  
der  Vossen  et  al.,  2003;;  Vleeshouwers  et  al.,  2008)  
  
6.9  R3a/I2  family  
R3a   originated   from   S.   demissum   and   provides   resistance   to   P.  
infestans   (Huang  et  al.,  2005).   It   is   located  on  the  short  arm  of  chromosome  
11   together   with   closely   related   homologs   and   gives   response   to   RXLR  
effector   Avr3a   (Armstrong   et   al.,   2005;;   Huang   et   al.,   2005).   There   are   two  
different  AVR3a   alleles   in   the  P.   infestans   population,  Avr3aKI   and  Avr3aEM.  
R3a  gives  responses  to  Avr3aKI,  but  only  weakly  to  Avr3aEM  (Armstrong  et  al.,  
2005).   R3b   shares   73%   protein   sequence   identity   with   R3a,   but   gives  
response   to   a   different  RXLR  effector  AVR3b   (Huang   et   al.,   2004;;   Li   et   al.,  
2011).    
I-­2  was   introgressed  from  S.  pimpinellifolium   into  tomato  and  provides  
resistance  to  race  2  of  Fusarium  oxysporum  f.  sp.  lycopersici    (Ori  et  al.,  1997;;  
Simons  et  al.,  1998).  It  is  located  at  the  same  locus  as  R3a  and  shares  83%  
protein   sequence   identity   to   R3a   (Huang   et   al.,   2005).   I-­2   recognises   F.  
oxysporum  Avr2,   which   is   an   effector   that   is   translocated   into   the   plant   cell  
during   infection   (Ma   et   al.,   2013).   In   addition   to   responding   to   Avr2   of   F.  
oxysporum,  I-­2  also  gives  weak  response  to  Avr3a  from  P.  infestans  and  can  





1.6.10  TNL  family:  Gro1.4,  N,  and  Bs4,    
According   to   sequence   homology   and   phylogeny,   the   TNL   family   in  
solanaceous  plants  can  be  grouped  into  four  subclades  (Fig.  1.1)    (Andolfo  et  
al.,  2014).  The  resistance  gene  Gro1.4   is  in  subclade  B,  whereas  N  and  Bs4  
are   in   subclade   D   (Andolfo   et   al.,   2014).   Gro1.4   originated   from   Solanum  
spegazzinii   and   is   located   on   chromosome   12.   It   provides   resistance   to  
pathotype  Ro1  of  potato  cyst  nematode  G.  rostochiensis  (Barone  et  al.,  1990;;  
Paal   et   al.,   2004).   The  effector   sensed  by  Gro1.4   is   currently   not   known.  N  
gene,  which  confers  resistance  to  TMV,  was  identified  from  tobacco  (Whitham  
et  al.,  1994).  N  recognises  p50  of  TMV,  which  is  a  helicase  that  is  essential  for  
virus  replication  (Erickson  et  al.,  1999).  Bs4  encodes  a  TNL  gene  that  confers  
resistance  to  X.  campestris  pv.  vesicatoria  in  tomato  (Schornack  et  al.,  2004).  
It  gives  responses  to  the  Type  III  effectors  AvrBs3,  AvrBs4  from  X.  campestris  
pv.  vesicatoria  as  well  as  Hax3  and  Hax4  from  X.  campestris  pv.  armoraciae,  
all   of   which   are   TAL   effectors   in   the   AvrBs3   family   (Kay   et   al.,   2005;;  
Schornack  et  al.,  2004).  
  
1.7    Aims  of  the  thesis  
The  primary  aim  of   this   thesis   is   to  understand   the   function  of   helper  
NLR   proteins   in   the   NRC   family.   To   investigate   the   roles   of   NRC   family  
members  in  plant  immunity,  I  revisited  a  previous  study  about  NRC1  (Gabriels  
et   al.,   2007)   using  a   combination  of   genome  annotation,   phylogenetics,   and  
genetics  approaches.  The  results  revealed  that  N.  benthamiana  lacks  a  close  
homolog  of  NRC1,  and   the  genes  responsible   for  Pto/Prf-­mediated   immunity  
are  NRC2  and  NRC3  (Chapter  3).  Together  with  my  collaborator  (Dr.  Jack  H.  
Vossen,  Wageningen  University),  we  found  that  NRC4,  a  member  of  the  NRC  
family,   is   required   for   immunity   mediated   by   both   Rpi-­blb2   and   R1.  
Interestingly,   NRC2,   NRC3,   and   NRC4,   play   redundant   roles   in   immunity  
mediated  by  Rx,  Bs2,  Sw5b  and  R8.  These  results  suggest   that  members   in  
the  NRC  family  act  as  “helper  NLRs”  that  form  an  essential  signalling  network  
for   the   immunity   mediated   by   a   large   number   of   “sensor   NLRs”.   Based   on  
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results   of   evolutionary   analyses,   I   propose   that   this  NRC   signalling   network  
has  emerged  over  100  million  years  ago  from  an  NLR  pair  that  diversified  into  
up  to  one  half  of  the  NLRs  of  asterids    (Chapter  4).  To  further  understand  the  
basis   of   helper-­sensor   partner   specificity   in   the   NRC-­signalling   network,   I  
generated   and   tested   the   activities   of   chimeric   proteins   between  NRC3   and  
NRC4.  I  found  that  the  LRR  region,  particularly  the  amino  acids  between  two  
typical   LRR   units,   determines   the   sensor   specificity   of   NRC3   and   NRC4  
(Chapter   5).   Altogether,   these   results   provide   new   insights   into   molecular  
mechanisms  and  evolution  of  a  NLR  signalling  network  that  confers  resistance  
to  multiple  pathogens.    
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Chapter  2:  Materials  and  Methods  
  
2.1    Plant  Materials  
2.1.1  Wild  type  and  transgenic  Nicotiana  benthamiana  lines  
Wild   type   and   transgenic   N.   benthamiana   lines   were   grown   in   a  
controlled   growth   chamber   with   temperature   22-­25°C, humidity   45-­65%   and  
16/8-­h  light/dark  cycle.  Details  of  transgenic  N.  benthamiana  lines  expressing  
different  NLR  genes  are  listed  in  Table  2.1.  
  
2.1.2  Tomato  plants  
Tomato   (Solanum   lycopersicum)   bacterial   speck   resistant   line   (Rio  
Grande  76R  [Pto/Pto  Prf/Prf])  and  near-­isogenic  susceptible  line  (Rio  Grande  
76S  [pto/pto  Prf/Prf])  were  described  previously  in  the  literature  (Salmeron  et  
al.,  1994).  Plants  were  grown  in  a  controlled  growth  chamber  with  temperature  
22-­25°C, humidity  45-­65%  and16/8-­h  light/dark  cycle.    
 
Table  2.  1  List  of  transgenic  N.  benthamiana  lines  used  in  this  study  
NLR  expressed   Pathogen  recognised   Effector/avirulence  factor   Reference  
Prf  (with  Pto)   Pseudomonas  syringae  pv.  tomato  DC3000   AvrPto,  AvrPtoB  
R411B  (Balmuth  and  
Rathjen,  2007)  
Rpi-­blb2   Phytophthora  infestans   AVRblb2   (Bozkurt  et  al.,  2011)  
Rx   Potato  virus  X   Coat  protein   (Lu  et  al.,  2003)  
R3a   Phytophthora  infestans   AVR3a   (Schornack  et  al.,  2010)  




2.2    Cloning  of  NRC  homologs  and  other  NLR  genes  
2.2.1  Identification  of  NRC2  and  NRC3  
Tomato  NRC1  (Solyc01g090430)  was  used  to  identify  homologs  in  the  
predicted   protein   databases   (N.   benthamiana   Genome   v0.4.4   predicted  
protein,   Tomato   proteins   ITAG   release   2.40,   and   Potato   ITAG   release   1  
predicted   proteins)   on   Solanaceae   Genomics   Network   (SGN).   Top   hits   of  
BLASTP  search  results  were  collected   for   further  analyses.  NRC2  homologs  
in  potato  were  missing  in  Potato  ITAG  release  1  predicted  proteins  database.  
Therefore,  two  NRC2  sequences  of  potato  identified  in  Potato  PGSC  DM  v3.4  
protein   sequences   were   included   in   the   analyses.   The   phylogenetic   tree   of  
NRC  homologs  was  built  using  MEGA6-­Beta2  (Fig.  3.1)  (Tamura  et  al.,  2013)  
with   Neighbour-­joining   and  Maximum-­likelihood  methods   and  with   bootstrap  
values   based   on   1000   iterations.   Assignments   of   NRC   homologs   to  
chromosomes  were  based  on  information  of  tomato  and  potato  genomes.  
  
2.2.2  Cloning  of  NRC1,  NRC2  and  NRC3  
Cloning  of  tomato  NRC  homologs  was  performed  with  Gateway  cloning  
kit   (Invitrogen)   following   the   manufacturer’s   instruction.   cDNA   fragments   of  
tomato  NRC  homologs  were  amplified  with  corresponding  primer  pairs   listed  
in   Table   2.2.   The   amplified   fragments   were   cloned   into   pENTR/D-­TOPO  
(Invitrogen)  and   then   introduced   into   the  pK7WG2  destination  vector   (Karimi  
et   al.,   2002)   using   Gateway   LR   recombination   enzymes   (Invitrogen).   N.  
benthamiana   NRC2a,   NRC2b   and   NRC3   were   amplified   with   the  
corresponding   primer   pairs   listed   in   Table   2.2   from   cDNA   and   cloned   into  
pCR8/GW/TOPO   (Invitrogen)   by  TA  cloning.  The   fragments  were   then  used  
for  further  amplification  and  subcloning  into  pICH86988  using  the  Golden  Gate  
cloning  method  (Weber  et  al.,  2011).  The  synthetic  fragments  of  NbNRC2a/b  
and  NbNRC3  were  designed  manually   to   introduce  synonymous  substitution  
in   every   codon   possible,   and   the   syntheses   of   these   fragments   were  
performed   by   GENEWIZ   (South Plainfield, NJ, USA).   The   synthetic  
fragments  were   then  subcloned   into  pICH86988   together  with   the   remaining  
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NbNRC2a,   NbNRC2b   or  NbNRC3   fragment   to   generate   full-­length  NbNRC  
variants.    
Table  2.  2  List  of  primers  used  for  NRC1,  NRC2  and  NRC3  cloning  
  
Primer  name   Sequence  (5’-­3’)   Usage  in  this  study   Reference  
SlNRC1-­F   CACCATGGTTGATGTAGGGGTTGAATTTC   Gateway  cloning  of  tomato  
NRC1  
This  study  
SlNRC1-­R   CTAAGAAGCTGTCTGTACATCAGAATC   Gateway  cloning  of  tomato  
NRC1  
This  study  
SlNRC2-­F   CACCATGGCGAACGTAGCAGTGGAATTTC   Gateway  cloning  of  tomato  
NRC2  
This  study  
SlNRC2-­R   TCAGAGATCAGGAGGGAATATGGAAAG   Gateway  cloning  of  tomato  
NRC2  
This  study  
SlNRC3-­F   CACCATGGCGGATGTAGCAGTAAAGTTCTTA   Gateway  cloning  of  tomato  
NRC3  
This  study  





Gateway  cloning  of  tomato  
NRC2a  
This  study  
NbNRC2a-­R   TCAGAGATCGGGAGGGAATATAGAGAGCTT   Gateway  cloning  of  tomato  
NRC2a  
This  study  















Gateway  TA  cloning  of  
tomato  NRC3  
This  study  
2.2.3  Cloning  of  NRC4  
Sequences   of   primers   used   in   cloning   of   NRC4   variants   are   listed   in  
Table  2.3.  NRC4  was  amplified   from  N.  benthamiana   cDNA  and  cloned   into  
pENTR/D-­TOPO   (Invitrogen).   This   plasmid   was   then   used   for   further  
subcloning  of  NRC4  into  pCR8/GW/D-­TOPO  (Invitrogen)  as  a  level  0  module  
for   follow-­up   Golden   Gate   cloning   (Weber   et   al.,   2011).   GFP:NRC4   was  
generated   by  Golden  Gate   assembly  with   pICSL12008   (35S   promoter,   TSL  
SynBio),   pICSL30006   (GFP,   TSL   SynBio),   pCR8-­NRC4,   pICH41432   (OCS  
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terminator)   into   binary   vector   pICH86966   (Engler   et   al.,   2014;;  Weber   et   al.,  
2011).  To  make  a  level  0  module  for  NRC4  c-­terminal  tagging,  the  stop  codon  
was   removed   in   pCR8-­NRC4   to   generate   pCR8-­NRC4-­ns.   NRC4:myc   was  
generated   by   assembling   pCR8-­NRC4-­ns   with   pICSL50010(4xmyc,   TSL  
SynBio)   in   pICH86988.   The   synthetic   fragment   (1-­272bp)   of   NRC4   was  
designed   manually   to   introduce   synonymous   substitution   in   every   codon  
possible.  The   fragment  was  synthesized  by  GENEWIZ  (South  Plainfield,  NJ,  
USA)   and   then   subcloned   into   binary   vector   pICH86988   together   with   the  
remaining  part  of  NRC4  (273-­2646bp)  by  Golden  Gate  cloning  to  generate  a  
full-­length  NRC4  variant.  To  confirm  the  accumulation  of  proteins  in  control  or  
NRC4-­silenced  background,  4xmyc  tag  was  fused  to  the  C-­terminal  of  NRC4  
and   cloned   into   pICH86988.   Three   days   after   agroinfiltration   in   control   or  
NRC4-­silenced   leaves,   total   plant   proteins   were   extracted   and   analysed   by  
western   blot   analyses.  Anti-­myc   (A-­14,  Santa  Cruz  Biotechnology)   and  anti-­
rabbit   antibody   conjugated   to   horseradish   peroxidase   (Sigma-­Aldrich)   were  
used  as  primary  and  secondary  antibodies.    
  
2.2.4  Site-­directed  mutagenesis  of  Rpi-­blb2  and  NRC4  
To  determine  whether   an   intact   p-­loop   is   essential   for   the   function   of  
Rpi-­blb2  and  NRC4,  a  lysine  (K)  to  arginine  (R)  mutation  was  introduced  into  
the   p-­loop   of   both   proteins   independently.   Primers   listed   in   Table   2.2   were  
used  for  introducing  the  mutations  by  inverse  PCR  with  Phusion  High-­Fidelity  
DNA   Polymerase   (Thermo).   The   mutated   variants   were   verified   by  
sequencing,   and   then   subcloned   into   pK7WGF2   (for   GFP:Rpi-­blb2)   or  
pICH86966   (for  NRC4:myc).   To   confirm   the   accumulation   of   these   proteins,  
wild  type  and  mutated  GFP:Rpi-­blb2  or  NRC4:myc  were  transiently  expressed  
independently  in  N.  benthamiana  leaves.  Samples  were  collected  3  days  after  




2.2.5  DNA  sequences  and  accession  numbers  of  NRC  homologs  
Sequences   of   NRC   homologs   in   this   study   can   be   found   in   the  
Solanaceae  Genomics   Network   (SGN)   or   GenBank/EMBL   databases   under  
the   following   accession   numbers:   SlNRC1   (Solyc01g090430,  
NP_001234202),   SlNRC2   (Solyc10g047320),   SlNRC3   (XP_004238948.1),  
NbNRC2a   (NbS00018282),   NbNRC2b   (NbS00026706),   NbNRC2c  
(NbS00031134),   NbNRC3   (NbS00011087),   StNRC3   (Sotub05g007690),  
NbNRC4   (NbS00002971,   NbS00016103).   Sequences   of   SlNRC1,   SlNRC2,  
SlNRC3  and  NbNRC3  were  confirmed  by  cDNA  sequencing,  and  are  identical  
to   the   sequences   in   the   database   with   accession   numbers   listed   above.  
Sequences   of  NbNRC2a   and   NbNRC2b   were   re-­annotated   with   sequences  
obtained  from  cDNA  clones  and  submitted  to  NCBI  under  accession  number  
KT936525,  KT936526,  respectively.    
  
2.3    Virus  induced  gene  silencing  and  PCR  of  NRC  homologs  
2.3.1  Virus-­induced  gene  silencing  (VIGS)  
VIGS   was   performed   in   N.   benthamiana   as   described   by   Liu   et   al.  
(2002).  Suspension  of  Agrobacterium  tumefaciens  strain  GV3101  harbouring  
TRV   RNA1   (pYL155)   and   TRV   RNA2   (pYL279)   (Liu   et   al.,   2002a),   with  
corresponding   fragments   from   indicated  genes,  were  mixed   in   a   2:1   ratio   in  
infiltration   buffer   (10  mM  MES,   10  mM  MgCl2,   and   150  µM  acetosyringone,  
pH5.6)   to   a   final   OD600   of   0.3.   Two-­week-­old   N.   benthamiana   plants   were  
infiltrated  with  A.  tumefaciens  for  VIGS  assays,  upper  leaves  were  used  two  to  
three  weeks  later  for  further  agroinfiltration.  For  silencing  of  NRC2/3  homologs  
in   N.   benthamiana,   5’   coding   region   of   each   gene   (NbNRC2a/b,   1-­429b;;  
NbNRC2c,  1-­426bp;;  NbNRC3,  1-­444bp)  were  cloned  into  TRV  RNA2  vector.  
For   co-­silencing   of  NbNRC2a/b   and  NbNRC3,   the   fragments  were   fused   by  
overlap   PCR   and   cloned   into   TRV   RNA2   vector.    
For   silencing   of   NRC4,   a   395bp   fragment   from   3’UTR   (-­123)   to   5’   coding  
region   (+272)   were   cloned   into   pYL279.   For   triple   silencing   of   NRC2/3/4,  
fragments   of   NRC4   (1-­272),   NRC3   (1-­295)   and   NRC2a   (1-­285)   were  
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synthesized  as  one  fragment  by  GENEWIZ  and  then  subcloned  into  pYL279.  
The   following   primers   were   designed   for   generating   the   TRV2-­SlNRC1  
construct   based   on   the   SlNRC1   fragment   that   was   used   for   silencing   by  
Gabriels   et   al.   (2007):   5’-­CACCTTAAAGTCATTCCGAAACATGTTGG-­3’   and  
5’-­TCGAGAGAACATACTCAGTGCAGC-­3’.  The  silencing  constructs  for  SGT1  
and  SERK3  were  described  previously  (Heese  et  al.,  2007;;  Peart  et  al.,  2002).  
  
Table  2.  3  List  of  primers  used  for  NRC4  and  Rpi-­blb2  cloning  
  
Primer  name   Sequence  (5’-­3’)   Usage  in  this  study   Reference  
NRC4_CACC_F   CACCATGGCAGATGCAGTAGTGAATTTTCT   Gateway  cloning  of  NRC4   This  study  
NRC4_R     TCAGAAAACATGAGTAGCACCATATCCATG   Gateway  cloning  of  NRC4  (3’UTR)   This  study  
GG_NRC4_F   AATTGGTCTCTAATGGCAGATGCAGTAGTGAATTTTCTGGTG   NRC4  cloning  GG   This  study  
GG_NRC4  _R   ATTGGTCTCGAAGCTTACTGTGTGGCCTTGGATCCAGCTTC   NRC4  cloning  GG   This  study  
GG_NRC4_ns_R     ATTGGTCTCTCGAATACTGTGTGGCCTTGGATCCAGCTTCA  
NRC4  cloning  GG  
C-­tag   This  study  
Rpiblb2_K566R_R   /5-­PHOS/  TCGACCTAAACCCGGCATACCAATGATCGA    
Rpi-­blb2  p-­loop  
mutant   This  study  
Rpiblb2_K566R_F   /5-­Phos/  ACTACTTTGGCGTACAAAGTATACAATGAT  
Rpi-­blb2  p-­loop  
mutant   This  study  
NRC4_K190R_R   /5-­Phos/  TCTTCCAAGTCCCGGCATACCCACCACCGG  
NRC4  p-­loop  
mutant   This  study  
NRC4_K190R_F   /5-­Phos/  ACCACACTAGCAAGAAAAATCTACAAGGAT  
NRC4  p-­loop  
mutant   This  study  
2.3.2  PCR  and  RT-­PCR  of  the  NRC  family  members  
DNeasy  Plant  Mini  Kit  (Qiagen)  was  used  for  extracting  genomic  DNA  
from   N.   benthamiana   leaves   according   to   manufacturer’s   instruction.   For  
testing   PCR   primer   pairs   for   amplification   of   NRC   family   members,   5ng   of  
genomic  DNA  was  used  in  20µL  reaction.  Plant  total  RNA  was  extracted  using  
RNeasy   Mini   Kit   (Qiagen).   DNA   contamination   in   the   RNA   sample   was  
removed   by   on-­column   digestion   with   RNase-­Free   DNase   Set   (Qiagen).  
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Subsequently,   2µg   of   each   RNA   sample   was   subject   to   first   strand   cDNA  
synthesis  using  Ominiscript  RT  Kit   (Qiagen).  PCR  and  semi-­quantitative  RT-­
PCR   was   performed   using   DreamTaq   (Thermo   Scientific)   with   25   to   35  
amplification  cycles   followed  by  electrophoresis  with  2%  agarose  gel  stained  
with  ethidium  bromide.  The  primers  used  in  the  RT-­PCR  and  PCR  are  listed  in  
Table  2.4.    
  
2.4    Disease  resistance  assays  
2.4.1  Rpi-­blb2-­mediated  resistance  
Assays   of   disease   resistance   to   P.   infestans   were   performed   by  
applying   droplets   of   zoospore   suspension   on   detached   leaves   as   described  
before  (Song  et  al.,  2009).  NRC  homologs  were  silenced  by  VIGS  in  Rpi-­blb2  
transgenic   N.   benthamiana   as   described   above.   Three   weeks   after   TRV  
inoculation,   mature   leaves   were   detached   and   used   for   disease   resistance  
assay.   Zoospore   suspension   from   P.   infestans   88069   was   prepared   as  
described  previously   and  adjusted   to   100   zoospores/µL   (Song  et   al.,   2009).  
To   inoculate   the   pathogen,   10µL   drops   of   zoospore   were   applied   to   the  
abaxial   side   of   the   leaves.   The   leaves   were   then   kept   in  moist   chamber   at  
room   temperature   (21-­24°C)   for   4   days,   and   imaged   under   UV   light   for  
visualization   of   the   lesions.      For   each   biological   replicate,   4   leaves   from   2  
independent   silencing   plants   were   used   and   6   spots   on   each   leaf   were  
inoculated   with   the   pathogen.   Experiments   were   repeated   3   times.   For   the  
complementation   assay,   suspensions   of   A.   tumefaciens   containing   empty  
vector  or  expression  construct  of   synthetic  NRC4  were  adjusted   to  OD600  of  
0.6   and   infiltrated   into   the   leaves  one  day  before   pathogen   inoculation.   The  
processes   and   responses   of   agroinfiltration   delayed   the   progress   of   P.  
infestans  infection.  Hence,  the  leaves  were  imaged  at  5  days  after  inoculation.  
To  check  the  accumulation  of  Rpi-­blb2  in  NRC4-­silenced  plants,  RFP:Rpi-­blb2  
was   transiently   expressed   in   control   and   NRC4-­silenced   leaves   by  
agroinfiltration.  Leaf  samples  were  collected  at  three  days  after   infiltration  for  
immunoblot  with  anti-­GFP  antibody.  
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Table  2.  4  List  of  primers  used  for  PCR  and  RT-­PCR  of  NbNRC  homologs    
  
Primer  name   Sequence  (5’-­3’)   Usage  in  this  study   Reference  
NRC4_RT_F   AAACAAATCTGCGGGTTGAC   PCR/RT-­PCR  of  NRC4   This  study  
NRC4_RT_R   GGATGGCATTGAAGTCACCT   PCR/RT-­PCR  of  NRC4   This  study  
NRC4L-­4611_F   AGCTGCTGATGAGGGTCTTT   PCR/RT-­PCR  of  NRC4-­like_4611   This  study  
NRC4L-­4611_R   AGGCTACGTACATCAGCCAA   PCR/RT-­PCR  of  NRC4-­like_4611   This  study  
NRC4L-­20047_F   AAAATGCAGCGGATTACCAC   PCR/RT-­PCR  of  NRC4-­like_20047   This  study  
NRC4L-­20047_R   GGCGAAGCAATACAAGAAGC   PCR/RT-­PCR  of  NRC4-­like_20047   This  study  
NRC4L-­11331_F   GTGATCGAGCGTCTTGTTGA   PCR/RT-­PCR  of  NRC4-­like_11331   This  study  
NRC4L-­11331_R   CTCTTCAATGCGTTTCGTGA   PCR/RT-­PCR  of  NRC4-­like_11331   This  study  
NRC4L-­04466_F   CACCATGGATCGAGCGGTGGCTATG   PCR/RT-­PCR  of  NRC4-­like_04466   This  study  
NRC4L-­04466_R   TGGCGAATTTCTCGCAATTCTTTG   PCR/RT-­PCR  of  NRC4-­like_04466   This  study  
NRC3_RT_F   CCTCGAAAAGCTGAAGTTGG   PCR/RT-­PCR  of  NRC3   This  study  
NRC3_RT_R   TGTCCCCTAAACGCATTTTC   PCR/RT-­PCR  of  NRC3   This  study  
NRC2a/b_RT_F   AGTGGATGAGAGTGTGGGTG   PCR/RT-­PCR  of  NRC2a/b   This  study  
NRC2a/b_RT_R   AAGCAGGGATCTCAAAGCCT   PCR/RT-­PCR  of  NRC2a/b   This  study  
NRC2c_RT_F   TCAAAACATGCCGTGTTCAT   PCR/RT-­PCR  of  NRC2c   This  study  
NRC2c_RT_R   CCTGCGGGTTTTGTACTGAT   PCR/RT-­PCR  of  NRC2c   This  study  
NRCL-­30243_F   CCAAGTGCATCAATCTGTGG   PCR/RT-­PCR  of  NRC-­like_30243   This  study  
NRCL-­30243_R   ATGGCCTTTGTTCTGGAATG   PCR/RT-­PCR  of  NRC-­like_30243   This  study  
NbEF1α_F   AAGGTCCAGTATGCCTGGGTGCTTGAC   PCR/RT-­PCR  of  EF1α  
(Segonzac  et  
al.,  2011)  






2.4.2  R1-­mediated  resistance  
For  analysis  of  R1-­mediated  resistance,  suspensions  of  A.  tumefaciens  
containing  empty  vector  or  R1  expression  construct  were  adjusted  to  OD600  of  
0.5  and  then  infiltrated  into  NRC4-­silenced  or  control  N.  benthamiana.  For  the  
comparison   of   disease   resistance   on   the   same   leaf,   half   of   each   leaf   was  
infiltrated  with  A.   tumefaciens   containing   empty   vector   plasmid  whereas   the  
other   half   of   the   leaf   was   infiltrated   with   A.   tumefaciens   containing   R1  
expression  vector.  Experiments  were  repeated  four   times  with  21   inoculation  
sites  per  condition  in  each  biological  replicate.  P.  infestans  T30-­4  was  used  for  
R1-­mediated   resistance   assay.   The   zoospore   suspension   was   prepared   as  
described  above  and  adjusted  to  200  zoospores/µL.  For  the  complementation  
assay,  R1  was  co-­expressed  with  empty  vector  or  synthetic  NRC4   in  NRC4-­
silenced  or  control  N.  benthamiana  on  day  before  pathogen  inoculation.      
  
2.4.3  Rpi-­blb1  and  R3a-­mediated  resistance  
NRC   homologs   were   silenced   by   using   VIGS   as   described   above   in  
Rpi-­blb1  and  R3a  transgenic  N.  benthamiana.  Rpi-­blb2  transgenic  plants  were  
used  in  parallel  as  controls  for  silencing  and  successful  pathogen  inoculation.  
SGT1-­silencing  was  used  as  an  additional  control  for  this  experiment  as  it  was  
demonstrated  to  be  essential  for  the  responses  mediated  by  R3a  and  Rpi-­blb1  
in  the  cell  death  assay.  Three  weeks  after  TRV  inoculation,  mature  leaves  of  
the  plants  were  used   for  disease   resistance  assay  according   the  description  
above.   For   the   inoculation   on   Rpi-­blb2   and   Rpi-­blb1   transgenic   plants,   P.  
infestans   88069   was   used.   However,   this   isolate   contains   homozygous  
AVR3aEM   allele   and   has   overcome  R3a-­mediated   resistance.   Therefore,   for  
the   inoculation   on   R3a   transgenic   N.   benthamiana,   P.   infestans   NL00228,  
which  contains  homozygous  AVR3aKI  allele  and  is  not  virulent  on  R3a  plants,  
was  used   (Giannakopoulou  et   al.,   2015;;  Zhu  et   al.,   2012).  The  experiments  
were   repeated   three   times   with   24   inoculation   sites   per   condition   in   each  
biological   replicate.  Pictures  were   taken  at  4  days  after  pathogen   inoculation  
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for   the  analysis  with  P.   infestans   88069  and  5  days  after   inoculation   for   the  
analysis  with  P.  infestans  NL00228.      
  
2.4.4  Rx-­mediated  resistance  
NRC  homologs  or  SGT1  were  silenced  by  VIGS  as  described  above  in  
Rx  transgenic  N.  benthamiana.  Three  weeks  after  TRV  infection,  Potato  virus  
X   (PVX,   pGR106)   was   inoculated   on   the   leaves   through   agroinfection   as  
described   previously   (Tameling   and   Baulcombe,   2007).   To   generate   PVX-­
GFP,  a  DNA  fragment  of  GFP  was  amplified  from  pK7WGF2  with  the  primers  
listed   in  Table   2.5   and   cloned   in   to   pGR106.  Suspension   of  A.   tumefaciens  
carrying   the  PVX  vector  pGR106  or  pGR106-­GFP  was  adjusted   to  OD600  of  
0.005  and  then   infiltrated   into   the  mature   leaves  of  Rx  N.  benthamiana.  This  
concentration   of   A.   tumefaciens   only   causes   infection   of   few   cells   in   the  
infiltrated  area  and  thus  no  visible  necrotic  lesion  could  be  observed  when  the  
resistance   response   is   strong   and   rapid,   i.e.   extreme   resistance.      The  
infiltrated  area  was  then  circled  with  a  marker  pen.  The  trailing  necrotic  lesions  
were   observed   at   inoculated   leaves   of   the   NRC2/3/4-­silenced   Rx   plants  
starting   from   10   days   after   inoculation,   and   the   necrotic   lesion   spread  
gradually  to  the  upper  leaves  and  apical  buds.    Photos  were  taken  at  15  days  
after   inoculation  under  daylight  or  UV   light.     Samples   from   the  upper   leaves  
were   collected   at   15   days   after   inoculation   and   analysed   by   immunoblot  
analysis   to   detect   GFP   accumulation.   To   check   the   accumulation   of   Rx   in  
NRC2/3/4  or  SGT1  silenced  N.  benthamiana,   leaf  samples  were  collected  at  
three  weeks  after  TRV   inoculation  and  anti-­HA  antibody   (3F10,  Roche)  was  
used   as   primary   antibody   for   immunoblot   analysis.   For   complementation  
assay   with   synthetic   NRC   variants,   we   took   advantage   of   the   toothpick  
inoculation  method  (Du  et  al.,  2014)  that  allowed  us  to  examine  the  spreading  
of   trailing   necrotic   lesions   from   the   inoculated   spots.   One   day   before   PVX  
toothpick   inoculation,   synthetic   NRC   variants   were   expressed   by  
agroinfiltration   on   leaves   of   Rx   plants   silenced   with   NRC2/3/4.   Toothpicks  
were   dipped   into   the   culture   of  A.   tumefaciens   harbouring   PVX-­GFP   vector  
and  then  used  to  pierce  small  holes  on  the  leaves  of  N.  benthamiana.  Photos  
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were  taken  at  10  days  after  PVX  inoculation,  and  the  size  of  the  lesions  were  
measured   in   ImageJ.      Scatterplot   of   the   lesion   size   was   generated   with   R,  
using  ggplot2  package  and  script  published  previously  (Petre  et  al.,  2016).    A  
cork  borer   (0.9  cm2)  was  used   to  collect   leaf  discs   from  the   inoculation  sites  
for  immunoblot  analysis.    
Table  2.  5  List  of  primers  used  for  generating  PVX-­GFP  
Primer  name   Sequence  (5’-­3’)   Usage  in  this  study   Reference  
ClaI_GFP_F   AATTATCGATATGAGCAAGGGCGAGGAGCTGTTC   Cloning  of  GFP  into  pGR106   This  study  
GFP_Sal_R   AATTGTCGACCTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATGCCGAG   Cloning  of  GFP  into  pGR106   This  study  
2.4.5  Prf/Pto-­mediated  resistance  
VIGS  was  used  to  silence  NRC2a/b,  NRC3  and  NRC4  in  both  wild  type  
and  Pto/Prf  transgenic  (R411B)  N.  benthamiana  plants  (Balmuth  and  Rathjen,  
2007).  Bacteria   growth   assay   were   performed   as   previously   described   with  
minor  modifications  (Balmuth  and  Rathjen,  2007).  The  Pseudomonas  syringae  
pv.  tomato  DC3000  DhopQ1-­1  culture  (Wei  et  al.,  2007)  was  adjusted  to  OD600  
of   0.2   and   then   diluted   10,000-­fold   with   10   mM   MgCl2.   Five-­week-­old   N.  
benthamiana  with  VIGS  control  or  NRC2a/b/3-­silencing  were   inoculated  with  
the   bacterial   culture   using   needleless   syringe.   Four   replicate   plants   were  
sampled  using  0.33cm2  cork  borer  at  each   time  points,  and   then   the  sample  
were  homogenized  in  10  mM  MgCl2  for  serial  dilution  and  plating.  Experiments  
were  repeated  three  times  with  similar  results.  Polyclonal  anti-­myc  antibody  A-­
14   (Santa   Cruz   Biotechnology)   was   used   for   detecting   accumulation   of  
Prf:5myc.    
For   testing   Pto/Prf-­mediate   resistance   to   P.   syringae   pv.   tomato  
DC3000   in   tomato,   the   resistant   and   susceptible   lines   (cv.  Rio  Grande   76R  
and   76S)   were   used   (Salmeron   et   al.,   1994).   Cotyledons   of   two-­week-­old  
tomato   seedlings   were   inoculated   with   VIGS   constructs   targeting   SlNRC1,  
SlNRC2  and/or  SlNRC3.  Inoculation  of  P.  syringae  DC3000  was  performed  2-­
3  weeks  after  VIGS   inoculation  according   to  previous  description  with  minor  
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modifications   (Balmuth   and   Rathjen,   2007).   Briefly,   P.   syringae   pv.   tomato  
DC3000   culture     was   adjusted   to  OD600   of   0.2   and   then   diluted   10,000-­fold  
with  10  mM  MgCl2  with  0.02%  Silwet  L-­77.  The  bacteria  suspension  was  then  
vacuum-­infiltrated  into  leaves  of  tomato  plants  described  above.  Two  replicate  
plants  were  sampled  using  0.33cm2  cork  borer  at  each   time  point,  and   then  
the  samples  were  homogenized  in  10  mM  MgCl2  for  serial  dilution  and  plating.  
Experiments  were  repeated  three  times  with  similar  results.  
  
2.5    Cell  death  assays  
2.5.1  Expression  constructs  used  in  cell  death  assay  
NLR   immune   receptor   R1   was   amplified   from   genomic   DNA   of  
Solanum   demissum   with   primers   listed   in   Table   2.6,   and   then   cloned   into  
pK7WG2  by  using  Gateway  cloning  kit  (Invitrogen).  AVR1  was  amplified  from  
genomic  DNA  of  P.  infestans  T30-­4  with  primers  listed  in  Table  2.6  and  then  
cloned   into   pK7WGF2   by   using   Gateway   cloning   kit   (Invitrogen).   Sw5b  
(NCBI_AAG31014.1)  (Brommonschenkel  et  al.,  2000;;  Spassova  et  al.,  2001)  
and  NSm  (NCBI_S58512.1)  of  TSWV  (Tomato  spotted  wilt  virus)  (Hallwass  et  
al.,  2014;;  Peiro  et  al.,  2014)  were  synthesized  by  GENEWIZ  as  Golden  Gate  
level   0   modules   and   then   subcloned   into   binary   vector   pICSL86977   (TSL  
SynBio).   Tomato   NLR   CNL-­11990   was   amplified   from   tomato   (cv.  
Moneymaker)  cDNA  with  the  primers  listed  in  Table  2.6  and  then  cloned  into  
pICH86988  by  Golden  Gate  cloning  (Weber  et  al.,  2011).  Information  on  other  
constructs  used  in  the  cell  death  assay  are  summarised  in  Table  2.7.      
  
2.5.2  Cell  death  assay  in  NRC-­silenced  N.  benthamiana  
Transient   expression   of   NLR   immune   receptors   and   corresponding  
effectors  (or  other  proteins   that   induce  cell  death)  were  performed  according  
to  methods  described  previously  (Bos  et  al.,  2006).  Briefly,  four  to  five-­week-­
old  N.  benthamiana  plants  (i.e.  two  to  three  weeks  after  virus  inoculation)  were  
infiltrated  with  A.  tumefaciens  stains  carrying  the  expression  vector  of  different  
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proteins   indicated.   A.   tumefaciens   suspensions   were   adjusted   in   infiltration  
buffer  (10  mM  MES,  10  mM  MgCl2,  and  150  µM  acetosyringone,  pH5.6)  to  the  
density  as  indicated  in  Table  2.7.  The  hypersensitive  response  (HR)  cell  death  
phenotype   was   scored   at   7   dpi,   according   to   a   previously   described   scale,  
which   was   modified   from   0   (no   HR   observed)   to   7   (confluent   necrosis)  
(Segretin  et  al.,  2014).    
Table  2.  6  List  of  primers  used  for  NLR  and  AVR  cloning  
  
Primer  name   Sequence  (5’-­3’)   Usage  in  this  study   Reference  
R1_F_CACC   CACCATGAATTTCAACAATGAATTGTCTGATCTG   Cloning  of  R1   This  study  
R1_dHMA_R2   CTATCTTATTTCTGCAAGAATATTTTTTAC   Cloning  of  R1   This  study  
Avr1_Pentry_F   CACCGTGTCGAAATTGCCGTCG   Cloning  of  AVR1   This  study  
Avr1_Pentry_R   TTAAAATGGTACCACAACATGTCCACC   Cloning  of  AVR1   This  study  
CNL11990_GG_F   AATTGGTCTCTAATGGCAGCTTATAGTGCTGTAATTTC  
Cloning  of  
CNL11990   This  study  
CNL11990_GG_R   AATTGGTCTCTAAGCTTAGTTCCTGTAATTATAGATGTCGAC  
Cloning  of  














2.5.3  Complementation  assay  of  cell  death 
For  the  complementation  assay  of  cell  death  in  the  NRC-­silenced  background,  
suspensions   of   A.   tumefaciens   containing   empty   vector   or   expression  
construct  of  synthetic  NRC2,  NRC3,  or  NRC4  were  adjusted   to  OD600  of  0.6  
and   co-­infiltrated   with   the   A.   tumefaciens   strains   carrying   the   expression  
constructs  indicated.  The  hypersensitive  response (HR)  was  scored  at  7  days  
after   infiltration   from  0   (no  cell  death  observed)   to  7   (confluent  necrosis). To  
examine   the  protein  accumulation  of   synthetic  NRC  variants,   tomato  and  N.  
benthamiana   NRCs   were   subcloned   into   pK7WGF2   or   pICH86966   with   N-­
terminal  GFP  fusion,  or  into  pICH86988  with  C-­terminal  myc  fusion  (Karimi  et  
al.,   2002;;  Weber   et   al.,   2011).   Three   days   after   agroinfiltration   in   control   or  
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NRC-­silenced   leaves,   total   plant   proteins   were   extracted   and   analysed   by  
immunoblot  analysis  according  to  methods  described  below.  
  
Table  2.  7  List  of  constructs  used  in  the  cell  death  assays    




Rpi-­blb2   pK7WGF2   0.2   (Bozkurt  et  al.,  2011)  
AVRblb2   pGWB12   0.1   (Bozkurt  et  al.,  2011;;  Oh  et  al.,  2009)  
Mi-­1.2T557S   pCTAPi   0.8   (Lukasik-­Shreepaathy  et  al.,  2012)  
Sw5b   pICSL86977   0.6   This  study  and  Spassova  et  al.  (2001)  
NSm   pICSL86977   0.6   This  study  and  Hallwass  et  al.  (2014)  
R8   pBINPLUS   0.1   (Vossen  et  al.,  2016)  
AVR8   pK7WG2   0.05   (Vossen  et  al.,  2016)  
R1   pK7WG2   0.2   This  study  and  Ballvora  et  al.  (2002)  
AVR1   pK7WGF2   0.1   This  study  and  Du  et  al.  (2015b)  
Pto   pTFS40   0.6   (de  Vries  et  al.,  2006;;  Rathjen  et  al.,  1999)  
AvrPto   pTFS40   0.1   (de  Vries  et  al.,  2006;;  Rathjen  et  al.,  1999)  
Rx   pBI   0.1   (Lu  et  al.,  2003;;  Tameling  and  Baulcombe,  2007)  
CP   pBIN61   0.05   (Tameling  and  Baulcombe,  2007)  
Bs2   pMD1   0.2   (Tai  et  al.,  1999)  
AvrBs2   pMD1   0.1   (Tai  et  al.,  1999)  
CNL-­11990D474V   pICH86977   0.4   This  study  
Rpi-­vnt1   pGRAB   0.1   (Foster  et  al.,  2009;;  Pel  et  al.,  2009)  
AVRvnt1   pK7WG2   0.05   (Pel,  2010)  
R2   pDEST   0.3   (Lokossou  et  al.,  2009)  
AVR2   pK7WGF2   0.2   (Saunders  et  al.,  2012)  
Rpi-­blb1   pBINPLUS   0.6   (van  der  Vossen  et  al.,  2003;;  Vleeshouwers  et  al.,  2008)  
AVRblb1   pK7WGF2   0.6   (Vleeshouwers  et  al.,  2008)  
R3a   pCB302   0.3   (Bos  et  al.,  2006)  
AVR3aKI   pK7WG2   0.2   (Bos  et  al.,  2006)  
BS4   pGWB20   0.4   (Schornack  et  al.,  2004)  
AvrBs3   pK7WG2   0.4   (Schornack  et  al.,  2004)  
Cf-­4   pK7WGF2   0.4   (Liebrand  et  al.,  2012)  
AVR4   pAVR4   0.4   (Van  der  Hoorn  et  al.,  2000)  




2.6    Phylogenetic  analysis  
2.6.1  Phylogenetic  analysis  of  the  NRC  family  
Protein   sequences   of  N.   benthamiana  NRC2,  NRC3  and  NRC4  were  
used   to   identify   the   homologs   from   predicted   protein   databases   (N.  
benthamiana  Genome  v0.4.4  predicted  protein,  Tomato  proteins  ITAG  release  
2.40,  and  Potato  ITAG  release  1  predicted  proteins)  on  Solanaceae  Genomics  
Network  (SGN).  The  BLAST  search  results  were  compared  to   the  previously  
published  phylogeny  (Andolfo  et  al.,  2014),  which  revealed  that  the  top  hits  of  
our  BLASTP  search   results  are  all   in   the  CNL-­14   in   the  phylogenetic   tree  of  
solanaceous   NLRs.   We   thus   referred   to   this   clade   as   the   NRC   family   and  
combined   all   the   candidate   sequences   in   this   clade   for   generating   a  
phylogenetic   tree.  The  protein   sequences  of   the  NRC   family  members  were  
aligned   by   using   Clustal   Omega   and   then  manually   edited   in   MEGA7.   The  
gaps  in  the  alignment  were  deleted  and  only  the  NB-­ARC  domains  were  used  
for   producing   the   phylogenetic   tree   (Fig.   A2.1).   The   maximum-­likelihood  
phylogenetic   tree   of   the   NRC   family   was   built   using  MEGA7   (Kumar   et   al.,  
2016)   with   Jones-­Taylor-­Thornton   (JTT)   substitution   model   and   bootstrap  
values  based  on  1000  iterations.  
  
2.6.2  Phylogenetic  analysis  of  solanaceous  NLR  
NLR-­parser  was  used  to  identify  the  NLR  sequences  from  the  predicted  
protein  databases  of  tomato,  potato,  N.  benthamiana,  and  pepper  downloaded  
from   SGN   (Tomato   ITAG   release   2.40,   Potato   PGSC   DM   v3.4,   N.  
benthamiana  Genome  v0.4.4,  Pepper   cv  CM334  v.1.55)   (Steuernagel  et  al.,  
2015).  In  the  output  format  of  NLR-­parser,  the  predicted  NLR  sequences  were  
classified  into  TNL  and  CNL,  with  complete  or  partial  NLR  features.  Only  CNL  
sequences   with   complete   NLR   features   were   used   for   further   phylogenetic  
analysis.   Sequences   of   characterized   solanaceous   NLR-­type   resistance  
proteins   were   included   as   reference   for   the   clades   described   in   literatures  
(Andolfo  et  al.,  2014).  The  sequences  were  aligned  by  using  MAFFT  and  then  
manually  edited   in  MEGA7   (Katoh  and  Standley,  2013;;  Kumar  et  al.,   2016).  
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The   gaps   in   the   alignment   were   deleted   manually   and   only   the   NB-­ARC  
domains   were   used   for   generating   the   phylogenetic   tree.   The   maximum-­
likelihood  tree  of  the  NRC  family  was  produced  using  MEGA7  with  JTT  model  
and   bootstrap   values   based   on   100   iterations   (Fig.   4.2   and   Fig.   A2.7).   The  
resulting   tree   was   then   visualized   using   FigTree   v1.2.4  
(http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/).   To   simplify   the   phylogenetic   tree,  
some  branches  were  collapsed  together  into  the  same  clade  according  to  the  
bootstrap  supports  of  the  nodes.      
  
2.6.3   Phylogenetic   analysis   of   NLR   from   rosids,   asterids   and  
caryophyllales  
The  protein  databases  of  Arabidopsis  thaliana,  soybean  (Glycine  max),  
strawberry   (Fragaria   vesca),   cassava   (Manihot   esculenta),   grape   (Vitis  
vinifera)  and  monkey  flower  (Erythranthe  guttata,  synonym:  Mimulus  guttatus)  
were   downloaded   from   Phytozome   v10   genomes  
(https://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/portal.html).  The  protein  database  of  tomato  
was   downloaded   from   SGN   as   indicated   above.   The   databases   of   other  
species,  which  were  not  included  in  the  Phytozome  website,  were  downloaded  
from   the   sources   indicated   below:   kiwifruit   (http://bioinfo.bti.cornell.edu/cgi-­
bin/kiwi/home.cgi)   (Huang   et   al.,   2013),   coffee   (http://coffee-­genome.org)  
(Denoeud   et   al.,   2014),   ash   tree   (http://www.ashgenome.org)   (Harper   et   al.,  
2016),  and  sugar  beet  (http://bvseq.molgen.mpg.de/index.shtml,  RefBeet-­1.2)  
(Dohm  et  al.,  2014).  NLR-­parser  was  used  to  identify  the  NLR  sequences  from  
the  databases  of  different  plant  species.  Only  CNL  sequences  with  complete  
NLR   features   were   used   for   further   phylogenetic   analysis.   The   sequences  
were   aligned   by   using   MAFFT   and   manually   edited   in   MEGA7   (Katoh   and  
Standley,   2013;;   Kumar   et   al.,   2016).   The   gaps  were   removed   and   only   the  
NB-­ARC  domains  were  used  for  phylogenetic  analysis.  To  further  confirm  that  
kiwifruit   and   sugar   beet   have   fewer   sequences   in   the   NRC-­superclade  
compared  to  other  asterid  species,  the  sequences  of  these  two  species  were  
further   examined  manually   with   BLASTP   search   and   phylogenetic   analysis.  
Consequently,  two  more  sequences  from  sugar  beet  and  one  sequence  from  
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kiwifruit   were   added   into   the   phylogenetic   analysis   with   other   asterids   and  
caryophyllales   species.   The   maximum-­likelihood   phylogenetic   trees   were  
generated  using  MEGA7  (Fig.  4.6  and  Fig.  A2.14-­17)  (Kumar  et  al.,  2016)  with  
JTT  model  and  bootstrap  values  based  on  100   iterations.  The   resulting   tree  
was  then  visualized  using  FigTree  v1.2.4.  The  phylogeny  of  the  plant  species  
analysed  here  was  constructed  using  PhyloT   (http://phylot.biobyte.de)  based  
on  NCBI  taxonomy.    
  
2.7    Chimeric  protein  construction  and  functional  analysis  
2.7.1  Construction  of  chimeric  proteins  of  NRC3  and  NRC4    
Protein  sequences  of  NRC3  and  NRC4  were  aligned  by  using  Clustal  
OMEGA,  and  5  breakpoints  were  selected  based  on  positions  of   the  domain  
and  subdomain   in   the  sequence  alignment.  These  5  breakpoints  divided   the  
proteins   into   CC,   NBD,   ARC1,   ARC2,   LRR1-­7   and   LRR8-­13  
domains/subdomains.  Subsequently,  each  domain/subdomain  was  cloned  into  
pCR8/GW/TOPO   (Invitrogen)   as   individual  Golden  Gate   level   0  modules   by  
using  primers  listed  in  Table  2.8.    The  CC  domains  of  NRC3  and  NRC4  were  
synthesized   by   GENEWIZ   (South   Plainfield,   NJ,   USA)   to   introduce  
synonymous   substitutions   as   described   above.   The   overhangs   for   Golden  
Gate  cloning  were  designed  based  on  the  sequence  of  NRC3  or  NRC4.  The  
full-­length  chimeric  constructs  were  assembled  into  binary  vector  pICH86988  
and  transformed  into  A.  tumefaciens  GV3101.  Primers  listed  in  Table  2.9  were  
used  to  generate  level  0  modules  for  constructing  proteins  with  chimeric  LRR  
domain.  
  
2.7.2  Functional  analysis  of  chimeric  proteins  
   Functional   analysis   of   chimeric   proteins   was   performed   in   the   same  
way   as   the   complementation   assay   described   above.   The   NRC3/NRC4  
chimeric   proteins   were   co-­expressed   with   Pto/AvrPto   in   a  NRC2/3-­silenced  
background   or   with   Rpi-­blb2/AVRblb2   in   a   NRC4-­silenced   background.  
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Expressions   without   the   R/AVR   pairs   were   used   as   controls.   The  
hypersensitive  response (HR)  was  scored  at  7  days  after  infiltration  from  0  (no  
cell  death  observed)   to  7   (confluent  necrosis). To  compare   the  accumulation  
of   the  chimeric  proteins,   the  constructs  were  subcloned   into  pICH86988  with  
C-­terminal  myc   fusion   (Karimi   et   al.,   2002;;  Weber   et   al.,   2011).   Three   days  
after  agroinfiltration,  total  plant  proteins  of  the  infiltrated  areas  were  extracted  
and  analysed  by  immunoblot  analysis.  
  
2.8    Molecular  biology  methods  
2.8.1  DNA  methods  
2.8.1.1  Gateway  cloning  
   Gateway   cloning   (Invitrogen)   was   performed   following   the  
manufacturer’s  instructions.  Two  different  entry  vectors,  pENTR/D-­TOPO  and  
pCR8/GW/TOPO,  were  used,  depending  on  the  antibiotic  selection  marker  in  
the   destination   binary   vector   or   the   design   of   the   whole   cloning   procedure.  
TOPO   cloning   reactions   were   performed   at   least   30   minutes   at   room  
temperature   and   then   transformed   into   Escherichia   coli   chemical   competent  
cells   One   Shot   TOP10   (Invitrogen).   LR   reaction   was   performed   by   mixing  
0.5µL   LR  Clonase   II   (Invitrogen),   100ng   entry   clone,   and   250ng   destination  
vector   in   TE   buffer   (pH8.0)   to   a   final   volume   of   5µL.   The   reaction   was  
incubated   at   room   temperature   for   at   least   2   hours   before   chemically  
transformed  into  E.  coli  One  Shot  TOP10  competent  cells.    
  
2.8.1.2  Golden  Gate  cloning  
   Golden  Gate   assembly   was   performed   with   a   protocol   modified   from  
the   literature   (Weber  et  al.,  2011).  The   restriction-­ligation   reactions  were  set  
up  by  mixing  100ng  of  each   level  0  modules  and  binary  vector,  2U   (unit)  of  
BsaI  (NEB),  4U  of  T4  DNA  ligase  (Invitorgen),  1x  BSA  (NEB)  in  Invitrogen  T4  
DNA   ligase   buffer   in   a   final   volume   20µL.   The   reaction  was   incubated   in   a  
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thermocycler   for  30  seconds  at  37°C,   followed  by  50  cycles  of  5min  at  37°C  
and  5min  at  20°C,  and  10min  at  50°C,  and  then  10min  at  80°C.  The  reaction  
was   then  chemically   transformed   into  subcloning  efficiency  DH5a  competent  
cells  (Invitrogen)  using  heat  shock  method  or  into  A.  tumefaciens  GV3101  by  
electroporation.    
Table  2.  8  List  of  primers  used  for  chimeric  NRC3/4  construction  I  
Primer  name   Sequence  (5’-­3’)   Usage  in  this  study   Reference  
GG_NRC4-­NB_F   AATTGGTCTCAACAACTCAGCAGGGTCCTGCATTGGAG  
Chimeric  protein  






NRC4_NB   This  study  
GG_NRC4-­A1_F   AATTGGTCTCTCCTCACGATCTGAAATTTTTGACTCC  
Chimeric  protein  






NRC4_ARC1   This  study  
GG_NRC4-­A1_R   TTAAGGTCTCTTATAAAGATGCTGAACCACATTTCTCTCAAC  
Chimeric  protein  












NRC4_ARC2   This  study  
GG_NRC4-­A2_R   TTAAGGTCTCTGTGTTAGACTGACTTCTTGAAAAAGCCATTTG  
Chimeric  protein  
























NRC4_LRR8-­13   This  study  
NbNRC4_R   ATTGGTCTCTAAGCTTACTGTGTGGCCTTGGATCCAGCT  
Chimeric  protein  






NRC3_NB   This  study  
GG_NRC3B-­




NRC3_NB   This  study  
GG_NRC3-­




NRC3_ARC1   This  study  
GG_NRC3B-­




NRC3_ARC1   This  study  
GG_NRC3-­A1_R   AATTGGTCTCGTTATGAGGTGCTCACCCACACTGTCAGCCAC  
Chimeric  protein  
NRC3_ARC1   This  study  
GG_NRC3-­A2_F   AATTGGTCTCCATAAATAGAGATCCAGAGAACTGCAAG  
Chimeric  protein  






NRC3_ARC2   This  study  
GG_NRC3-­A2_R   AATTGGTCTCGGCCCTCGTTTGATTTCTTGGAATAGATTTTC  
Chimeric  protein  
























NRC3_LRR8-­13   This  study  
NbNRC3_R   ATTGGTCTCTAAGCTTACAATCCGAGATCTGGAGGAAAT  
Chimeric  protein  
NRC3_LRR8-­13   This  study  




Table  2.  9  List  of  primers  used  for  chimeric  NRC3/4  construction  II  
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Table   2.   9   List   of   primers   used   for   chimeric   NRC3/4   construction   II  
(continued)  
  


























NRC4_LRR   This  study  
NbNRC3_ns_R   ATTGGTCTCTCGAATACAATCCGAGATCTGGAGGAAAT  
Chimeric  protein  
NRC4_LRR   This  study  
NbNRC4_ns_R   ATTGGTCTCTCGAATACTGTGTGGCCTTGGATCCAGCTTCA  
Chimeric  protein  
NRC4_LRR   This  study  
           
2.8.1.3  Traditional  cloning  
   Traditional   cloning  was  performed  with   restriction   enzymes   from  NEB  
(New  England  Biolabs)   and  T4  DNA   ligase   from   Invitrogen  according   to   the  
manufacturer’s   instructions.   The   digested   fragments   were   purified   using  
QIAquick  Gel  Extraction  Kit  (Qiagen).  The  ligation  reaction  was  performed  at  
room  temperature  overnight  and  transformed  into  A.  tumefaciens  GV3101  by  
electroporation.      
  
2.8.1.4  Bacterial  transformation  
   Transformations   of   One   Shot   TOP10   and   subcloning   efficiency   and  
DH5a chemically   competent   cells   were   performed   according   to   the  
manufacturer’s   instructions   (Invitrogen).   Ligation   products   were   mixed   with  
competent   cells   and   incubated   on   ice   for   15   minutes.   Cells   were   then  
subjected  to  heat  shock  at  42°C  for  45  second  (TOP10)  or  30  second  (DH5a),  
and  left  on  ice  for  2  minutes.  SOC  medium  (Invitrogen)  250µL  were  added  to  
the  cells  and   incubated  at  37°C  for  45  minutes.  The  cells  were  plated  on  LB  
agar  plates  with  appropriate  antibiotics  (kanamycin  50μg/mL  or  spectinomycin  
50μg/mL)  and  incubated  at  37°C  overnight.  Electroporation  of  A.  tumefaciens  
was  performed  using  an  electroporation  cuvette  with  1  mm  width  and  a  Biorad  
electroporator   with   the   following   settings:   voltage   =   1.8kV,   capacitance   =  
25μF,   resistance   =   200Ω.      Immediately   after   the   electroporation,   1mL   LB  
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medium  was  added   to   the  electroporated  cells  and   incubated  at  28°C   for  an  
hour.   The   cells   were   plated   on   LB   agar   plates   with   appropriate   antibiotics  
(kanamycin  50μg/mL  with  rifampicin  100μg/mL  or  spectinomycin  50μg/mL  with  
rifampicin  100μg/mL)  and  incubate  at  28°C  overnight.  
  
2.8.1.5  Colony  PCR  and  plasmid  preparation    
   Colony   PCR   was   performed   using   DreamTaq   DNA   polymerase  
according   to   manufacturer’s   instructions   (ThermoFisher   Scientific).   Plasmid  
extraction   was   performed   using   QIAprep   Spin   Miniprep   Kit   according   to  
manufacturer’s  instructions  (Qiagen).  
  
2.8.2  RNA  methods  
2.8.2.1  RNA  extraction  
Plant   total   RNA   was   extracted   using   RNeasy   Mini   Kit   (Qiagen)  
according   to   manufacturer’s   instructions.   DNA   contamination   in   the   RNA  
sample   was   removed   by   on-­column   digestion   with   RNase-­Free   DNase   Set  
(Qiagen)  according  to  the  manufacturer’s  instructions.  
  
2.8.2.1  cDNA  synthesis  
For  cDNA  synthesis,  2  µg  of  RNA  was  subjected   to   first  strand  cDNA  
synthesis  using  Ominiscript  RT  Kit  (Qiagen)  with  RNaseOUT™  Recombinant  
Ribonuclease   Inhibitor   (Invitrogen)   according   to   the   manufacturer’s  
instructions.    
  
2.8.3  Protein  methods  
2.8.3.1  Plant  total  protein  extraction  
Proteins   were   expressed   in   N.   benthamiana   leaves   and   collected   as  
indicated  above.  The  leaves  were  grounded  into  fine  powder  in  liquid  nitrogen  
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with  mortars  and  pestles.  For  protein  extraction,  1g  of  plant  tissue  was  mixed  
together  with  2mL  GTEN  protein  extraction  buffer   (150  mM  Tris-­HCl,  pH7.5,  
150  mM  NaCl,  10%   (w/v)  glycerol,  10  mM  EDTA  with   freshly  added  10  mM  
dithiothreitol,   2%   (w/v)   polyvinylpolypyrrolidone,   1%   (v/v)   protease   inhibitor  
cocktail   (Sigma),   and   0.2%   (v/v)   Nonidet   P-­40).   After   centrifugation  
at13000rpm  at  4°C  for  10  minutes,  the  supernatants  were  mixed  with  protein  
loading   dye   (5X   final   concentration:   bromophenol   blue   0.2%(w/v),   Tris-­HCl  
(pH6.8)   200  mM,  Glycerol   2.5%   (v/v),   and  SDS  4%   (w/v))   and   incubated   at  
70°C  for  10  minutes  before  electrophoresis  with  SDS-­PAGE.  
  
2.8.3.2  SDS-­PAGE  electrophoresis  
Homemade   10%   SDS-­PAGE   or   commercial   4-­20%   SDS-­PAGE   (Bio-­
Rad)  were  used  for  protein  electrophoresis  in  Tris-­glycine  buffer  (25  mM  Tris,  
250  mM   glycine   pH8.3,   0.1%   (w/v)   SDS)   for   1.5   hours   at   150V.   PageRuler  
Plus  (Fermentas)  was  used  as  protein  size  marker.    
  
2.8.3.3  Immunoblot  analysis    
   Following   the   SDS-­PAGE   electrophoresis,   the   proteins   were  
transferred  on  to  a  PVDF  membrane  using  Trans-­Blot  Turbo  Transfer  System  
(Bio-­Rad)   according   to   the  manufacturer’s   instructions.   Immunoblot   analysis  
was  performed  according  to  a  protocol  described  previously  (Win  et  al.,  2011).  
Anti-­GFP   (A11122,   Invitrogen),   anti-­RFP   (5F8,   Chromotek,   Munich,  
Germany),   or   anti-­myc   (A-­14,   Santa   Cruz   Biotechnology)   were   used   as  
primary   antibodies,   and   anti-­rabbit   or   anti-­rat   antibody   conjugated   to  
horseradish  peroxidase   (Sigma-­Aldrich)  were  used  as  secondary  antibodies.  
Pierce   ECL   Western   Blotting   Substrate   (ThermoFisher   Scientific)   or  
SuperSignal   West   Femto   Maximum   Sensitivity   Substrate   (ThermoFisher  
Scientific)  and  X-­ray  film  (Fuji)  were  used  for  detection  of  chemifluorescence.  
SimplyBlue  SafeStain  (Invitrogen)  was  used  for  coomassie  blue  staining.      
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Chapter   3:   Helper   NLR   proteins   NRC2a/b   and   NRC3  
but  not  NRC1  are  required  for  Pto-­mediated  cell  death  
and  resistance  in  Nicotiana  benthamiana1  
  
3.1    Introduction  
Plants   defend   against   pathogens   using   both   cell   surface   and  
intracellular   immune   receptors   (Dodds  and  Rathjen,  2010;;  Win  et  al.,  2012).  
Plant  cell  surface  receptors  include  receptor-­like  kinases  (RLKs)  and  receptor-­
like  proteins  (RLPs),  which  respond  to  pathogen-­derived  apoplastic  molecules  
(Boller  and  Felix,  2009;;  Thomma  et  al.,  2011).   In  contrast,  plant   intracellular  
immune   receptors   are   typically   nucleotide-­binding   leucine-­rich   repeat   (NB-­
LRR  or  NLR)  proteins,  which  respond  to  translocated  effectors  from  a  diversity  
of  pathogens  (Bonardi  et  al.,  2012;;  Eitas  and  Dangl,  2010).  These  receptors  
engage  in  microbial  perception  either  by  directly  binding  pathogen  molecules  
or   indirectly   by   sensing   pathogen-­induced   perturbations   (Win   et   al.,   2012).  
However,   the   signalling   events   downstream   of   pathogen   recognition   remain  
poorly  understood.      
In   addition   to   their   role   in   microbial   recognition,   some   NLR   proteins  
contribute   to   signal   transduction   and/or   amplification   (Bonardi   et   al.,   2011;;  
Cesari   et   al.,   2014b;;  Gabriels  et   al.,   2007).  An  emerging  model   is   that  NLR  
proteins  often  function   in  pairs,  with  “helper”  proteins  required  for   the  activity  
of  “sensors”  that  mediate  pathogen  recognition  (Bonardi  et  al.,  2012;;  Bonardi  
et  al.,  2011).  Among  previously  reported  NLR  helpers,  NRC1  (NB-­LRR  protein  
required  for  HR-­associated  cell  death  1)  stands  out  for  having  been  reported  
as  a  signalling  hub   required   for   the  cell  death  mediated  by  both  cell  surface  
                                                                                         
1  Most  parts  of  this  chapter  have  been  published  in  the  following  literature:    
Wu,  C.H.,  K.  Belhaj,  T.O.  Bozkurt,  M.S.  Birk,  and  S.  Kamoun.  2016.  Helper  NLR  proteins  NRC2a/b  
and   NRC3   but   not   NRC1   are   required   for   Pto-­mediated   cell   death   and   resistance   in   Nicotiana  
benthamiana.  New  Phytol.  209:1344-­1352.  
The   permission   to   reuse   the   contents   is   under   the   licence   number   3954170412971   (Copyright      





immune   receptors,   such   as   Cf-­4,   Cf-­9,   Ve1,   and   LeEix2,   as   well   as  
intracellular   immune   receptors,   namely   Pto,   Rx,   and   Mi-­1.2   (Fradin   et   al.,  
2009;;   Gabriels   et   al.,   2006;;   Gabriels   et   al.,   2007).   Although   most   of   these  
studies   were   done   in  N.   benthamiana,   the   genome   sequence   and   putative  
homologs   in   this   species   were   not   take   into   account,   and   thus   it   remains  
questionable  whether  NRC1  is  indeed  required  for  the  reported  phenotypes  in  
N.  benthamiana.  
Functional  analysis  of  NRC1   in  N.  benthamiana  was  performed  using  
virus-­induced   gene   silencing   (VIGS),   a   method   that   is   popular   for   genetic  
analyses   in   several   plant   systems   (Burch-­Smith  et   al.,   2004;;  Gabriels  et   al.,  
2007).  Although  commonly  used,  VIGS  experiments  can  sometimes  produce  
unreliable   results   as   the   technique   can   result   in   off-­target   silencing   (Senthil-­
Kumar   and  Mysore,   2011).   Furthermore,   heterologous   gene   fragments   from  
other  species  (e.g.  tomato)  have  been  frequently  used  to  silence  homologs  in  
N.  benthamiana,   particularly   in   studies   that   predate   the  availability   of   the  N.  
benthamiana  genome   (Burton  et  al.,  2000;;  Gabriels  et  al.,  2006;;  Gabriels  et  
al.,  2007a;;  Lee  et  al.,  2003;;  Liu  et  al.,  2002b;;  Oh  et  al.,  2010;;  Senthil-­Kumar  et  
al.,  2007).  This  strategy  has  been  successful  in  characterising  the  function  of  
many  genes,  yet  the  targets,  off-­target  effects,  and  corresponding  phenotypes  
may   require   further   careful   examination.   In   the   studies   about   NRC1,   a  
fragment   of   a   tomato   gene   corresponding   to   the   LRR  domain  was   used   for  
silencing   in   N.   benthamiana   (Gabriels   et   al.,   2006;;   Gabriels   et   al.,   2007).  
Further  functional  studies  of  NRC1  were  performed  in  N.  benthamiana  based  
on  the  conclusion  from  previous  VIGS  experiments  (Sueldo,  2014;;  Sueldo  et  
al.,   2015),   even   though   the   corresponding   homolog   in  N.   benthamiana   was  
not   validated.   Given   that   a   draft   genome   sequence   of  N.   benthamiana   has  
been  generated   (Bombarely  et  al.,  2012)  and  silencing  prediction   tools  have  
become   available   (Fernandez-­Pozo   et   al.,   2015),   we   can   now   design  more  
accurate  VIGS  assays  and   thus   revisit  previously  published  studies   to   tease  
apart  the  validity  of  previously  reported  phenotypes.    
In  aiming  to  clarify  the  role  of  NRC1  in  N.  benthamiana,  two  questions  
arise.   First,   is   there   a   NRC1   ortholog   in   N.   benthamiana?   Second,   does  
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silencing   of   NRC1   ortholog   in   N.   benthamiana   cause   the   reported  
phenotypes?  To  address   these  questions,   I   investigated  NRC1-­like  genes   in  
solanaceous  plants  using  a  combination  of  genome  annotation,  phylogenetics,  
and   gene   silencing   followed   by   genetic   complementation   experiments.   I  
discovered   that   a   close   ortholog   of   tomato   NRC1   is   missing   in   N.  
benthamiana.  However,  three  paralogs  of  NRC1,  termed  NRC2a,  NRC2b  and  
NRC3,  were  identified.  These  three  NRC  homologs  redundantly  contribute  to  
the  hypersensitive  cell  death  and  resistance  mediated  by  Pto/Prf.  Silencing  of  
NRC2a/b  and  NRC3  does  not  compromise  the  cell  death  triggered  by  Rx  and  
Mi-­1.2.  NRC2a/b  and  NRC3  only  weakly  contribute  to   the  hypersensitive  cell  
death   triggered   by   Cf-­4.   Our   results   highlight   the   importance   of   applying  
genetic   complementation   assays   to   accurately   determine   gene   function   and  
eliminate  off  target  effects  in  RNA  silencing  experiments.  
  
3.2    Results  and  Discussion  
3.2.1   NRC1   and   related   NLR   proteins   form   a   complex   family   in  
solanaceous  plants  
To  identify  putative  homologs  of  NRC1  in  N.  benthamiana,  potato,  and  
tomato  genomes,  I  performed  a  BLASTP  (Altschul  et  al.,  1990)  search  against  
the   predicted   protein   databases   in   Sol   Genomics   Network   (SGN)   using   the  
polypeptide   sequence   of   tomato   NRC1   (Solyc01g090430)   as   a   query.  
Phylogenetic   analyses   and   sequence   comparisons   of   the   top   protein   hits  
indicated  that  the  NRC  family  is  composed  of  at  least  three  subclades  (NRC1-­
3)   belonging   to   clade   CNL-­14   described   by   Andolfo   et   al.   (2014).   This  
NRC/CNL-­14   clade   is   distinct   from   a   previously   described   clade   CCR/CNL-­
RPW8,  which   includes  helper  NLRs  ADR1  and  NRG1   (Andolfo  et   al.,   2014;;  
Collier  et  al.,  2011).     Surprisingly,  a  N.  benthamiana  ortholog  was  missing   in  
the   NRC1   subclade   and   a   tomato   ortholog   was   also   missing   in   the   NRC3  
subclade.    
To  determine  whether  the  missing  sequences  are  due  to  misannotation  
in   the   tomato   and   N.   benthamiana   genomes,   I   searched   all   the   available  
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nucleotide  and  protein  databases  of  N.  benthamiana  and  tomato  in  SGN  with  
representative  NRC  sequences.  I  could  not  identify  sequences  that  show  high  
similarity  to  tomato  NRC1  in  N.  benthamiana  databases,  even  after  searching  
scaffolds  and  contigs  sequences  in  both  SGN  and  the  Nicotiana  benthamiana  
genome  database   (www.benthgenome.com)   (Naim  et  al.,   2012;;  Nakasugi  et  
al.,   2014).   Therefore,   I   concluded   that  NRC1   is   probably   missing   in   the  N.  
benthamiana  genome,  although  it  may  have  been  somehow  omitted  from  the  
assembly.  In  contrast,  by  doing  TBLASTN  search,  I  detected  a  misannotated  
tomato   gene   in   contig   SL2.40ct02653   with   high   similarity   to   potato   NRC3.  
Based  on  sequence  comparisons,  this  gene  has  three  exons  and  two  introns;;  
the   first   two   exons   were   annotated   as   Solyc05g009630,   whereas   the   third  
exon  was  missing  in  the  annotation  (Fig.  A1.1).  To  validate  the  sequence  and  
expression  of   tomato  NRC3,   I  designed  primers  based  on  our  predicted   full-­
length  sequence  and  performed  PCR  using  tomato  cDNA  and  genomic  DNA  
as  template.  I  successfully  amplified  a  fragment  from  genomic  DNA  and  cDNA  
(Fig.   A1.1).   The   amplified   cDNA   fragment   was   cloned   and   sequenced.   The  
protein  sequence   identity  between   this  cloned   fragment  and  potato  NRC3   is  
95%,   consistent  with   our   interpretation   that   the   encoding   gene   is   the  NRC3  
ortholog  in  tomato  (Fig.  A1.1).    
Phylogenetic  analysis   that   includes   the  newly   identified   tomato  NRC3  
revealed   that   the  sequences   in   the  NRC  family   fall   into   three  subclades   that  
are   supported   by   robust   bootstrap   values   (Fig.   3.1).   Pairwise   comparisons  
indicated   that  protein  sequences   from  the  same  subclade  have  at   least  78%  
sequence   identity   (Fig.   3.1,   Fig.   A1.2   and   Table   A1.1).   According   to   the  
genome   information   of   potato   and   tomato,   sequences   in   these   three   clades  
are  located  on  three  different  chromosomes  (Fig.  3.1),  consistent  with  the  view  






Figure  3.  1  Phylogenetic  tree  of  NRC  homologs  in  solanaceous  plants  
Top  hits  of  BLASP  search  with  tomato  NRC1  (SlNRC1)  protein  sequence  were  analysed  in  
MEGA6   to   generate   Neighbour-­joining   (NJ)   and   Maximum-­likelihood   (ML)   trees.  
Chromosome   assignments   are   based   on   the   potato   and   tomato   genomes.   Numbers   at  
branches  indicate  bootstrap  support  values  (1000  replicates)  with  NJ/ML  methods  at  each  
node,  and  branch  lengths  indicate  the  evolutionary  distance  in  amino  acid  substitution  per  
site.  Sequences  from  tomato  (Solyc-­),  potato  (Sotub-­,  PGSC-­)  and  N.  benthamiana  (NbS-­)  
are  marked  in  red,  brown  and  green,  respectively.  
  
  
3.2.2  Silencing  of  NRC  family  members  suppresses  cell  death  mediated  
by  Pto  
I  exploited  the  N.  benthamiana  genome  sequence  and  associated  gene  
silencing   target   prediction   tool   (SGN   VIGS   tool;;   http://  
http://vigs.solgenomics.net)   to   analyse   the   specificity   of   the   NRC1   VIGS  
fragment  that  was  used  in  the  NRC1  VIGS  experiments  (Gabriels  et  al.,  2007).  
I   found   that   the   tomato   NRC1   (SlNRC1)   fragment,   which  matches   the   LRR  
domain,  would  most  probably   target   the  N.  benthamiana   genes  NbNRC2a/b  
and   NbNRC2c,   and   possibly   NbNRC3.   Based   on   pairwise   sequence  
comparisons,   this   SlNRC1-­LRR   fragment   has   70-­80%   sequence   identity   to  
NbNRC2a/b/c  and  NbNRC3   (Fig.  A1.3).  This  prompted  us  to  test   the  degree  
to  which   silencing   of   the   individual  NRC2a/b,  NRC2c   or  NRC3   genes   could  
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suppress   the   cell   death  mediated   by   different   immune   receptors.   To   design  
specific   silencing   constructs   for   individual  NbNRC   paralogs,   I   analysed   the  
NbNRC  sequences  with  the  VIGS  tool  (Fernandez-­Pozo  et  al.,  2015).  The  5’  
coding   regions   of   each   gene   provided   the   highest   silencing   specificity   and  
were   selected   to   generate   new   gene   silencing   constructs.   N.   benthamiana  
plants  were  subjected  to  VIGS  and  challenged  with  the  cell  death  triggered  by  
immune   receptors   Pto,   Rx,   and   Mi-­1.2.   Silencing   of   NRC2a/b   or   NRC3  
moderately  but  significantly  reduced  the  cell  death  mediated  by  Pto  but  not  Rx  
and  Mi-­1.2  (Fig.  3.2A).  Semi-­quantitative  RT-­PCR  indicated  that  silencing  with  
these  VIGS  constructs   reduced   the  expression  of   the   targeted  gene  with  no  
detectable  effects  on  the  other  paralogs  (Fig.  3.2C).    
Given  that  silencing  of  NRC2a/b  and  NRC3  both  partially  compromised  
Pto-­mediated   cell   death,   I   hypothesised   that   NRC2a/b   and   NRC3   may   be  
functionally   redundant   for   Pto-­mediated   responses.   I   combined   the   two  
NRC2a/b   and   NRC3   silencing   fragments   in   one   construct   with   the   aim   of  
obtaining  co-­silencing  effect.   Interestingly,   the  double-­silencing  construct   that  
targets  both  NRC2a/b   and  NRC3   dramatically   suppressed  Pto-­mediated  cell  
death   (Fig.   3.2A,   and   3.2C).   Rx   and   Mi-­1.2-­mediated   cell   death   remained  
unaffected   by   single   or   double   NRC-­silencing,   whereas   silencing   SGT1  
compromised   all   the   cell   death   tested   in   this   experiment   (Fig.   3.2A).   These  
results   suggest   that  NRC2a/b   and  NRC3   are   functionally   redundant   in   Pto-­
mediated  responses.    
Gabriels  et  al.   (2006,  2007)   reported   that  silencing  with   tomato  NRC1  
fragment   in  N.   benthamiana   reduced   the   cell   death   induced   by   AVR4   and  
INF1,  which  are   recognised  extracellularly  by  RLPs   (Du  et  al.,  2015a;;  Rivas  
and  Thomas,  2005).  I  tested  whether  silencing  of  NRC2a/b,  NRC2c  or  NRC3  
also   impair   cell   death   triggered   by   these   proteins.   However,   I   found   that  
silencing  of  NRC2a/b  and/or  NRC3  weakly  reduced  the  Cf-­4/AVR4  cell  death  
but   did   not   affect   INF1-­triggered   cell   death,   whereas   silencing   of   SERK3  
reduced  both  Cf-­4/AVR4-­  and  INF1-­  mediated  cell  death  (Fig.  3.2B).    
Our  NbNRC   silencing   experiments   did   not   fully   match   the   results   of  
Gabriels  et  al.  (2006,  2007)  given  that  I  did  not  observe  effects  on  cell  death  
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mediated   by   Rx,   Mi-­1.2,   and   INF1   with   any   of   the   tested   constructs   (Fig.  
3.2A).  This  prompted  us   to  perform  VIGS  with   the  original   fragment  used   in  
Gabriels  et  al.   (2006,  2007)   (Fig.  A1.4,  see  also  nucleotide  alignment  of   this  
fragment   with  NbNRCs   in   Fig.   A1.3).   The   results   of   our   VIGS   experiments  
revealed   moderate   effects   on   Pto   and   Mi-­1.2   mediated   cell   death,   but   no  
detectable  alteration  of  cell  death  mediated  by  Rx,  Cf-­4  and  INF1  (Fig.  A1.4).  
The  discrepancy  between  our  results  and  those  of  Gabriels  et  al.  (2006,  2007)  
are   striking,   but   could   still   be   due   to   differences   in   experimental   set   up   and  
materials  used  in  the  experiments.  To  summarize,  I  observed  robust  reduction  
of  Pto-­mediated   cell   death   after   silencing  NRC2a/b   and  NRC3.   I   decided   to  
focus  on  these  genes  in  the  follow  up  experiments.    
  
3.2.3  Tomato  NRC3  mediates  Pto-­induced  cell  death  
To   determine   the   tomato   NRC   homologs   that   are   able   to   mediate  
Pto/Prf-­activated   cell   death,   I   performed   complementation  experiments   in  N.  
benthamiana  plants   silenced   for   endogenous  NRC   genes   (Fig.   3.1   and  Fig.  
3.2).   Our   motivation   for   this   was   driven   by   the   observation   that   the   tomato  
NRC   sequences   may   appear   divergent   enough   from   the   N.   benthamiana  
orthologs  to  be  resilient  to  silencing.  These  experiments  revealed  that  SlNRC3  
partially   rescued   Pto-­elicited   cell   death,   SlNRC2   showed   weak  
complementation  activity,  and  SlNRC1  did  not  rescue  Pto-­mediated  cell  death  
(Fig.  A1.5).  To  test  whether  NbNRC  silencing  affects  protein  accumulation  of  
SlNRC1,  2  and  3,   I  generated  GFP-­tagged  SlNRC1,  2  and  3  and  performed  
immunoblot  analysis.  The  results  indicated  that  although  the  protein  levels  of  
SlNRC  variants  were  significantly  reduced,  the  proteins  were  still  detectable  in  
NRC2a/b/3-­silenced   leaves   (Fig.   A1.5).   Based   on   these   results   and   the  
observation  that  the  NRC1  ortholog  is  missing  in  N.  benthamiana,  I  reasoned  






Figure   3.   2  Silencing  of  N.   benthamiana  NRC   homologs   suppress   cell  
death  mediated  by  Pto/AvrPto  
(A  and  B)   Immune  receptors  and  corresponding  AVR  proteins,  autoactive   immune  receptor  
(Mi-­1.2T557S),  or  elicitin  (INF1)  were  transiently  expressed  in  N.  benthamiana  leaves  silenced  
with   different  NRC   homologs.  SGT1   and  SERK3   silencing   were   used   as   control.   The   HR  
results  are  presented  with  representative  images.  Cell  death  (HR)  was  scored  at  7  days  post  
infiltration   (dpi).   Bars   represent   mean   +   SE   of   24   infiltrations   from   one   representative  
biological   replicate.   Statistical   differences   among   the   samples  were   analysed  with  ANOVA  
and  Tukey's  HSD   test   (p-­value  <  0.001).  Experiments  were  performed  at   least   three   times  
with   similar   results.   (C)   Semi-­quantitative   RT-­PCR   of   NRC   silencing   in   N.   benthamiana.  
Leaves  were  collected  three  weeks  after  virus   inoculation.  Elongation  factor-­1a  (EF1α)  was  






3.2.4   Genetic   complementation   with   synthetic   NbNRC2a   and   NbNRC3  
genes  
I  aimed  to  confirm  that  N.  benthamiana  NRC  homologs  are  functionally  
redundant   in  cell  death  elicited  by  Pto.  I   focused  on  NRC2a/b  and  NRC3,  as  
silencing  of  NRC2c  did  not  yield  reduction  of  cell  death  (Fig.  3.2).  To  achieve  
this,   I   generated   synthetic   variants   of   NbNRC2a,   NbNRC2b   and   NbNRC3,  
termed  NbNRC2asyn,  NbNRC2bsyn   and  NbNRC3syn,  which   contain   fragments  
with  shuffled  synonymous  codons  to  render  them  divergent  enough  to  evade  
VIGS   (Fig.   3.3A,   Fig,   A1.6,   and   Fig.   A1.7).   Expression   of   NbNRC2asyn,  
NbNRC2bsyn   or   NbNRC3syn   in   NRC2-­   and   NRC3-­silenced   N.   benthamiana  
leaves   rescued   the   cell   death   mediated   by   Pto,   whereas   the   endogenous  
NbNRC2a/b  or  NbNRC3   failed  to  complement  the  cell  death  phenotype  (Fig.  
3.3B,   Fig,   A1.6,   and   Fig.   A1.7).   To   confirm   that   the   synthetic   variants   of  
NbNRC2a/b  and  NbNRC3  evade  VIGS,  I  generated  GFP-­tagged  NbNRC2a/b  
and   NbNRC3   variants   and   assessed   protein   accumulation   in   NRC2ab/3  
silenced  leaves.  NbNRC2a/bsyn  and  NbNRC3syn  accumulated  to  levels  similar  
to  control  treatments  whereas  the  original  NbNRC2a/b  and  NbNRC3  variants  
were   undetectable   in  NRC-­silenced   leaves,   indicating   that   the   synonymous  
codons  enabled  predicted  VIGS  evasion  (Fig.  3.3C,  Fig,  A1.6,  and  Fig.  A1.7).  
These   experiments   clearly   demonstrated   that   NbNRC2a,   NbNRC2b   and  
NbNRC3  are  functionally  redundant  and  are  the  responsible  N.  benthamiana  





Figure  3.  3  Expression  of  synthetic  NbNRC3  rescues  Pto-­mediated  cell  
death  in  NRC-­silenced  N.  benthamiana  
  (A)   Schematic   representation   of   experimental   design,   DNA   and   protein   sequences   of   the  
synthetic  region.  Shuffled  synonymous  codons  were   introduced  into  the  synthetic  sequence  
(NbNRC3syn)  without  changing  the  identity  in  protein  sequence.  (B)  Expression  of  NbNRC3syn  
rescues   the   cell   death   of   Pto/AvrPto.   NbNRC3   and   NbNRC3syn   were   co-­expressed   with  
Pto/AvrPto  in  NRC2a/b/3-­silenced  N.  benthamiana  leaves.    Expression  of  Pto/AvrPto  in  VIGS  
control   (EV),   and   expression   of   NbNRC3/NbNRC3syn   without   Pto/AvrPto   were   used   as  
controls.  HR  was  scored  at  7  days  post   infiltration   (dpi).     Bars   represent  mean  +  SE  of  14  
infiltrations   from   one   biological   replicate.   Statistical   differences   among   the   samples   were  
analysed  with  ANOVA  and  Tukey's  HSD  test  (p-­value  <  0.001).  Experiments  were  performed  
at   least   three  times  with  similar  results.  (C)  Protein  accumulation  of  NRC3  variants   in  VIGS  
control   and  NRC2a/b/3-­silenced   leaves.  GFP   is   fused   to  NRC3   variants   at  N-­terminal   and  
transiently   expressed   in   VIGS   control   and  NRC2a/b/3-­silenced   N.   benthamiana.   Samples  




3.2.5  NRC2  and  NRC3  are  required  for  Pto/Prf-­mediated  resistance  in  N.  
benthamiana  and  tomato  
In   the   previous   study,  Gabriels  et   al.   (2007)   showed   that   silencing   of  
NRC1   does   not   affect   Pto-­mediated   resistance.   Since   I   have   now   identified  
that  NRC2a/b  and  NRC3  are  the  genes  required  for  Pto-­mediated  cell  death,  I  
decided   to   test   whether   silencing   of  NRC2a/b   and  NRC3   compromise   Pto-­
mediated   resistance.   According   to   the   literature,   Pto/Prf   transgenic   N.  
benthamiana  has  higher  resistance  to  P.  syringae  DC3000  compared  to  wild  
type   plants   (Balmuth   and   Rathjen,   2007).   Hence,   I   silenced   NRC2a/b   and  
NRC3   in   Pto/Prf   transgenic   N.   benthamiana   (R411B),   and   inoculated   P.  
syringae  DC3000  DhopQ1-­1  by  syringe   infiltration.  Quantification  of  bacterial  
growth   revealed   that   Pto-­mediated   resistance   is   compromised   in   only  
NRC2a/b   and   NRC3   co-­silenced   leaves   but   not   in   controls   (Fig.   3.4A),  
demonstrating   that   NRC2a/b   and   NRC3   are   required   for   Pto-­mediated  
resistance   in   N.   benthamiana.   The   immunoblot   analysis   revealed   that  
NRC2a/b  and  NRC3  silencing  does  not  affect  the  protein  accumulation  of  Prf  
(Fig.   3.4B),   excluding   the   possibility   that   the   loss-­of-­resistance  phenotype   is  
due  to  the  effect  on  Prf  accumulation.      
To   further   validate   that   NRC2   and   NRC3   are   required   for   Pto/Prf-­
mediated  resistance  in  tomato,  I  generated  VIGS  constructs  that  target  tomato  
NRC2,   NRC3   and   both   genes   at   the   same   time.      Consistent   with   our  
observation   in   the   N.   benthamiana   system,   the   population   of   bacteria   was  
significantly  higher  when  NRC2  and  NRC3  were  silenced  together  in  tomato.  
Silencing  of  NRC1,  NRC2  or  NRC3   individually  did  not  compromise  Pto/Prf-­
mediated   resistance   (Fig.   A1.8).   Furthermore,   I   observed   bacterial   speck  
symptoms   upon   simultaneous   silencing   of  NRC2   and  NRC3,   but   not   when  
NRC1,  NRC2,  or  NRC3  were  silenced   individually   (Fig.  A1.8).  These   results  
indicate  that  NRC2  and  NRC3  are  functionally  redundant  and  are  required  for  





Figure  3.  4  Silencing  of  NbNRC2a/b   and  NRC3   compromised  Pto/Prf-­
mediated  resistance  
(A)  Growth  of  P.  syringae  DC3000  DhopQ1-­1  in  VIGS  control  and  NRC2a/b/3-­silenced  wild  
type  or  Pto/Prf   transgenic   (R411B)  N.  benthamiana.  Samples  were  collected  at  0,  2,  4,  6  
days   after   inoculation.   Error   bars   indicate   the   standard   deviation   of   population   from   four  
replicates   in  one   representative  biological   replicate.  The  different   letters  at   the   top  of   the  
columns  indicate  statistical  significant  differences  based  on  ANOVA  and  Tukey's  HSD  test  
(p-­value  <  0.05).  Experiments  were  performed  three  times  with  similar  results.  (B)  Protein  
accumulation  of  Prf:5myc  in  VIGS  control  and  NRC2a/b/3-­silenced  leaves.  Leaves  of  wild  
type  or  Pto/Prf  transgenic  (R411B)  N.  benthamiana  were  collected  three  weeks  after  virus  





3.3    Conclusions    
In  summary,  I  revisited  the  role  of  NRC1  as  a  helper  NLR  protein  and  
discovered  that  NRC2a/b  and  NRC3,  rather  than  NRC1,  are  the  essential  NLR  
proteins   required   for   Pto/Prf-­mediated   cell   death   and   resistance   in   N.  
benthamiana  and  tomato.  Therefore,  the  previously  proposed  model  of  NRC1  
as  a  signalling  hub  for  multiple  immune  receptors  postulated  by  Gabriels  et  al.  
(2007)  needs   to  be   revised.   In   fact,   the  N.  benthamiana  genome  appears   to  
lack  an  ortholog  of   tomato  NRC1   (Fig.  3.1).  Furthermore,  although  NRC2a/b  
and   NRC3   are   required   for   the   hypersensitive   cell   death   induced   by   Pto,  
silencing  of  these  genes  did  not  affect  the  response  elicited  by  Rx  and  Mi-­1.2.  
The   previous   finding   of   Gabriels   et   al.   (2007)   that   silencing   of   NRC1  
suppresses  Rx  and  Mi-­1.2  –mediated  cell  death  may  be  due  to  the  effects  on  
other   NRC1-­like   sequences   in   N.   benthamiana.   I   did   observe   that   NRC  
silencing  reduced  the  cell  death  induced  by  Cf-­4  as  reported  earlier  (Gabriels  
et  al.,  2007).  However,  the  effect  of  NRC2/NRC3  silencing  is  not  as  dramatic  
as  in  the  case  of  Pto-­mediated  cell  death  (Fig.  3.2).    
Our   findings   emphasize   the   importance   of   genetic   complementation  
assays   following   RNA   silencing   experiments   to   minimize   the   risk   of  
misinterpreting   data   due   to   off-­target   effects   (Jonchere   and   Bennett,   2013;;  
Kumar   et   al.,   2006;;   Pliego   et   al.,   2013).   Genetic   complementation   can   be  
performed  using  genes   from  a  different  species  or  using  a  silencing-­resilient  
synthetic   version   of   the   gene   with   synonymous   codon   sequences.   The  
complementation  assay   I  developed  should  help  dissecting   the  precise   roles  
of   complex   network   of   NLRs   and   other   signalling   components   in   plant  
immunity.  Furthermore,  I  recommend  that  genetic  complementation  should  be  
applied   to  RNA  silencing  experiments  whenever  possible   to  avoid   functional  
misidentification  of  gene-­of-­interest.    
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Chapter   4:   A   complex   NLR   signalling   network  
mediates  immunity  to  diverse  plant  pathogens  
  
4.1    Introduction  
Both  plants  and  animals  rely  on  nucleotide-­binding  domain  leucine-­rich  
repeat-­containing  proteins  (NLR)  to  respond  to   invading  pathogens  (Duxbury  
et   al.,   2016;;   Ting   et   al.,   2008).   NLR   proteins   act   as   immune   sensors   that  
detect  the  molecular  patterns  or  effector  proteins  derived  from  the  pathogens.  
Upon  detection  of  pathogens,  some  animal  NLRs  initiate  downstream  immune  
signalling   through   assembly   of   inflammasomes,   a  multiprotein   oligomer   that  
regulates   inflammatory   processes   in   mammal   (Guo   et   al.,   2015).   The  
formation   of   inflammasomes   results   in   activation   of   caspase-­1   and  
subsequently  leads  to  further  inflammatory  responses,  including  pyroptosis,  a  
type  of  programmed  cell  death  (Guo  et  al.,  2015).  Likewise,  activation  of  plant  
NLRs   typically   results   in   a   form   of   program   cell   death   known   as   the  
hypersensitive   response,  which  generally   restricts  pathogen   invasion   (Dodds  
and   Rathjen,   2010;;   Jones   and   Dangl,   2006).   However,   the   basic  
understanding   of   plant   NLR   complex   formation   and   their   mode   of   action  
remains  limited.	  
Several  recent  studies  demonstrated  that  NLRs,  helper  NLRs,  can  play  
essential  roles  in  immune  signalling  upon  pathogen  detection  by  other  NLRs,  
known   as   sensors   (Bonardi   et   al.,   2011;;   Cesari   et   al.,   2014b;;   Kofoed   and  
Vance,  2011;;  Le  Roux  et  al.,   2015;;  Sarris  et  al.,   2015).  Currently,   there  are  
two  major  models  of  NLR  helper/sensor  interactions.  The  first  model  is  a  “one-­
to-­one”  NLR  model   in  which  a   single  NLR   functioning  as  a   sensor   is  paired  
with  a  single  helper  or  signal  transducer  NLR  (Cesari  et  al.,  2014a;;  Duxbury  et  
al.,   2016).   For   example,  A.   thaliana  NLR  RRS1,  which   senses   the   bacterial  
effectors   Pop2   and  AvrRps4   through   an   integrated  WRKY   domain,   requires  
NLR   RPS4   to   confer   hypersensitive   cell   death   and   disease   resistance   (Le  
Roux  et  al.,  2015;;  Sarris  et  al.,  2015).  The  rice  NLR  RGA5,  which  senses  the  
effectors  AVR-­Pia  and  AVR1-­CO39  from  the  rice  blast  fungus,  requires  RGA4  
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for   mediating   downstream   responses   (Cesari   et   al.,   2014b).   In   these   two  
cases,   the   helper   and   the   sensor   NLR   genes   are   genetically   linked;;   i.e.  
located   next   to   each   other   on   the   chromosome   (Narusaka   et   al.,   2009;;  
Okuyama  et  al.,  2011).    The  second  model  is  a  “many-­to-­one”  NLR  model,  in  
which  several  sensor  NLRs  detect  different  effectors  from  diverse  pathogens  
but   require   a   single   helper   NLR   for   downstream   signalling.   The   best  
understood   examples   of   this   model   involve   the   mammalian   sensor   NLRs  
NAIP2,   NAIP5,   and  NAIP6,   and   the   helper   NLR  NLRC4.  NAIP2   recognises  
bacterial   type  III  secretion  component  PrgJ,  whereas  both  NAIP5  and  NAIP6  
recognise  bacterial  flagellin.  The  responses  after  activation  of  these  NAIPs  all  
require   formation   of   NLRC4   inflammasome   complexes   (Kofoed   and   Vance,  
2011;;   Tenthorey   et   al.,   2014;;   Zhao   et   al.,   2011).      One   of   the  most   studied  
plant   helper   NLR   families,   and   an   additional   example   of   the   “many-­to-­one”  
NLR   model,   is   the   ADR1   family   in  A.   thaliana.   This   family   is   composed   of  
three  functionally  redundant  homologs  and  is  required  for  immunity  mediated  
by  multiple  sensor  NLRs,   including  RPS2,  RPP4,  and  RPP2   (Bonardi  et  al.,  
2011).   Another   helper   NLR   in   plants   is   NRG1,   which   is   required   for   the  
function  of  the  tobacco  N  gene,  a  NLR  that  provide  resistance  to  TMV  (Peart  
et   al.,   2005).  To  date,   not   all   sensor  NLRs  have  been   linked   to  helper  NLR  
partners.   But   the   degree   to   which   the   hundreds   of   plant   sensor   NLRs   that  
have   been   reported   so   far   require   helper   NLRs   for   initiating   defence  
responses  remains  unknown.  	  
The  Solanaceae   family   is   one   of   the  most   important   plant   families   in  
agriculture.  This  family  includes  several  economically  important  crops  such  as  
potato,  tomato,  tobacco,  and  other  ornamental  plants.  The  extensive  breeding  
efforts   for   improving   disease   resistance   within   this   family   has   led   to   the  
identification   of   many   NLR-­type   disease   resistance   genes   from   Solanaceae  
wild   species   (van  Ooijen   et   al.,   2007;;   Vleeshouwers   et   al.,   2011).   To   date,  
more   than   20   NLR-­type   disease   resistance   genes   were   identified   from  
different   solanaceous   species,   which   confer   resistance   to   infection   by   a  
diverse   range   of   pathogens   (van   Ooijen   et   al.,   2007;;   Vleeshouwers   et   al.,  
2011;;   Witek   et   al.,   2016).   In   addition   to   their   agricultural   importance,   the  
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solanaceous  plants  and  their  NLRs  are  a  great  experimental  model  system  for  
understanding   plant   immunity.  Many   of   the   cloned   solanaceous  NLR   genes  
recapitulate   their   disease   resistance   phenotypes   when   transformed   into   N.  
benthamiana,  one  of  the  most  widely  used  model  species  for  laboratory-­based  
research  (Goodin  et  al.,  2008).    
Genome-­wide  annotation  and  cross-­species  comparison  of  NLRs  have  
revealed   the  dynamic   feature  of  NLR  genes  during  evolution.   (Christopoulou  
et  al.,  2015;;  McHale  et  al.,  2006;;  Meyers  et  al.,  2003;;  Shao  et  al.,  2016;;  Shao  
et   al.,   2014;;  Zhang  et   al.,   2014).  Several   studies   focused  on   the  annotation  
and  phylogenetic  analysis  of  NLR  genes   from  different  solanaceous  species  
suggested  multiple   duplication   events   after   speciation   (Andolfo   et   al.,   2014;;  
Andolfo  et  al.,  2013;;  Jupe  et  al.,  2012;;  Seo  et  al.,  2016;;  Stam  et  al.,  2016).  
Furthermore,   recent   advances   in   genome   sequencing   and   associated  
techniques   such   as   Ren-­seq   greatly   accelerated   the   identification   of   NLR  
genes   that   are   useful   to   provide   disease   resistance   in   solanaceous   crops  
(Andolfo  et  al.,  2014;;  Jupe  et  al.,  2013;;  Witek  et  al.,  2016).  However,  despite  
these   advances,   the   degree   to   which   phylogeny   correlates   with   both   the  
molecular   mechanism   of   NLR   activation   and   the   convergence   of   signalling  
remains  elusive.    
In   the  previous   chapter,   I   found   that  NRC2  and  NRC3  are   redundant  
and  are   required   for   the   function  of  Prf/Pto  complex   in  both  N.  benthamiana  
and   tomato.   However,   whether   NRC2   and   NRC3   are   essential   for   other  
sensor   NLRs   remained   an   open   question.   In   this   chapter,   I   addressed   this  
question.  I  discovered  another  helper  NLR,  termed  NRC4,  which  also  belongs  
to  the  NRC  family.  NRC4  has  a  distinct  function  compared  to  NRC2/3  as  it  is  
required   for   immunity   triggered  by  Rpi-­blb2  and  R1,  but   it   is  not   required   for  
Prf-­mediated   immunity.   Surprisingly,   NRC2,   NRC3,   and   NRC4   are   together  
functionally   redundant   and   essential   for  many   other   sensor   NLRs,   including  
Rx,   Bs2,   Sw5b,   and   R8.   I   proposed   that   an   NRC-­dependent   NLR   immune  
signalling   network   with   an   intricate   architecture   mediates   immunity   to  
oomycetes,   bacteria,   viruses,   nematodes,   and   insects.   Furthermore,   I  
performed  an  extensive  phylogenetic  analysis  of  plant  NLRs  to  show  that  the  
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NRC  network  has  emerged  over  100  million  years  ago  from  an  NLR  pair  that  
diversified  to  constitute  up  to  one  half  of  the  NLRs  of  asterids.  I  reasoned  that  
plants   evolved   this   complex   NLR   network   to   increase   evolvability   and  
robustness  of  immune  signalling  pathways  to  counteract  rapidly  evolving  plant  
pathogens.  
  
4.2    Results  and  discussion  
4.2.1  NRC4,  a  new  member   in   the  NRC   family,   is   required   for  Rpi-­blb2-­
mediated  immunity  
4.2.1a  Rpi-­blb2-­mediated  immunity  is  NRC4  dependent  
Rpi-­blb2   is  a  well-­characterized  sensor  NLR  that  recognises  members  
of   the   P.   infestans   AVRblb2   effector   family   and   provides   broad-­spectrum  
resistance   to   late   blight   pathogen   in   potato,   tomato   as   well   as   in   N.  
benthamiana  (Fig.  4.1A)  (Oh  et  al.,  2009;;  van  der  Vossen  et  al.,  2005).  Virus  
induced   gene   silencing   (VIGS)   assays   in   N.   benthamiana,   performed   by  
collaborators  Dr.  Ahmed  Abd-­El-­Haliem  and  Dr.  Jack  H.  Vossen,  Wageningen  
University,   revealed   that   silencing  of   a  NLR  gene   related   to   the  NRC   family  
abolishes   the  cell  death  mediated  by  Rpi-­blb2.   I  defined   this  gene  as  a  new  
member   of   the   NRC   family,   termed   NRC4,   and   followed   up   on   these  
preliminary   experiments   using   Rpi-­blb2   transgenic   N.   benthamiana   (Fig.  
A2.1).  When  NRC4  was  silenced  in  N.  benthamiana,  the  resistance  mediated  
by  Rpi-­blb2  was  fully  compromised  (Fig.  4.1A).  In  contrast,  silencing  of  NRC2  
and  NRC3  did  not  affect  Rpi-­blb2-­mediated  resistance  (Fig.  4.1A;;  Fig.  A2.2).  
Consistent   with   these   results,   NRC4   silencing   but   not   NRC2/3   silencing  
abolished  Rpi-­blb2-­  mediated  cell  death  upon   recognition  of   the  P.   infestans  
effector   AVRblb2   (Fig.   4.1B).   To   confirm   that   these   loss-­of-­function  
phenotypes   are   not   due   to   an   effect   on  Rpi-­blb2   accumulation,   I   performed  
immunoblot  analysis  of  Rpi-­blb2  in  NRC4-­silenced  background.  These  results  
showed  that  silencing  of  NRC4  does  not  affect  Rpi-­blb2  stability  (Fig.  A2.1d),  
excluding   the   possibility   that  NRC4   VIGS   fragment   has   off-­target   effects   on  
Rpi-­blb2   or   somehow   affects   the   protein   accumulation   indirectly.   Taken  
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together,   these   results   suggest   that   NRC4   is   a   new   helper   NLR   that   is  
required  for  the  function  of  Rpi-­blb2.  
  
4.2.1b   NRC4   forms   a   subclade   distinct   from   NRC2   and   NRC3   in   the   NRC  
family  
In  the  previous  chapter,  I   identified  that  NRC2  and  NRC3  are  required  
for   Prf/Pto-­mediated   resistance   in   both   tomato   and   N.   benthamiana.   To  
investigate   how   NRC4   relates   to   other   members   of   the   NRC   family,   I  
performed  a  phylogenetic  analysis  of  NRCs  from  N.  benthamiana,  tomato,  and  
potato.  I  found  that  NRC4  homologs  form  a  well-­supported  subclade  which  is  
closely   related   to   several   NRC4-­like   (NRC4L)   subclades   (Fig.   A2.1).   In  
contrast,   NRC4   has   around   only   49%   identity   (66%   similarity)   to   NRC2a   or  
NRC3,   suggesting   that   NRC4   is   relatively   distant   to   the   previously   reported  
NRC2  and  NRC3  subclades  (Fig.  A2.2).        
To   determine   the   expression   patterns   of   NRC   family   members,   I  
designed  primers  based  on  the  sequence  identified  form  N.  benthamiana  and  
performed  PCR  or  RT-­PCR  using  genomic  DNA  or  cDNA  from  leaf  tissues  as  
templates.  I  found  that  most  of  the  NRC4-­like  genes  were  not  expressed  apart  
from   NRC4L-­4611   (Fig.   A2.1b).   The   expression   of   NRC4L-­4611   was   not  
affected  by  NRC4  silencing  (Fig.  A2.3b),  excluding  the  possibility  that  NRC4L-­
4611   is   responsible   for   the   loss   of   Rpi-­blb2   function   phenotype   described  
earlier.   The   expression   of   NRC4,   NRC2(a/b)   and   NRC3   appeared   to   be  
relatively   higher   than   other   homologs   (Fig.   A2.1b).   Hence,   I   reasoned   that  






Figure  4.  1  NRC4  is  required  for  Rpi-­blb2-­mediated  immunity  
(A)  Silencing   of  NRC4   compromised  Rpi-­blb2-­mediated   resistance.  NRC2/3   or  NRC4  were  
silenced   in   Rpi-­blb2   transgenic   N.   benthamiana   and   then   plants   were   inoculated   with   P.  
infestans  88069.    Non-­resistant  (wild  type)  plants  and  TRV  empty  vector  (EV)  were  used  as  
controls.   Experiments   were   repeated   3   times   with   24   inoculation   sites   each   time.   The  
numbers  on  the  right  bottom  are  the  sum  of  spreading  lesion/  total  inoculation  sites  from  the  
three   repeats.   Images  were   taken   under  UV   light   at   4   days   post   inoculation   (dpi).   (B)  Cell  
death   assay   of   Rpi-­blb2   and   Prf   (Pto/AvrPto)   in   NRC2/3-­or   NRC4-­silenced   plants.   Rpi-­
blb2/AVRblb2   and   Pto/AvrPto   were   co-­expressed   in  NRC2/3-­   or  NRC4-­silenced   plants   by  
agroinfiltration.  Hypersensitive  response  (HR)  was  scored  at  7  days  after  agroinfiltration.  Bars  
represent  mean  +  SD  of  24  infiltrations  sites.  Statistical  differences  among  the  samples  were  
analysed  with  ANOVA  and  Tukey’s  HSD  test   (p-­value  <  0.001).   (C)  Expression  of  synthetic  
NRC4   rescues   Rpi-­blb2-­mediated   resistance   in   NRC4-­silenced   plants.   NRC4syn   was  
expressed   in   NRC4-­silenced   plants   through   agroinfiltration   one   day   before   P.   infestans  
inoculation.   Experiments   were   repeated   3   times   with   24   inoculation   sites   each   time.   The  
numbers  on  the  right  bottom  are  the  sum  of  spreading  lesion/  total  inoculation  sites  from  the  
three   replicates.   Images   were   taken   under   UV   light   at   5   days   post   inoculation   (dpi).   (D)  
Expression  of  synthetic  NRC4  rescues  Rpi-­blb2-­mediated  cell  death  in  NRC4-­silenced  plants.  
Rpi-­blb2/AVRblb2   were   co-­expressed   with   empty   vector   control   or   NRC4syn   in   NRC4-­  
silenced  plants   through  agroinfiltration.  Hypersensitive  response  (HR)  was  scored  at  7  days  
after  agroinfiltration.  Bars  represent  mean  +  SD  of  24  infiltrations  sites.  Statistical  differences  





4.2.1c  Expression  of  synthetic  NRC4   rescues  Rpi-­blb2-­mediated   immunity   in  
NRC4-­silenced  plants  
I  have  previously  described  a  complementation  assay  with  a  synthetic  
gene   that   contains   synonymous   codons   for   validating   gene   function   in  
silencing   experiments.   This   also   allowed   me   to   perform   further   functional  
analysis   of   the   gene-­of-­interest.   I   introduced   synonymous   substitutions   into  
NRC4   and   tested   whether   this   synthetic   version   of  NRC4,   named  NRC4syn,  
can   rescue   Rpi-­blb2-­mediated   resistance   when   the   chromosomal   NRC4   is  
silenced   (Fig.   A2.3a).   The   results   of   immunoblot   analysis   showed   that  
NRC4syn   accumulated   to   similar   levels   with   and  without   silencing,   indicating  
that  it   is  able  to  evade  the  silencing  effect  (Fig.  A2.3c).  I  then  tested  whether  
transient   expression   of   NRC4syn   in   NRC4-­silenced   background   can   rescue  
Rpi-­blb2-­mediated   resistance   and   cell   death.      The   results   showed   that  
expression   of   NRC4syn   in   the   NRC4-­silenced   Rpi-­blb2   plants   rescued   the  
resistance   to   the   level   similar   to   that   in   the  non-­silenced  control   plants   (Fig.  
3.1c).   Consistent   with   these   results,   expression   of   NRC4syn   in   the   NRC4-­
silenced   plant   also   rescued  Rpi-­blb2-­mediated   cell   death   (Fig.   3.1d).   These  
results   support   the   hypothesis   that  NRC4   is   essential   for  Rpi-­blb2-­mediated  
resistance.    
	  
4.2.1d  NRC4  and  Rpi-­blb2  p-­loops  are  required  for  the  cell  death  mediated  by  
Rpi-­blb2  	  
The  p-­loop  motif   in  the  NB-­ARC  domain  is  one  of  the  most  conserved  
motifs  of  NLRs  and  is  essential  for  the  function  of  many  NLR  proteins  (Takken  
et   al.,   2006;;  Takken  and  Goverse,   2012).   Interestingly,   for  RPS4/RRS1  and  
RGA4/RGA5  NLR  pairs,  only  one  of  the  p-­loop  in  the  two  NLRs  is  essential  for  
function  (Cesari  et  al.,  2014b;;  Williams  et  al.,  2014).  Furthermore,  ADR1-­L2  in  
the  ADR1  helper  NLR  family  also  shows  p-­loop   independent  activity   in  NLR-­
triggered  immunity  (Bonardi  et  al.,  2011).  To  find  out  whether  only  one  of  the  
p-­loops  of  Rpi-­blb2  or  NRC4  is  essential,   I  generated  p-­loop  mutants  of  both  
NLRs  by  mutating  their  respective  lysine  (K)  residues  in  their  p-­loop  motifs  to  
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arginine  (R)  and  measured  how  their  abilities  to  trigger  cell  death  are  affected.  
I   found   that   the   cell   death-­inducing   activity   of   Rpi-­blb2   was   completely  
abolished  when   its  p-­loop   is  mutated,   indicating   that   the   function  of  Rpi-­blb2  
requires   an   intact   p-­loop   (Fig.   A2.4a   and   b).   For   the   functional   analysis   of  
NRC4,  I  took  advantage  of  the  complementation  assay  with  the  synthetic  gene  
I  described  previously.  I  mutated  the  p-­loop  of  NRC4syn  and  tested  whether  it  
can   still   rescue  Rpi-­blb2-­mediated   cell   death.   I   found   that   the  NRC4   variant  
with   the   p-­loop   mutation   failed   to   rescue   Rpi-­blb2-­mediated   cell   death   in  
NRC4-­silenced  background  (Fig.  A2.4c  and  d),  indicating  that  an  intact  p-­loop  
is   essential   for   the   function   of   NRC4.   These   results   indicated   that   the   cell  
death-­inducing  activity  of  both  NRC4  and  Rpi-­blb2  are  p-­loop  dependent.	  
	  
4.2.1e  Mi-­1.2,  a  tomato  ortholog  of  Rpi-­blb2,  is  also  NRC4  dependent  	  
Mi-­1.2   is   an  ortholog  of  Rpi-­blb2   that   provides   resistance   to   root-­knot  
nematode  and  aphids   in   potato.   I   reasoned   that   closely   related   sensor  NLR  
immune  receptors  may  rely  on  the  same  helper  NLR  to  function.  To  test  this,  I  
expressed   an   autoactive   form   of   Mi-­1.2,   Mi-­1.2T557S,   in   NRC4-­silenced   N.  
benthamiana  and  examined  whether   this  autoactive  NLR  can  still   cause  cell  
death.  The  cell  death  caused  by  Mi-­1.2  T557S  was  completely  abolished  when  
NRC4  was  silenced,  supporting  the  idea  that  close  homologs  of  Rpi-­blb2  also  
require  NRC4  to  function  (Fig.  A2.5).  	  
	  
4.2.1f.  Silencing  of  NRC4  does  not  affect  Pto/Prf-­mediated  immunity  
I   have   previously   described   that   NRC2   and   NRC3   are   required   for  
Pto/Prf-­mediated   resistance.   To   further   test   the   hypothesis   that   NRC4   is  
representing  a  new  member  in  this  family  and  that  the  function  is  distinct  from  
NRC2   and   NRC3,   I   examined   whether   silencing   of   NRC4   affects   Pto/Prf-­
mediated   cell   death   and   resistance   in  N.   benthamiana.   The   results   showed  
that   Pto/Prf-­mediated   cell   death   (Pto/AvrPto)   was   not   affected   by   NRC4  
silencing   (Fig.   3.1b);;   moreover,   resistance   to   P.   syringae   also   remained  
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unaffected  when  NRC4   was   silenced   (Fig.   A2.6).   These   results   support   the  
idea  that  NRC4  is  functionally  distinct  from  NRC2  and  NRC3.    
	  
4.2.2  NRC  family  and  NRC-­dependent  NLRs  are  in  a  large  superclade    
To   gain   a   comprehensive   overview  of   how   the  NRC   family   relates   to  
other  NLR  families  (clades)  of  solanaceous  plants,  I  performed  a  phylogenetic  
analysis   of   Solanaceous   NLRs.   I   first   used   NLR-­parser   to   identify   putative  
NLR   sequences   from   four   different   solanaceous   plants   (N.   benthamiana,  
potato,   tomato   and   pepper);;   from   this   I   constructed   a   phylogenetic   tree   of  
CNLs,   together   with   several   functional   characterized   solanaceous   NLRs.   I  
found  that  the  NRC  family  is  in  a  well-­supported  superclade  (hereafter  referred  
to   as   the   NRC-­superclade)   together   with   several   other   sensor   NLR   clades,  
including   clades   containing   Rpi-­blb2,   Mi-­1.2   and   Prf,   which   were  
demonstrated   to   be   NRC-­dependent   in   this   study   (Fig.   A2.6).   The   NRC-­
superclade  also  contains  several  well-­known  NLRs,  including  Rx,  Sw5b,  Bs2,  
R8,  and  R1,  which  provide   resistance   to  viral,  bacterial,  and  oomycete  plant  
pathogens   (Fig.   A2.7   and   Fig.   2).   Overall,   this   NRC-­superclade,   which  
includes   the   NRC   clade   and   sister   clades,   comprises   around   half   of   the  
predicted  CNL  and  more   than  one-­third  of   the  predicted  NLR   in   the  different  
species   analysed   here.   Interestingly,   half   of   the   number   of   CNL-­type  
resistance  genes  cloned  from  different  solanaceous  plants  thus  far  are  found  
within  this  superclade  (Table  A2.1).    
It   is   very   intriguing   that   the   NRC   family   is   in   a   well-­supported  
superclade  together  with  Rpi-­blb2,  Mi-­1.2  and  Prf,  which  are  NRC-­dependent  
sensor  NLRs.  However,  it  is  not  known  whether  the  other  sensor  NLRs  in  this  
superclade  also  require  NRC  family  members  for  their  function.  This  prompted  




4.2.3  NRC4  is  also  required  for  R1-­mediated  immunity  	  
4.2.3a  R1-­mediated  cell  death  is  NRC4-­dependent  
To  test  whether  any  of  the  NRC2,  NRC3  or  NRC4  are  also  required  for  
the  responses  mediated  by  other  sensor  NLRs,  I  silenced  NRC2/3  and  NRC4  
independently   and   checked   the   cell   death  mediated   by  NLRs   from   different  
phylogenetic  clades,  including  NLRs  from  the  NRC-­superclade  and  outside  of  
the   NRC-­superclade.   I   did   not   identify   any   additional   NRC2/3-­dependent  
NLRs   apart   from  Prf.   The   cell   death  mediated   by  R1,   a   NLR   protein   which  
provides  resistance  to  P.  infestans,   is  compromised  by  NRC4  silencing    (Fig.  
4.2  and  Fig.  4.3a).  To  further  test  the  hypothesis  that  R1-­mediated  cell  death  
is  NRC4-­dependent,  I  performed  complementation  assay  with  synthetic  NRC4  
in   the   NRC4-­silenced   plants.   The   results   showed   that   expression   of   the  
synthetic   NRC4   rescued   R1-­mediated   cell   death   when   the   chromosomal  
NRC4  is  silenced  (Fig.  4.3b)  
	  
4.2.3b  R1-­mediated  resistance  is  NRC4  dependent  
To   further   test  whether  R1-­mediated  resistance   to  P.   infestans   is  also  
NRC4   dependent,   I   transiently   expressed   R1   in   N.   benthamiana   and  
examined  the  degree  to  which  the  resistance  is  compromised  when  NRC4   is  
silenced.  I  found  that  silencing  of  NRC4  abolishes  the  resistance  mediated  by  
R1   (Fig.   4.3c),   and   that   this   phenotype   can   be   rescued   by   expression   of  
synthetic  NRC4  (Fig.  4.3d).  These  results  demonstrate  that,  in  addition  to  Rpi-­






Figure  4.  2  NRCs  and  its  sister  clades  form  a  complex  signalling  network  
Left  panel:  Phylogenetic   tree  of  NLR  proteins   identified  from  genome  of  solanaceous  plants,  
simplified   from  Fig.  A2.7.  Middle  panel:  List  of  pathogen  categories,  name  of   the  pathogens  
and   avirulence   factor   (AVR)   sensed   by   the   corresponding   NLR   immune   receptors.   TSWV,  
tomato  spotted  wilt  virus;;  PVX,  potato  virus  X.  Right  panel:  Analysis  of  cell  death  mediated  by  
different   solanaceous   NLR   proteins   in   NRC-­silenced   plants.   Different   NLR   and   AVR  
combinations   were   expressed   in   control,   NRC2/3,   NRC4,   NRC2/3/4   and   SGT1-­silenced  
plants  by  agroinfiltration.   “+”   indicates   cell   death  phenotype  was  observed.   “-­”   indicates   cell  
death   phenotype   was   compromised.      Hypersensitive   response   (HR)   was   scored   at   7   days  
after  agroinfiltration.  Bars  represent  mean  +  SD  of  24  infiltrations  sites.  Statistical  differences  
among   the   samples   were   analysed   with   ANOVA   and   Tukey’s   HSD   test   (P-­value   <   0.001).  
aPathogen   proteins   sensed   by   Mi-­1.2   have   not   been   identified   yet.   Hence,   the   autoactive  
mutant  Mi-­1.2T557S  was  used  here.  bCo-­expression  of  Pto  and  AvrPto  was  used  for  testing  Prf-­
mediated   cell   death.   cCNL-­11990,   a   CNL   cloned   from   tomato   genome,   has   no   assigned  
function.  The  autoactive  mutant  CNL-­11990D474V  was  used  here.  dBs4  sense  both  AvrBs3  and  
AvrBs4  from  X.  campestris.  AvrBs3  was  used  here.  
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4.2.4  NRC-­superclade  members  form  a  complex  signalling  network  
4.2.4a   Triple   silencing   compromises   cell   death   mediated   by   NLR   from   the  
super  clade  
The  NRC-­dependent  NLRs   identified   thus   far  are  all   in   related  clades  
within   the  NRC-­superclade,   yet   not   all   of   the  NLRs   in   this   superclade  were  
affected  by  NRC2/3   or  NRC4  silencing.   I   hypothesized   that  NRC2/3/4   could  
be   functionally   redundant   for   the   other   NLRs   in   this   superclade,   although  
NRC4  has  only   less  than  50%  protein  sequence   identity   to  NRC2a  or  NRC3  
(Fig.  A2.2).  To  test  this  hypothesis,  I  generated  a  VIGS  construct  that  targets  
all   three  NRC  homologs  at   the  same   time   (Fig.  A2.8).  Silencing  of  all  of   the  
three   NRC   homologs   did   not   cause   clear   developmental   effects   on   plant  
growth  (Fig.  A2.9).   I   then  checked  the  extent   to  which  silencing  of  NRC2/3/4  
affected   the   cell   death   mediated   by   NLRs   in   this   superclade.   Silencing  
NRC2/3/4  compromised  cell  death  mediated  by  all   the  NLRs  tested  from  the  
NRC-­superclade,   including  Rx,  Bs2,  R8  and  Sw5b  (Fig.  4.2).   In  contrast,   the  
activity  of  NLRs  outside  of   the  NRC-­superclade,   including  Rpi-­vnt1,  R2,  Rpi-­
blb1,  R3a  and  Bs4,  was  not  affected.  Silencing  of  SGT1,  which  affects  the  cell  
death  mediated  by  all  the  NLRs,  was  used  as  positive  control  (Fig.  4.2).  
As  one  of  the  clades  in  the  phylogenetic  tree  presented  here  does  not  
contain  a  representative  NLR-­type  resistance  gene,   I  cloned  a  NLR  from  the  
genome   of   tomato,   named  CNL-­11990,   and   tested  whether   silencing   of   the  
NRC  homologs  affected  the  cell  death  mediated  by  this  NLR.    Since  there  is  
no   assigned   function   of   CNL-­11990,   I   generated   an   autoactive   form   of   this  
NLR.   Previously   studies   indicated   that   introducing   a  D   to   V  mutation   in   the  
MHD   motif   in   the   NB-­ARC   domain   of   NLR   generally   leads   to   ligand-­
independent   cell   death.   Thus   I   introduced   this   mutation   into   CNL-­11990,  
resulting   in  CNL-­11990D474V   that   induces   ligand-­independent   cell   death   (Fig.  
4.2).  The   results   indicated   that   silencing  of  NRC4   is   sufficient   to  abolish   the  
cell   death  mediated  by  CNL-­11990D474V  (Fig.  4.2),   supporting   the  hypothesis  




4.2.4b.  NRC2/3/4  show  specificity  and  redundancy  to  different  sensor  NLRs  in  
the  NRC-­superclade  
To   confirm   that   NRC2/3/4   display   specificity   to   Rpi-­blb2/Prf   but   are  
functionally  redundant  in  Rx/Bs2/R8/Sw5b-­mediated  cell  death,  I  performed  a  
complementation   assay   in   the   NRC2/3/4   triple   silencing   background   with  
combination  of  different  NRC  homologs  and  different  R/AVR  pairs.  I  found  that  
expression  of  NRC2  and  NRC3  rescued  Prf-­mediated  cell  death  but  not  Rpi-­
blb2-­mediated  cell  death;;   in  contrast,  expression  of  NRC4   rescued  Rpi-­blb2-­
mediated  cell  death  but  not  Prf-­mediated  cell  death  (Fig.  A2.10).  Furthermore,  
expression   of   either   one   of   the  NRC2/3/4   rescued  Rx,  Bs2,  R8,   and  Sw5b-­
mediated  cell  death  (Fig.  A2.10),  supporting  the  hypothesis  that  NRC2/3/4  are  
functionally   redundant   for   some  sensor  NLRs  but   display   specificity   to  other  
sensor  NLRs  from  the  NRC-­superclade.  
  
4.2.4c  Tripe  silencing  of  NRC2/3/4  compromised  Rx-­mediated  resistance  
To   further  validate   that  NRC2/3/4  are  essential  but   redundantly  contribute   to  
the   immunity   mediated   by   the   NLR   proteins   tested   here,   I   examined   the  
resistance  mediated  by  Rx  to  Potato  virus  X  (PVX)   in  N.  benthamiana.  Rx  is  
one  of  the  most  studied  NLR  proteins  among  the  NLRs  included  in  this  study,  
and  the  PVX-­N.  benthamiana  pathosystem  is  well-­  characterized.  In  line  with  
what   has   been   previously   reported,   when   PVX   was   inoculated   at   very   low  
levels  on  Rx  plants   through  agroinfiltration,  no  symptoms  could  be  observed  
due   to   the   extreme   resistance   (Tameling   and   Baulcombe,   2007).   I   silenced  
NRC2/3/4   individually,   or   in   combination,   in   Rx   transgenic   plants   and  
inoculated   the  plants  with  PVX  (pGR106)  via  agroinfiltration.   I   found   that   the  
virus  caused  systemic  infection  with  typical  mosaic  and  leaf  curling  symptoms  
on   the   new   leaves   (Fig.   4.4a)   of   control   wild   type   plants.   In   contrast,   I  
observed  no   local  or  systemic  symptoms   in  Rx   transgenic  plant  when  NRC4  
or  NRC2/3  were  silenced   individually.   Interestingly,  when  NRC2/3/4  were  all  
silenced,  PVX  was   able   to   induced   trailing   necrosis   (Fig.   4.4a).   This   trailing  




Figure  4.  3  Silencing  of  NRC4  abolished  R1-­mediated  immunity  
 (A)   Silencing   of   NRC4   abolished   R1-­mediated   cell   death.   R1/AVR1   or   Pto/AvrPto   were  
expressed  in  NRC2/3  or  NRC4-­silenced  plants.  Hypersensitive  response  (HR)  was  scored  at  7  
days   after   agroinfiltration.   Bars   represent   mean   +   SD   from   24   infiltrations   sites.   Statistical  
differences  among  the  samples  were  analysed  with  ANOVA  and  Tukey’s  HSD  test  (p-­value  <  
0.001).   (B)  Expression  of  synthetic  NRC4   rescued  R1-­mediated  cell  death   in  NRC4-­silenced  
plants.  R1/AVR1  were   co-­expressed  with   synthetic  NRC4   or   empty   vector   control   in  NRC4-­  
silenced  or  control  plants  through  agroinfiltration.  Hypersensitive  response  (HR)  was  scored  at  
7   days   after   agroinfiltration.   Bars   represent   mean   +   SD   of   24   infiltrations   sites.   Statistical  
differences  among  the  samples  were  analysed  with  ANOVA  and  Tukey’s  HSD  test  (p-­value  <  
0.001).  (C)  Silencing  of  NRC4  abolished  R1-­mediated  resistance.  R1  or  empty  vector  control  
was   transiently   expressed   in   NRC4-­silenced   or   control   N.   benthamiana   one   day   before  
pathogen   inoculation.   The   leaves   were   inoculated   with   10µL   zoospore   suspension   (200  
zoospore/µL)  from  P.  infestans  T30-­4.  Experiments  were  repeated  4  times  with  21  inoculation  
sites   each   time.   The   numbers   on   the   right   bottom   are   the   sum   of   spreading   lesion/total  
inoculation   sites   from   the   four   replicates.   Images  were   taken   under  UV   light   at   5   days   post  
inoculation  (dpi).  (D)  Expression  of  synthetic  NRC4  rescued  R1-­mediated  resistance  in  NRC4-­
silenced   plants.   Synthetic   NRC4   or   empty   vector   were   co-­infiltrated   with   R1   into   NRC4-­
silenced  or  control  plants  one  day  before  P.  infestans  inoculation.  Experiments  were  repeated  
4   times  with  24   inoculation  sites  each  time.  The  numbers  on  the  right  bottom  are   the  sum  of  
spreading   lesion/total   inoculation  sites   from   the   four  biological   replicates.   Images  were   taken  






presence   of   viral   coat   protein   (CP),   but   is   not   robust   enough   to   restrict   the  
spread  of  the  virus  (Tameling  and  Baulcombe,  2007).  Consistent  with  previous  
report   that   SGT1   is   required   for   Rx-­mediated   resistance   (Azevedo   et   al.,  
2006),   I   observed   trailing  necrosis   caused  by  PVX  on   the   inoculated   leaves  
and  upper  leaves  in  SGT1-­silenced  Rx  plants  (Fig.  4.4a);;  this  trailing  necrotic  
symptom   eventually   spread   throughout   the   whole   plants   after   5   weeks   of  
inoculation  (Fig.  A2.11).    
As  an  alternative  way  to  examine  the  spread  of  PVX  in  the  NRC2/3/4-­
silenced  Rx  plants,  I  performed  the  same  experiment  as  mentioned  above  but  
inoculated  the  plants  with  PVX-­GFP  (pGR106-­GFP).  Consistent  with  previous  
observations,   trailing   necrotic   lesions   were   observed   only   when   NRC2/3/4  
were  all  silenced  or  when  SGT1  was  silenced  (Fig.  4.4b).  The  upper  leaves  of  
the  wild  type,  NRC2/3/4-­silenced,  and  SGT1-­silenced  Rx  plant  showed  green  
fluorescence  under  UV  light.  I  detected  GFP  accumulation  in  wild  type  plants  
and   Rx   plants   silenced   with   NRC2/3/4   or   SGT1,   whereas   no   GFP  
accumulation  was  detected  in  the  empty  vector  control  or  the  single  or  double  
NRC2/3/4  silencing  treatment  (Fig.  4.4c).  It  has  been  shown  that  silencing  of  
SGT1   affects   the   accumulation   of   Rx   and   compromises   the   resistance  
(Azevedo   et   al.,   2006).   To   check   whether   NRC   homologs   are   similarly  
involved  in  steady-­state  accumulation  Rx,  I  performed  immunoblot  analysis  to  
examine   the   accumulation   of   Rx   in   the   NRC-­silenced   or   SGT1-­silenced  
conditions.   The   results   indicated   that,   unlike   SGT1,   silencing   of   the   NRC  




Figure  4.  4  NRC2/3/4  triple  silencing  compromised  Rx-­mediated  extreme  
resistance  to  PVX  
 (A)   Triple   silencing   of   NRC2/3/4   compromised   Rx-­mediated   resistance   to   PVX.   NRC2,  
NRC3,  or  NRC4  were  silenced  individually  or  in  combination  in  Rx  transgenic  plants  by  TRV.  
SGT1  silencing  was  used  as  a  control  for  compromised  Rx-­mediated  resistance.  The  circles  
on  the  inoculated  leaves  indicate  the  area  of  PVX  inoculation  through  agroinfection.  Pictures  
were  taken  2  weeks  after  PVX  inoculation.  (B)  Triple  silencing  of  NRC2/3/4  compromised  Rx-­
mediated  resistance  to  PVX-­GFP.  Experiments  were  performed  in  the  same  way  as  (A),  but  
inoculated  with   PVX-­GFP   (pGR106-­GFP).   The   pictures   were   taken   under   daylight   and  UV  
light   at   2  weeks   after   PVX   inoculation.   (C)   Immunoblot   analysis   of  GFP   accumulation  with  
upper  leaves  collected  from  (B).  (D)  Silencing  of  NRC2/3/4  did  not  affect  accumulation  of  Rx.  
NRC2,  NRC3  or  NRC4  were  silenced   individually  or   in  combination   in  Rx   transgenic  plants  
(Rx:4HA).  SGT1  silencing  was  used  as  a  control.  Leaf  samples  were  collected   three  weeks  




4.2.4d  Expression  of  NRC2/3/4  rescued  Rx-­mediated  resistance  in  NRC-­triple  
silencing  plants    
To   further   confirm   that   NRC2/3/4   are   functionally   redundant   in   Rx-­
mediated   resistance,   I   performed   complementation   assays   by   using   the  
synthetic  gene  strategy  previously  described.  I  took  advantage  of  the  toothpick  
inoculation  method  that  allowed  me  to  apply  the  virus  on  a  very  small  spot  and  
subsequently   chart   the   spreading   of   the   necrotic   lesions   due   to   the   partial  
resistance  mediated  by  Rx.  I  transiently  expressed  synthetic  NRC2,  NRC3,  or  
NRC4  individually  in  NRC2/3/4-­silenced  Rx  plants  before  inoculating  the  virus  
(PVX-­GFP)  by   toothpick.   I   found   that   expression  of  NRC2,  NRC3,   or  NRC4  
significantly   reduced   the  size  of   the   trailing  necrotic   lesions  compared   to   the  
complementation  control.   In  contrast,  no  clear   trailing   lesions  were  observed  
in   the  non-­resistant   (wild   type)  control  or  extreme  resistant   (Rx)  control   (Fig.  
A2.12a).  I  further  validated  these  results  by  checking  the  accumulation  of  GFP  
by   immunoblot   analysis.   I   detected   GFP   accumulation   in   the   non-­resistant  
control  and  NRC2/3/4   triple  silencing  conditions,  whereas   immunoblot   signal  
of  GFP  in  the  complemented  condition  were  very  weak  or  not  detectable  (Fig.  
A2.12b).   These   results   showed   that  NRC2/3/4   are   functionally   redundant   in  
Rx-­mediated  immunity.  
	  
4.2.4e  NRC  homologs  are  not   required   for   resistance  mediated  by  R3a  and  
Rpi-­blb1	  
To   further  examine  whether   the   resistance  mediated  by  NLR  proteins  
outside   of   the   NRC-­superclade   are   affected   by   silencing   of   the   NRC  
homologs,   I   performed   disease   resistance   assay   with   R3a   and   Rpi-­blb1  
transgenic  N.  benthamiana.  Consistent  with   the  previous  observations,  none  
of   the   NRC   silencing   conditions   compromised   R3a-­   or   Rpi-­blb1-­mediated  
resistance,  whereas  NRC4-­  and  NRC2/3/4-­triple  silencing  compromised  Rpi-­
blb2-­mediated   resistance.   As   expected,   SGT1   silencing   compromised   the  




4.2.5   A   NRC-­dependent   NLR   immune   signalling   network   provides  
resistance  to  diverse  pathogens  
Based   on   the   genetic   evidence   above,   I   proposed   a   NLR   signalling  
network   that   mediates   disease   resistance   to   diverse   plant   pathogens   (Fig.  
4.5).  This  network  comprises  at  least  one-­third  of  the  NLRs  in  the  genome  of  
solanaceous   plants.   Many   of   them   are   sensor   NLRs   that   provide   disease  
resistance   to   different   pathogens   and   pests   in   solanaceous   crops.  
Interestingly,   these   sensor   NLRs   showed   differential   dependency   on   NRC  
homologs.   Three   major   NRC   homologs   were   identified,   NRC2,   NRC3   and  
NRC4,   which   showed   both   redundancy   and   specificity   to   different   sensor  
NLRs.  NRC2/3/4  might  be  a  convergence  point   for  mediating  the  conserved,  
yet   unidentified,   downstream   responses.   Understanding   this   network   and  
identifying   the  downstream  components  will  help  us   to  understand  how  NLR  
proteins  signal  after  pathogen  recognition.  
 
Figure  4.  5  A  NRC-­dependent  NLR  immune  signalling  network  provides  
resistance  to  diverse  pathogens  
Summary  of  the  NRC-­dependent  NLR  immune  signalling  network.  Several  solanaceous  NLR-­
type  resistance  proteins  (sensor  NLR)  were  demonstrated  to  be  NRC  (helper  NLR)-­dependent  
in   this   study.   These   NLR   proteins   can   provide   disease   resistance   to   several   different  
pathogens,  including  virus,  bacteria,  oomycete,  nematodes  and  insects.  The  three  major  NRC  
homologs  are  functionally  redundant  but  also  display  specificity  to  different  sensor  NLR.  The  
NRC  homologs  may  be   the  converge  point  of   the  signalling   from  different  sensor  NLR,  and  




4.2.6  Evolutionary  history  of  the  NRC-­superclade    
4.2.6a  The  NRC-­superclade  emerged  in  asterids  after  divergence  from  rosids  	  
I  was  intrigued  by  the  finding  that  functionally  linked  NLRs  (NRCs  and  
NRC-­dependent  NLRs)  form  a  well-­supported  superclade  in  the  phylogenetic  
tree  of  solanaceous  NLRs.  However,  the  extent  to  which  the  NRC-­superclade  
occurs  in  non-­solanaceous  plant  species  is  unclear.  To  address  this  question,  
I   compared   the   NLRs   identified   from   major   taxonomic   groups   of   eudicot  
(rosids,   asterids,   and   Caryophyllales).   The   first   comparison   included   NLRs  
identified   from   five   different   rosids   species   (grape,   Arabidopsis,   cassava,  
soybean   and   strawberry)   and   one   asterids   species   (tomato).   I   used   NLR-­
parser   to   annotate   the   CNLs   (CC-­NB-­LRR)   from   the   genomic   databases   of  
these  rosids  species,  and  then  generated  a  phylogenetic  tree  together  with  the  
NLRs  identified  from  tomato.  I  found  that  the  CNLs  from  these  six  species  fall  
into   two   well-­supported   major   groups   and   one   minor   group   that   are   all  
relatively  distant  from  each  other  (Fig.  4.6A  left  panel).  The  two  major  groups  
have  a  lot  of  sequences  identified  from  each  of  the  species,  with  many  of  the  
clades   clearly   expanded   in   certain   species.   This   suggests   that   most   of   the  
eudicot  CNLs  may  have  emerged  from  two  major  ancestral  CNL  lineages.  The  
NRC-­superclade   is   in   one   of   the   major   CNL   groups   along   with   the  
solanaceous  NLR  R2  and  Rpi-­vnt1,  and  other  NLRs   from  rosids  plants   (Fig.  
4.6A   left   panel;;   Fig.   A2.14).   In   addition,   given   the   high   complexity   of   NLR  
sequence  and  to  challenge  my  conclusions,  I  generated  another  phylogenetic  
tree   with   only   sequences   from   the   major   group   that   contains   the   NRC-­
superclade.   The   results   showed   that   the  NRC-­superclade   is  well   supported,  
containing   no   sequences   identified   from   any   of   the   rosids   plants   analysed  
here   (Fig.   4.6A   right   panel;;   Fig.   A2.15).   These   analyses   suggest   that   the  
NRC-­superclade   is   missing   in   the   rosids   and   may   have   emerged   after   the  




Figure  4.  6  The  NRC-­superclade  emerged  after  the  divergence  of  rosids  
and  asterids  
(A)   Phylogeny   of   CNLs   identified   from   rosids   (grape,   Arabidopsis,   cassava,   soybean,   and  
strawberry)   and   asterids   (tomato).   (B)   Phylogeny   of  CNLs   identified   from   asterids   (kiwifruit,  
coffee,  monkey  flower,  ash  tree  and  tomato)  and  caryophyllales  (sugar  beet).  CNLs  identified  
from   indicated   species  were  aligned  by  using  MAFFT  and  analysed   in  MEGA7   to   generate  
maximum-­likelihood   phylogenetic   tree.   Only   the   NB-­ARC   domains   of   the   sequences   were  
used  in  the  analysis.  Sequences  identified  from  different  species  were  presented  with  different  
colour   as   indicated.   The   bootstrap   supports   of   the   major   nodes   are   indicated.   The  
phylogenetic  tree  at  the  right  panel  contains  only  the  sequences  in  the  indicated  box  at  the  left  
panel.  The  positions  of   the   reference  solanaceous  NLR  sequences   in   the  phylogenetic   tree  





4.2.6b  The  NRC-­superclade  is  expanded  in  most  asterids  
Next,   I  explored  whether   the  NRC-­superclade  occurs   in  other  species  
of   asterids   and   caryophyllales.   I   constructed   a   phylogenetic   tree   comparing  
CNLs  from  5  different  asterid  species  (tomato,  coffee,  kiwifruit,  monkey  flower,  
and   ash   tree)   and   one   caryophyllales   species   (sugar   beet).   Consistent   with  
what   I   found   previously,   these   NLR   sequences   fall   into   two   well-­supported  
major  groups  and  one  minor  group  (Fig.  4.6B  left  panel;;  Fig.  A2.16).  I  further  
generated  a  phylogenetic   tree  with  only   the  sequences   from   the  CNL  group  
that   contains   the   NRC-­superclade.   The   result   showed   that   the   NRC-­
superclade   contains   sequences   from   different   asterids   and   caryophyllales  
species.  Within  the  NRC-­superclade,  homologs  of  NRC  from  different  species  
form  a  well-­supported  clade,  named  the  NRC-­helper  clade,  which   is  sister   to  
the  NRC-­sensor   clades   (Fig.   4.6B   right   panel;;  Fig.  A2.17).  This  NRC-­helper  
clade   contains   several   subclades,   with   each   subclade   containing   mostly  
paralogs   from   the   same   species;;   this   indicated   that   the   expansion   of   each  
NRC-­helper   subclade   occurred   independently   in   the   different   species   after  
diversification   of   asterids.   The   sensor  NLRs   in   the  NRC   superclade   fall   into  
several   clades,   with   each   clade   comprised   of   sequences   mostly   from   the  
same  species.  However,  the  overall  evolutionary  history  of  the  different  NRC-­
sensor  clades  remains  unclear  given  the  weak  support  for  the  basal  branches  
in   the   sensor   NLR   lineages.   This   feature   may   be   the   result   of   the   rapid  
evolution  and  functional  diversification  of  these  sensor  NLRs.    
  
4.2.6c  The  NRC  network  emerged  over  100  million  years  ago	  
To   gain   further   insight   into   the   evolutionary   history   of   the   NRC-­
superclade,  I  compared  the  phylogeny  of  plant  species  included  in  this  study  
with   the   number   of   NRC-­helper/sensor   sequences,   as   determined   by   the  
phylogenetic   tree   generated   above   (Figure   4.7).   I   found   that   kiwifruit,   which  
emerged   in   an   early   branch   in   the   evolutionary   history   of   asterids,   has   only  
one   sequence   in   the   NRC-­helper   clade   and   four   sequences   in   the   NRC-­
sensor   clades.   These   four   kiwifruit   NRC-­sensor   paralogs   are   more   likely   a  
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result   of   recent   duplication   events   because   they   are   highly   similar   to   each  
other  (Fig.  A2.18).    In  contrast,  other  asterid  plants,  which  diverged  later  in  the  
evolutionary   history,   have   many   more   NRC-­helper   and   sensor   sequences  
(Fig.   4.7A).   This   implies   that   the   initial   expansion   of   the   NRC-­superclade  
happened  after  divergence  of  Ericales  (kiwifruit)  but  prior  to  the  divergence  of  
Gentianales   (coffee),  which  was  dated   between  110-­100  myr   (million   years)  
ago,  in  the  evolutionary  history  of  asterids.  The  expansion  of  NRC-­helper  and  
sensor   clades   might   have   happened   continuously   and   independently   in  
different  ancestral  asterids  lineages,  resulting  in  differential  expansion  pattern  
in   different   asterids   plants   (Fig.   4.5B   and   Fig.   A2.17).   According   to   the  
phylogenetic   tree   of   solanaceous   NLRs   generated   earlier   (Fig.   A2.6),  
orthologs  from  different  solanaceous  species  can  be  found  in  the  same  NRC  
helper/sensor   clades,   indicating   that   the   current   landscape   of   the   NRC-­
superclade   in   Solanaceae   may   have   been   established   in   the   ancestral  
solanaceous   species  at   least   24  myr   ago,   the  estimated   time   that  Nicotiana  
diverged   from   the   other   Solanaceae   species   (Sarkinen   et   al.,   2013).   Most  
interestingly,  sugar  beet,  which  is  in  the  caryophyllales,  contains  only  one  NLR  
sequence   in   the   NRC-­helper   clade   and   two   NLR   sequences   in   the   NRC-­
sensor  clade.  This  is  the  most  distant  non-­asterids  species  that  contains  NRC-­
helper/sensor  homologs  identified  thus  far  (Fig.  4.7A).    	  
	  
4.2.6d  The  NRC-­superclade  may  have  evolved  from  a  linked  NLR  pair	  
I  further  checked  the  location  of  NRC  helper/sensor  homologs  of  sugar  
beet   with   the   genome   browser,   and   found   that   these   three   sequences   are  
located   in   proximity   to   each   other   on   the   chromosome.   The   NRC-­helper  
homolog   (Bv5_105990)   is   located  at  40Kb  downstream  of  one  of   the  sensor  
homologs   (Bv_105980),   with   no   other   predicted   genes   in   between   (Figure  
4.7B).  The  two  sensor  paralogs  are  with  95%  sequence  identity,  which  might  
be   the   result   of  a   recent  duplication.     Taken   together,   these   results   suggest  
that   prior   to   the   divergence   of   caryophyllales   and   asterids,   the   ancestral  
species   may   have   had   a   NLR   pair,   which   then   expanded   into   the   NRC-­




Figure   4.   7   The	   NRC-­superclade   emerged   from   a   NLR   pair   over   100  
million  years  ago  	  
(A)  Summary  of  phylogeny  and  number  of  NLR  identified  from  different  plant  species  included  
in  this  study.  Phylogenetic  tree  was  generated  by  using  phyloT  on  NCBI  with  corresponding  
taxon   identification   number.   Amount   of   NLRs   identified   in   each   category   are   based   on   the  
results  of  NLR-­parser  and   the  phylogenetic   tree   in  Fig.  4.6.  CNL,  CC-­NB-­LRR;;  NRC,  NRC-­
superclade;;  NRC-­H,  NRC-­helper  NLR;;  NRC-­S,  NRC-­dependent  sensor  NLR.  (B)  Schematic  
representation  of  the  NRC  helper/sensor  cluster  on  sugar  beet  chromosome  5  based  genome  
browser.  The  two  NRC-­sensor  paralogs  are  marked  in  blue,  and  the  NRC-­helper  homolog  is  
marked   in   orange.   (C)   Physical   map   of   NRC   helper/sensor   homologs   on   tomato  
chromosomes.  The  NRC-­sensor  paralogs  are  marked  in  blue,  and  the  NRC-­helper  paralogs  







4.2.6e  NRC  helper-­senor  homologs  are  largely  unlinked  in  the  tomato  genome	  
To  examine   the  extent   to  which   the  members  of   the  NRC-­superclade  
are  linked  with  each  other,  I  marked  the  location  of  all  the  NRC  helper/sensor  
homologs  on   the   chromosomal  map  of   tomato  NLR   (Andolfo   et   al.,   2014).   I  
found  that   the  NRC-­sensor  sequences  are  on  7  different  chromosomes,  with  
some   that   cluster  with   their   recently   duplicated  paralogs   (Fig.   4.7C  and  Fig.  
A2.18).  The  NRC-­helper  sequences  are  on  5  different  chromosomes,  mostly  
as   single   copy   genes,   apart   from   a   cluster   on   chromosome   4   that   contains  
three  NRC4  and  one  NRC4-­like  paralogs.  Most  of  the  NRC-­sensor  sequences  
are  not  linked  with  the  NRC-­helper  sequences  as  they  are  mostly  on  different  
chromosomes.    Interestingly,  some  of  the  NRC-­sensor  sequences  are  on  the  
short  arm  of  chromosome  4  or  the  short  arm  of  chromosome  5,  which  contains  
NRC4  and  NRC3,   respectively.  However,   these  helper/sensor  NLRs  are  not  
tightly   linked.  Thus   the  NRC  gene  expansion   in   tomato  has  resulted   in  gene  
translocations  across  the  genome.  
  
4.2.6f  A  model  of  the  evolutionary  history  of  the  NRC-­superclade  
Taken  together,  I  propose  a  hypothesis  about  the  evolution  of  the  NLR  
signalling  network  of  NRC-­superclade   (Fig.   4.8).  This  network  may  originate  
from  a  NLR  pair   in   the  ancestral  asterids.  At   certain   time  before  100  million  
years   ago,   the   linked   sensor/helper   NLR   pair   duplicated   to   different  
chromosomes   and   became   unlinked   sensor/helper   NLRs.      This   enabled  
further  duplication  and  expansion  of  both  the  sensor  and  helper  NLR  clades.  
From  the  number  of  NRC-­helpers  and  NRC-­sensors  identified,  I  propose  that  
the   helper   NLR   clade   is   under   limited   expansion   due   to   constraints   on  
mediating   downstream   responses;;   however,   the   redundancy   generated   by  
these  duplications  increases  the  capacity  for  adaptive  evolution  of  the  immune  
system.  Given   the   flexibility   created   by   redundant   NRC   helpers,   the   sensor  
NLRs   can   undergo   fast   adaptive   evolution   with   functional   diversification   to  




4.3    Conclusions  
In   conclusion,   I   discovered   a   NLR   immune   signalling   network   that  
provides   resistance   to   diverse   plant   pathogens.   This   signalling   network   is  
composed   of   a   helper   NLR   NRC   family   along   with   several   sensor   NLR  
families  that  require  members  in  the  NRC  family  for  mediating  immunity.  This  
signalling  network  is  highly  relevant  to  agriculture  as  many  of  the  known  NLRs  
that  provide  resistance  to  important  plant  pathogens  are  within  this  network.  I  
would   expect   that  more  NRC-­dependent   NLR-­type   resistance   genes  will   be  
identified   in   the   future  given   the   fact   that   the  NRC-­superclade   includes  one-­
third  of  the  NLRs  in  the  solanaceous  genome.  Altogether,  the  NRC  family  and  
NRC-­dependent  sensor  NLR   family   form  a  unique  superclade   that   is  shared  
by   asterids   and   caryophyllales.   I   propose   that   the   whole   NRC   superclade  
might   have   evolved   from   a   NLR   pair   in   the   ancestral   species,   and   that   the  
redundancy  of  helper  NLR  created  the  potential  for  rapid  evolution  of  this  plant  
immune   system.   These   exciting   new   findings   shed   light   on   the   molecular  
mechanisms   of   NLR   immune   signalling   from   a   more   comprehensive  
evolutionary  perspective.      
 
Figure  4.  8  A  model  of  the  evolutionary  history  of  the  NRC-­superclade	  
Based  on  the  results  of  functional  analysis  and  phylogenetic  analysis  in  this  study,  I  proposed  
that   the  NRC-­superclade  and   the  signalling  network  originated   from  a   linked  NLR  pair.  The  
NLR  pair  expanded  and  adapted  to  accommodate  rapid  evolution.  The  NRC-­helper  clade  has  
expanded  to  create  redundancy  and  thus  flexibility  for  the  sensor  to  evolve  rapidly.  However,  
the   expansion   of   the   helper   clade   is   limited,   as   it   has   to   cope  with  mediating   a   conserved  
downstream   signalling.   In   contrast,   the   NRC-­sensor   homologs   have   evolved   into   several  
diversified  clades  to  sense  the  proteins  from  assortment  of  pathogens.  This  network  system  
with   redundant   helper   NLRs   may   provide   a   framework   for   rapid   evolution   of   plant   NLR-­




Chapter  5:  Leucine-­rich  repeats  determine  NLR  helper-­
sensor   specificity   in   the   NRC   immune   signalling  
network  
  
5.1    Introduction  
Plant   NLR   proteins   generally   share   a   conserved   tripartite   domain  
architecture   with   an   N-­terminal   domain   followed   by   the   NB-­ARC   and   LRR  
domains   (Takken   et   al.,   2006;;   Takken   and   Goverse,   2012).   These   three  
domains  are  thought  to  interact  with  each  other  to  activate  immune  signalling.    
One  of  the  popular  hypothesis  about  activation  of  NLR  signalling  is  that  in  the  
absence  of  pathogen  stimuli,  the  proteins  fold  into  a  ADP-­bound  “OFF”  state,  
whereas   in   the  presence  of  pathogen  stimuli,   the  proteins   turn   into   the   “ON”  
state   and   undergo   conformational   changes   that   lead   to   signalling   activation  
(Takken   et   al.,   2006;;   Takken   and   Goverse,   2012).   Hence,   these   proteins  
function   like   molecular   switches   that   sense   the   existence   of   pathogen   and  
activate   immune   response   at   the   right   place   and   right   time   (Takken   et   al.,  
2006;;  Takken  and  Goverse,  2012).    
The  three  NLR  domains  are  thought  to  participate  in  different  stages  of  
pathogen   recognition   and   signalling   activation.   The   NB-­ARC   domain   is   the  
central   part   of   the   protein   and   is   also   the   most   conserved   region   across  
distantly   related   NLRs   (Takken   et   al.,   2006).      This   domain   consists   of   NB,  
ARC1,  and  ARC2  subdomains,  and  these  three  subdomains  together   form  a  
nucleotide-­binding   pocket   in   the   resting   state   (Takken   and   Goverse,   2012).  
The  NB  subdomain  contains  the  p-­loop  motif  which  is  critical  for  ATP  binding  
and   hydrolysis   (Tameling   et   al.,   2002).   Mutations   in   this   motif   lead   to  
inactivation  of  the  signalling  activity,  although  the  activity  of  some  NLRs  are  p-­
loop  independent  (Bonardi  et  al.,  2011;;  Cesari  et  al.,  2014b;;  Sohn  et  al.,  2014;;  
Tameling  et  al.,  2002).  The  ARC2  subdomain  contains  the  MHD  motif,  which  
is   important   for   controlling  NLR  activity   ‘switch’   (van  Ooijen  et  al.,   2008).     A  
substitution   of   aspartic   acid   to   valine   in   the   MHD   motif   generally   leads   to  
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autoactivation  of  the  protein  (van  Ooijen  et  al.,  2008).  The  ARC2  subdomain  is  
important   for   coordinating   with   NB-­ARC1   and   LRR   to   control   autoinhibition  
and   facilitate   signal   activation   (Rairdan   and   Moffett,   2006;;   Slootweg   et   al.,  
2013;;   Steinbrenner   et   al.,   2015;;   van   Ooijen   et   al.,   2008).   Interestingly,   the  
ligand   specificity   determinants   of   NAIP2   and   NAIP5,   two   sensor   NLR   in  
mammals,  map  to  a  region  closely  associated  with  the  NB  domain,  indicating  
that  the  NB-­ARC  domain  may  also  participate  in  ligand  recognition  in  addition  
to  signalling  activation  (Tenthorey  et  al.,  2014).    
The  N-­terminal  domain  of  plant  NLRs  is  usually  a  TIR  (Toll/interleukin  1  
receptor),  CC  (coiled-­coil),  or  CCR  (RPW8-­like  coiled-­coil)  domain,  and  these  
distinguish  plant  NLRs   into  TNLs,  CNLs,  or  RNLs,   respectively   (Shao  et  al.,  
2016).   Several   studies   have   shown   that   expression   of   NLR   N-­terminal  
domains  in  plants  induces  cell  death,  suggesting  that  this  domain  is  sufficient  
to   activate   defence   signalling   (Bernoux   et   al.,   2016;;   Collier   et   al.,   2011;;  
Krasileva   et   al.,   2010;;  Maekawa   et   al.,   2011;;  Michael  Weaver   et   al.,   2006;;  
Swiderski  et  al.,  2009).  In  addition,  structure-­function  studies  indicated  that  the  
homo-­   or   hetero-­dimerization   of   the  N-­terminal   domain  might   play   important  
roles  in  signalling  activation  (Maekawa  et  al.,  2011;;  Williams  et  al.,  2014).  For  
instance,  the  CC  domain  mutant  of  MLA10,  which  failed  to  form  a  homodimer,  
also  failed  to  induce  cell  death  (Maekawa  et  al.,  2011);;  moreover,  the  interface  
for  RPS4/RRS1  TIR-­TIR  heterodimerization   is   important   for  activation  of   the  
NLR  complex  (Williams  et  al.,  2014).    
The  C-­terminal  domain  of  a  plant  NLR   is  usually  a  LRR  domain.  This  
common   protein   domain   functions   in   protein-­protein   interaction   and   ligand  
binding  (Kobe  and  Kajava,  2001).  The  LRR  domain  is  composed  of  repeating  
LRR   units   that   contain   a   conserved   LxxLxxLxL  motif,   which   generates   a   b-­
sheet  structure  on  the  concave  face,  and  non-­leucine  residues  on  the  convex  
exposed   surface   (Enkhbayar   et   al.,   2004;;   McHale   et   al.,   2006).   The  
predominant   role   of   the   LRR   domain   in   plant   NLRs   is   thought   to   be   the  
recognition  of  pathogen  ligands.  The  LRR  domain  of  RPP1,  a  NLR  protein  that  
confers  resistance  to  H.  arabidopsidis  in  A.  thaliana,  was  proposed  to  directly  
bind  to  the  corresponding  effector  ATR1  (Krasileva  et  al.,  2010;;  Steinbrenner  
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et  al.,  2015).  Recognition  specificity  of  the  two  flax  rust  resistance  proteins  L5  
and  L6  to  the  corresponding  AvrL567  ligands  is  dependent  on  polymorphisms  
in   the   LRR   domain   (Ravensdale   et   al.,   2012).   In   addition   to   recognition  
specificity,  the  LRR  domain  may  also  play  a  role  in  inter-­domain  regulation  of  
the  NLR  complex.  For  example,  the  LRR  domain  of  Rx  interacts  with  the  NB-­
ARC  domain  when  expressed  in  trans,  and  this  interaction  is  disrupted  by  the  
corresponding   ligand,   the  coat  protein  of  Potato  virus  X  (Moffett  et  al.,  2002;;  
Slootweg  et  al.,  2013).   Interestingly,   the   interaction  between  LRR  domain  of  
RPP1   is   not   affected   by   the   corresponding   ligand   ATR1   (Schreiber   et   al.,  
2016),   suggesting   that   the   regulation   of   inter-­domain   interaction   could   be  
distinct  for  different  NLRs  upon  activation.    
Chimeras  between  homologous  NLRs  have  been  used   to  understand  
the   molecular   details   of   NLR   signalling   activation   and   effector   recognition  
(Rairdan   and   Moffett,   2006;;   Ravensdale   et   al.,   2012;;   Saucet   et   al.,   2015;;  
Slootweg   et   al.,   2013;;   Steinbrenner   et   al.,   2015;;   Tenthorey   et   al.,   2014).  
Experiments  with  chimeric  proteins  of  L5  and  L6,  the  aforementioned  flax  rust  
NLRs,   revealed   that  both   the  N-­  and  C-­terminal  LRRs  determine   recognition  
specificity   against   variants   of   Avr567;;   additionally,   these   experiments  
indicated  that  compatibility  between  the  NB-­ARC  and  LRR  domain  affect   the  
strength   of   the   recognition   (Ravensdale   et   al.,   2012).   Similar   results   were  
observed   with   RPP1-­NdA/WsB   chimera   with   the   LRR   domains   conferring  
allele  specific  recognition  and  the  ARC2  subdomain  critical  for  full  activation  of  
immunity  (Steinbrenner  et  al.,  2015).  Studies  on  Rx  and  Gpa2  chimeras  also  
showed  that   the   interface  between  the  ARC2  and  LRR  domains   is   important  
for  defence  signalling  regulation  (Rairdan  and  Moffett,  2006;;  Slootweg  et  al.,  
2013).  NLR  chimeras  were  also  used  to  study  helper/sensor  specificity  of  the  
RPS4A/RRS1A   and   RPS4B/RRS1B   pairs,   and   the   results   showed   that   the  
specific   pairing   between   the   TIR   domains   is   not   essential   for   determining  
partner  specificity  in  the  NLR  pairs  (Saucet  et  al.,  2015).    
In   the   previous   two   chapters,   I   described   a   signalling   network   that  
mediates   disease   resistance   to   several   different   pathogens.   Three   helper  
NLRs,  NRC2/3/4,  form  a  network  in  which  they  show  redundancy  in  immunity  
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mediated   by   some   sensor   NLRs   but   also   show   specificity   in   the   immunity  
mediated   by   other   sensor   NLRs.   For   example,   despite   being   functionally  
redundant   in   responses   induced   by   Rx,   NRC3   mediates   the   immune  
responses   induced   by   Prf   but   not   Rpi-­blb2,   whereas   NRC4   mediates   the  
responses  induced  by  Rpi-­blb2  but  not  Prf.    In  this  chapter,  I  investigated  the  
molecular   determinants   of   specificity   in   the   network   by   performing   iterative  
activity  assays  of  chimeric  proteins  between  NRC3  and  NRC4.  I  found  that  the  
LRR  domain  confers  sensor  specificity  of  both  NRC3  and  NRC4.  Furthermore,  
I   delimited   the   residues   between   the   8th   and   9th   LRR  units   as   the  minimum  
region   to   confer   expansion   of   NRC3   sensor   activity.   Although   additional  
experiments  are  required  to  further  validate  these  observations,  these  results  
shed   light   on   the   contribution   of   the   LRR   domain   as   a   determinant   of  
helper/sensor  partner  specificity  in  a  NLR  immune  signalling  network.  
  
5.2    Results  and  discussion  
5.1.1  NRC3  and  NRC4  have  different  NLR  sensor  specificities  
To   gain   insight   into   the   molecular   details   of   NRC   helper-­sensor  
network,  I  first  sought  to  confirm  differences  in  specificity  between  NRC3  and  
NRC4  using  the  previously  established  complementation  assay.  Expression  of  
synthetic   NRC3   rescued  Prf-­mediated   cell   death,   but   not   Rpi-­blb2-­mediated  
cell  death  (Chapter  4,  Fig.  A2.10).   In  contrast,  expression  of  synthetic  NRC4  
rescued   Rpi-­blb2-­mediated   cell   death,   but   not   Prf-­mediated   cell   death.   I  
hypothesise   that   swapping   domains   between   NRC3   and   NRC4   would   alter  
specificity   and   help   to   delimit   the   NRC   sequences   that   determine   sensor  
specificity.    
To  select   chimeric  protein  breakpoints,   I   first   compared  sequences  of  
NRC3   and   NRC4   and   defined   domains   and   subdomains   from   the   protein  
sequence   alignment.   Based   on   the   sequence   alignment   and   our   current  
understanding  of  NLR  protein  structure,  I  selected  5  breakpoints,  which  divide  
the  sequences  into  six  fragments;;  I  refer  to  as  CC,  NBD,  ARC1,  ARC2,  LRR1-­
7  and  LRR8-­13.  The  sequence  comparisons  indicated  that  the  identity  of  the  
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domains   between  NRC3   and  NRC4   ranged   from   46%   to   60%,  with   the  CC  
domain   and   LRR8-­13   the   most   divergent,   and   the   ARC1/ARC2   the   most  
similar  (Fig.  5.1A).    
 
Figure  5.  1  Design  of  NRC3  and  NRC4  chimeric  proteins  
(A)  Schematic  of  predicted  NRC3/NRC4  domains.     The  sequence  identities  between  each  
domains  and  subdomains  are  indicated.  (B)  Schematic  for  design  of  NRC3/NRC4  chimeric  
proteins.  To  avoid  VIGS  silencing  effect,  the  nucleotide  sequences  of  the  CC  domain  were  
replaced  with  the  synthetic  version  that  contains  synonymous  substitutions.  The  domains  of  
the  NRC3/NRC4  were  swapped  one-­by-­one,  resulting  a  set  of  chimeric  proteins   that  have  
sequences  changed  gradually  from  NRC3  to  NRC4  or  NRC4  to  NRC3  (Fig.  A3.1).  
  
5.1.2  LRR  determines  sensor  specificity  of  NRC3  and  NRC4  
I   then   generated   chimeric   proteins   by   changing   the   domains   one-­by-­
one,  resulting  in  a  series  of  chimeric  proteins  with  domains  swapped  gradually  
from  NRC3  to  NRC4,  and  NRC4  to  NRC3  resulting  in  10  chimeras  (Fig.  5.1B,  
Fig.  A3.1).   I   tested  whether   these  chimeric  proteins  could  still   rescue  Prf-­  or  
Rpi-­blb2-­mediated   cell   death   in  NRC2/3   or  NRC4-­silenced  N.   benthamiana  
leaves.   Among   those   10   chimeras,   6   of   them   did   not   show   any   activity   to  
rescue  either  Prf-­  or  Rpi-­blb2-­mediated  cell  death  (Fig.  A3.1).  I  considered  the  
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results  from  these  chimeric  proteins  as  “inconclusive”  and  excluded  them  from  
further  analysis.  Chimera  NRC3-­4NB-­LRR,  which  contains  the  CC  domain  from  
NRC3  and   the   rest  of   the  protein   from  NRC4,  partially   rescued  Rpi-­blb2  cell  
death,   indicating   that   the   CC   domain   is   not   critical   in   determining   the  
specificity   of   NRC   homologs   (Fig.   A3.1).   Interestingly,   two   of   the   chimeric  
proteins   (NRC4-­3ARC2-­LRR  and  NRC4-­3LRR),  with   the  ARC2-­LRR  or  LRR   from  
NRC3   in  an  NRC4  background,  were  able   to   rescue  Prf-­mediated  cell  death  
but  not  Rpi-­blb2-­mediated  cell  death  (Fig.  5.2,  Fig.  A3.1),  suggesting  that  the  
determinants  of  specificity  are   likely   in   the  LRR  region.  Surprisingly,  chimera  
NRC4-­3LRR8-­13,  which  contains  the  LRR1-­7  from  NRC4  with  the  LRR8-­13  from  
NRC3,  rescued  both  Prf-­  and  Rpi-­blb2-­mediated  cell  death,  indicating  that  the  
first   half   part   of   the   LRR   region   contains   features   that   are   critical   for  NRC4  
activity   and   the   second   half   of   the   LRR   region   contains   features   that   are  
critical  for  NRC3  activity  (Fig.  5.2;;  Fig.  A3.1).    
To   further   identify   the   residues   within   the   LRR   region   of   NRC3   that  
define  sensor  specificity,  I  generated  another  set  of  chimeric  proteins,  with  the  
LRRs  swapped  one-­by-­one  from  NRC3  to  NRC4,  and  then  tested  the  extent  
to  which   they  could  still   rescue  Prf-­  or  Rpi-­blb2-­mediated  cell   death.  Among  
these  13  newly  generated  chimeric  proteins,  3  of  them  are  autoactive,  and  5  
of  them  are  not  functional.  These  8  chimeric  proteins  were  then  excluded  from  
further   comparisons   (Fig.   A3.2).   Similar   to   chimera   NRC4-­3LRR8-­13,   chimera  
NRC4-­3LRR7-­13,  which  contains  LRR1-­6  from  NRC4  and  LRR7-­13  from  NRC3,  
also  rescued  both  Prf-­  and  Rpi-­blb2-­mediated  cell  death  (Fig.  5.2;;  Fig.  A3.2).  
Interestingly,   chimeras   NRC4-­3LRR9-­13   and   NRC4-­3LRR11-­13,   which   contain  
LRR1-­8  and  LRR1-­10  from  NRC4,  respectively,  lost  the  activity  to  rescue  Prf-­
mediated  cell   death  but   could   still   rescue  Rpi-­blb2  mediated  cell   death   (Fig.  
5.2;;  Fig.  A3.2).  Given  that  the  major  difference  between  chimera  NRC4-­3LRR8-­
13   and   NRC4-­3LRR9-­13   is   the   region   including   the   8th   LRR   unit   and   adjacent  
residues  (referred  to  as  LoopLRR7/8  and  LoopLRR8/9  hereafter;;  Fig.  5.3)  and  that  
these   two   proteins   showed   clear   difference   in   their   ability   to   rescue   Prf-­
mediated  cell  death,   I   reasoned  that  residues  within  or   in  proximity   to  the  8th  





Figure  5.  2  Leucine-­rich  repeats  determine  the  specificity  of  NRCs  
The   chimeric   proteins   generated  were   tested   for   their   activity   to   rescue   Pto-­   and  Rpi-­blb2-­
mediated   cell   death   in  NRC2/3-­   or  NRC4-­silenced   background.   The   LRR   breakpoints  were  
indicated   in   the   schematics   of   corresponding   constructs.   These   chimeric   proteins   are   not  
autoactive  when  expressing  along.  The  chimeric  proteins  were  co-­expressed  with  Pto/AvrPto  
or  Rpi-­blb2/AVRblb2   in  NRC2/3-­   or  NRC4-­silenced   background.      Hypersensitive   responses  
(HR)  were  scored  at  7  days  post  infiltration  (dpi).    Bars  represent  mean  +  SD  of  12  infiltrations  
from  one  biological   replicate.  Statistical   differences  among   the  samples  were  analysed  with  
ANOVA   and   Tukey's   HSD   test   (p-­value   <   0.001).   The   results   of   preliminary   test   of   these  
proteins  were  presented  in  Fig.  A3.1  and  Fig.  A3.2.    
  
5.1.3 The  LoopLRR8/9  plays  a critical role in determining sensor  specificity  
of  NRC3  
In   order   to   pinpoint   the   residues   that   confer   the   observed   specificity  
changes,   I   compared   the   sequences   of   chimera   NRC4-­3LRR8-­13   and   NRC4-­
3LRR9-­13   in  more   detail.   The   differences   between   chimera  NRC4-­3LRR8-­13   and  
NRC4-­3LRR9-­13  include  part  of  the  LoopLRR7/8  (residues  between  7th  LRR  and  8th  
LRR),   the  conserved   leucine   rich   region   (LxxLxxLxxLxL)  of   the  8th  LRR  unit,  
and  part  of  the  LoopLRR8/9  (residues  between  8th  LRR  and  9th  LRR).  Based  on  
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the   sequence   alignment,   the   loop   regions   of   the   two   sequences   are   very  
different   whereas   the   leucine-­rich   regions   are   relatively   similar   (Fig.   5.3).   I  
then   generated   chimeric   proteins   that   encompassed   the   variations   between  
these  two  sequences,  and  then  tested  their  ability  to  rescue  Rpi-­blb2  and  Prf-­
mediated   cell   death.   Both   chimeras   NRC4-­3LRR8.5   and   NRC4-­3LRR8.2   still  
rescued  Prf-­  and  Rpi-­blb2-­  mediated  cell  death,   indicating  that  the  LoopLRR7/8  
is  not  decisive  in  driving  the  specificity  of  NRCs  (Fig.  5.3).  Intriguingly,  chimera  
NRC4-­3LRR8.2   differs   from   chimera   NRC4-­3LRR9-­13   in   only   8   amino   acids   but  
showed   ability   to   rescue   Prf-­mediated   cell   death,   indicating   that   residues   in  
the  LoopLRR8/9  play  an   important   role   in  defining   the  specificity  of  NRCs  (Fig.  
5.3).          
To  further  test  the  hypothesis  that  the  first  half  of  LoopLRR8/9  is  important  
in   determining   specificity   of   NRC3   and   NRC4,   I   extended   the   region   of  
comparison   to   the   whole   LoopLRR8/9.   I   generated   more   chimeric   protein  
variants  that  differed  from  each  other  only   in  this  region,  with  either  residues  
from  NRC3   or  NRC4.   In   addition,   to   check  whether   these   chimeric   proteins  
variants  are  different   in   steady-­state  protein  accumulation,   I   generated  myc-­
tagged   variants   and   checked   the   protein   accumulation   by   immunoblot  
analysis.      I   found   that   chimeric  NRC4-­3LRR9-­13   has   relatively   low   abundance  
comparing  to  most  of  other  proteins  analysed  here  (Fig.  A3.3),  which  suggests  
that   the   loss  of  NRC3  activity  phenotype  could  be  due   to  changes   in  protein  
accumulation.  However,  chimera  NRC4-­3LRR9.2,  which  is  more  abundant  than  
chimera   NRC4-­3LRR9-­13,   has   NRC4   activity   and   weak   NRC3   activity   (Fig.  
A3.3),  suggesting  that  the  phenotype  I  observed  above  can  still  be  due  to  the  
changes  in  specificity,  rather  than  just  protein  accumulation.  Chimeras  NRC4-­
3LRR9.4  and  NRC4-­3LRR9.5,  both  of  which  contain  the  first  half  of  LoopLRR8/9  from  
NRC4,  showed  NRC4  activity  and  weak  NRC3  activity  (Fig.  A3.3).  In  contrast,  
chimeras  NRC4-­3LRR9.6  and  NRC4-­3LRR9.7,  both  of  which  contain   the  first  half  
of  LoopLRR8/9  from  NRC3,  showed  very  clear  NRC3  and  NRC4  activity      (Fig.  
A3.3).  These  results  confirm  that   the  residues   in   the  first  half  of  LoopLRR8/9  in  
NRC3  confer  gain-­of-­NRC3-­function  in  the  NRC3/4  chimeric  proteins.  Overall,  
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these   results   suggest   that   loop   regions   between   LRR   units   determine   the  
sensor  specificity  of  helper  NLRs.  
 
Figure   5.   3   The   loop   region   between   LRR   repeats   are   critical   in  
determining  specificity  of  NRCs  
The   chimeric   proteins   generated  were   tested   for   their   activity   to   rescue  Pto-­   and  Rpi-­blb2-­
mediated  cell  death   in  NRC2/3-­  or  NRC4-­silenced  background.  The  conserved  Lecuine-­rich  
motif   (LxxLxxLxxLxL)   of   the   8th   LRR   and   the   adjacent   regions   were   indicated.   The  
breakpoints   were   indicated   in   the   sequence   alignment.   These   chimeric   proteins   are   not  
autoactive  when  expressing  along.  The  chimeric  proteins  were  co-­expressed  with  Pto/AvrPto  
or   Rpi-­blb2/AVRblb2   in  NRC2/3   or  NRC4   silenced   background.      Hypersensitive   responses  
(HR)  were  scored  at  7  days  post  infiltration  (dpi).    Bars  represent  mean  +  SD  of  12  infiltrations  
from  one  biological   replicate.  Statistical  differences  among   the  samples  were  analysed  with  
ANOVA  and  Tukey's  HSD  test  (p-­value  <  0.001).    
  
  To  summarise,  I  used  an  iterative  series  of  assays  with  chimeric  NRC  
proteins   to  determine   that  NLR  sensor  specificity   in   the  helper  NLRs,  NRC3  
and  NRC4,  lies  in  the  LRR  domain,  particularly  the  sequences  between  the  8th  
and  9th  LRR  units.  This  finding  was  unexpected  based  on  the  current  dogma  
that   LRR   domain   of   a   given   NLR   is   involved   in   effector   recognition   intra-­
molecular   interactions.   Although   the   specificity   determinants   in   the   NRC  
signalling  network  have  not  been  studied  from  the  sensor  NLR  perspective,  it  
is  possible  that  the  interaction  between  the  LRR  domains  of  the  sensor/helper  
NLRs  play  critical  roles  in  driving  partner  specificity.  
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I  narrowed  down  the  region  responsible  for  NRC3  sensor  specificity  to  
the   residues   right   after   the   8th   LRR  unit;;   this   led   us   to   hypothesise   that   the  
residues   for  conferring  NRC4  sensor  specificity   is  also   in  one  of   the   regions  
between   LRR   units   in   the   first   half   LRR   domain.   However,   the   chimeric  
proteins  tested  with  breakpoints  between  the  1st  and  6th  LRR  units  are  either  
autoactive   or   not   functional.   Thus   far,   I   have   not   obtained   any   chimeric  
proteins   that   provide   further   information   about   the   determinants   that   confer  
sensor  specificity  of  NRC4.   I  am  still   testing  additional  chimeric  proteins  with  
breakpoints  between  the  1st  and  6th  LRR  units  to  narrow  down  the  specificity  
determinants  for  NRC4  function.  
I   mapped   sensor   specificity   in   NRC3   and   NRC4   to   distinct,   non-­
overlapping   regions  of   the  LRRs.  When   I   combined   the   two  determinants   in  
one  chimera,   the  protein  gained  both  NRC3  and  NRC4   function.  This  opens  
up  possibilities  for  engineering  NRC  helper  proteins  with  expanded  spectrum  
of   sensor   NLR   partners.   Such   an   approach  may   be   beneficial   in   improving  
plant  disease  resistance  in  crop  plants.  
  
5.3    Conclusions  
In   conclusion,   I   used   a   genetic   approach   to   discover   that   the   LRR  
region   of   the   NRC   helper   NLR   determines   their   specificity   towards   sensor  
NLRs.   This   assigns   a   novel   activity   to   NLR   LRR   domains,   which   were  
previously   thought   to   function   in   effector   recognition   and   intra-­molecular  
interactions.  However,  unanswered  questions  remain  regarding  helper/sensor  
specificity   in   the   NRC   signalling   network.   For   example,   do   protein-­protein  
interactions   between   LRR   domains   of   helper   and   sensor   NLRs   determine  
specificity?  What  are   the  determinants  of  helper   specificity   in   sensor  NLRs?  
How   does   the   LoopLRR8/9   region   of   NRC3/4   contribute   to   sensor   specificity?  
Further   studies   should   combine  genetic   and  biochemical   analyses   to   further  





Chapter  6:  Discussion  
    
How  NLR   immune   receptors  mediate  downstream  signalling   is  one  of  
the  most  interesting  unanswered  questions  in  plant  immunity.  Considering  the  
large   repertoires   of   NLR   genes   in   plant   species,   it   is   reasonable   to  
hypothesise   that   some   common   mechanisms   for   mediating   downstream  
responses   may   apply   to   subsets   of   NLRs.   Although   a   comprehensive  
understanding   of   the   signalling   events   that   occur   after   NLR   activation   is  
currently   lacking,   different   hypotheses   have   been   proposed   to   explain   the  
mechanisms   by   which   NLR   proteins   mediate   downstream   responses.   The  
NRC  signalling  network  presented  in  this  thesis  encompasses  one-­third  to  half  
the   number   of   NLRs   in   solanaceous   plants,   many   of   which   are   important  
resistance  genes  that  confer  resistance  to  crop  pathogens.  Three  major  NRC  
homologs  –  NRC2,  NRC3,  and  NRC4  –  were  described  in  this  thesis.  Chapter  
3,  which  was  motivated  by  revisiting  the  NRC1  study  published  by  Gabriels  et  
al.  (2007)  with  new  genomics  information,  described  the  identification  of  NRC2  
and  NRC3   that  play  essential   roles   in  Pto/Prf-­mediated   immunity.  Chapter  4  
started   with   characterising   NRC4,   which   is   required   for   R1   and   Rpi-­blb2  
mediated  immunity,  and  then  revealed  that  NRC2,  NRC3,  and  NRC4  together  
play  essential  roles  in  immunity  mediated  by  several  other  NLRs.  Interestingly,  
together  the  NRC  family  and  NRC-­dependent  NLR  clades  are  part  of  a  unique  
phylogenetic   superclade   that   perhaps   originated   from   a   NLR   pair   in   an  
ancestral   species.   Chapter   5   focuses   on   the   specificity   observed   in   the  
signalling  network,  and  showed  that  some  amino  acid  residues  within  the  LRR  
domain  of  NRCs  determine  their  specificity  toward  sensor  NLRs.    
  
6.1  Redundancy  of  helper  NLRs  contribute  to  robustness  of  the  immune  
system  
One   of   the  major   features   of   biological   systems   is   robustness,  which  
can  be  achieved  by  providing  alternative  pathways   to   the  same  function,   i.e.  
redundancy   (Kitano,   2007;;   Stelling   et   al.,   2004).   A   common   example   of  
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redundancy   is   genetic   redundancy   through  gene  duplication,  which  allows  a  
biological   system   to   tolerate   mutations,   termed   mutational   robustness,   a  
feature  that   is  also  critical   to  enable  phenotypic  plasticity   in  evolution  (Fares,  
2015;;  Wagner,  2014).  Robustness  also   increases  tolerance  to  environmental  
disturbance,   a   feature   known   as   environmental   robustness   (Stelling   et   al.,  
2004).  The  immune  system  should  benefit  by  enhanced  robustness  given  that  
it   deals   with   rapidly   evolving   pathogens.   Network   architecture   of   the   plant  
immune   system   is   thought   to   promote   strong   and   stable   defence   signalling  
(Kitano  and  Oda,  2006;;  Tsuda  et  al.,  2009).  Thus,  I  propose  that  redundancy  
in  the  NRC-­signalling  network,  as  well  as  the  dramatic  evolutionary  expansion  
of   the   NRC-­superclade,   reflect   an   evolutionary   trend   towards   increased  
robustness  in  this  plant  immune  system.          
In   line   with   the   hypothesis   above,   redundancy   of   helper   NLRs   may  
provide   mutational   robustness   for   both   helper   NLRs   and   sensor   NLRs.  
Possibly,   NRCs   could   tolerate   increased   mutation   load   thanks   to   the  
functionally  redundant  genes  in  the  genome.    This  may  result  in  higher  levels  
of   polymorphisms   in   helper   NLRs,   thereby   increasing   flexibility   and  
evolutionary  potential  of   their  sensor  NLR.  Thus  sensor  NLRs  could  diversify  
and   acquire   beneficial   mutations   with   less   constraint   for   NRC-­dependent  
immune  signalling.  Our  phylogenetic  analyses  are  consistent  with  a  model   in  
which   the   sensor   NLRs   have   diversified   more   extensively   than   the   NRC  
possibly  reflecting  rapid  coevolution  with  plant  pathogens.  Indeed,  most  of  the  
solanaceous   sensor  NLR  groups  have  expanded  after   speciation  of   pepper,  
tomato,  and  potato,  whereas  NRC  family  is  one  of  a  few  NLR  groups  with  no  
sign  of  recent  expansion  in  the  Solanaceae  (Seo  et  al.,  2016).    
Redundancy   of   the   NRC   helpers   may   provide   environmental  
robustness  to   this   immune  system.  Several  plant  pathogens  evolved  effector  
proteins  to  suppress  immune  responses,  indicating  that  pathogens  can  cause  
major   disturbances   to   immune   systems   (Ali   et   al.,   2015;;   Bos   et   al.,   2006;;  
Lozano-­Duran  et  al.,  2014;;  Postma  et  al.,  2012).  Helper  NLRs,  such  as  NRCs,  
would  make  attractive  targets  for  pathogen  effectors  as  this  would  impair  the  
activities   of   multiple   sensor   NLRs.   Thus   redundancy   among   NRC   paralogs  
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may  have  evolved  to  overcome  suppression  by  pathogen  effectors.  Currently,  
with   my   colleagues   in   the   Kamoun   Lab,   we   are   screening   for   pathogen  
effectors   that   suppress  NRC  activities.      This  would   provide   insights   into   the  
extent   to  which   redundancy  of  NRCs  have  emerged   to  counteract  pathogen  
effectors.  
  
6.2  The  NRC  signalling  network  may  have  originated  from  a  unique  NLR  
pair      
   The  genome-­wide  comparison  of  NLRs  revealed  one  NRC-­helper  and  
two   NRC-­sensors   from   sugar   beet.   These   sugar   beet   NRC   helper/sensor  
homologs  are  closely   linked  on   the  chromosome,  similar   to  many  NLR  pairs  
identified  from  other  plant  species.  I  hypothesised  that  the  common  ancestor  
of   caryophyllales   and   asterids   may   have   carried   a   single   NLR   pair,   which  
expanded  into  a  superclade  in  asterids  plants  during  evolution.  Due  to  a  lack  
of   genomic   information,   it   is   not   clear   whether   the   orthologs   of   NRC-­
helper/sensor   in   other   caryophyllales   species   also   show   a   pattern   of   NRC  
expansion.   Further   comparison   with   additional   genome   sequences   from  
taxonomically  diverse  plants  will  provide  additional   information  on  how  these  
NLRs  evolved  in  different  plant  lineages.    
As   most   NLRs   are   encoded   by   fast   evolving   genes   that   follow   the  
“birth-­and-­death”   process,   some   of   the   “intermediates”   may   have   been   lost  
during  evolution.  Thus,   reconstructing   the  evolutionary  history  of  a  particular  
NLR   group   is   generally   difficult.   Interestingly,   some   of   the   tomato  NRC  and  
NRC   superclade   sensor   genes   are   genetically   linked.   For   example,   tomato  
NLR-­11990  (Solyc04g011990),  a  NRC4-­dependent  NLR,  is  clustered  together  
with  several  tandemly  duplicated  paralogs  on  chromosome  4.  This  NLR  is  not  
tightly   linked   to   the   NRC4   cluster      (Solyc04g00730-­7070);;   however,   a  
truncated  NLR  (Solyc04g00780),  with  50%  protein  sequence  identity  to  NLR-­
11990,   is   tightly   linked   with   the  NRC4   cluster.   Thus,   it   is   possible   that   the  
NLR-­11900   cluster   originated   from   ectopic   duplication   followed   by   tandem  
duplication  of  a  NLR  gene  that  was  closely  linked  with  NRC4.  Furthermore,  in  
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tomato,   a   NRC-­like   sequence   (DC0002NLR0020)   is   located   within   a   NLR  
gene   (Solyc04g08120-­8200)   cluster   syntenic   to   the   Hero   gene   cluster   in  
potato  (Andolfo  et  al.,  2014;;  Jupe  et  al.,  2012),   indicating  that  some  of  these  
sensor   NLRs   in   the   NRC   superclade   may   still   be   tightly   linked   with   helper  
NLRs.      
  
6.3  Downstream  mechanisms  of  NLRs  correlate  with  the  phylogeny  
Different   types   of   NLR,   i.e.   TNL   and   CNL,   proteins   have   different  
downstream   signalling   pathways   (Aarts   et   al.,   1998).   For   example,   EDS1   is  
required  for  the  activity  of  several  TNL  proteins,  such  as  RPP2,  RPP4,  RPP5,  
RPP21,   and   RPS4,   and   these   proteins   are   independent   of   –   or   weakly  
dependent   on   –   NDR1.   Conversely,   NDR1   is   required   for   the   activity   of  
several   CNL   proteins,   including   RPS2,   RPM1,   and   RPS5,   which   are   all  
independent   of   EDS1   (Aarts   et   al.,   1998).  Moreover,   the  ADR1   helper  NLR  
family  is  required  for  the  function  of  most  TNL  proteins  tested  thus  far,  but  only  
a   few  CNL  proteins   (Bonardi   et   al.,   2011;;  Dong  et   al.,   2016).   These   results  
imply   that   the  downstream  pathways  of  sensor  NLR  proteins  may  somewhat  
correlate  with  their  phylogeny  and  identity  of  N-­terminus  domain.    
To   explore   whether   phylogeny   correlates   with   activity   in   the   NRC  
system,   I   assayed   NLRs   form   different   phylogenetic   clades   for   NRC-­
dependency.   This   approach   was   aided   by   the   fact   that   multiple   NLR-­type  
resistance  genes  have  been   identified   from  different  species  of  solanaceous  
plants,  and  phylogenetic   relationship  among   these  NLR  genes  have  recently  
become   clear.   Interestingly,   all   of   the   NRC-­dependent   NLRs   are   within   the  
NRC-­superclade,   whereas   NLRs   outside   of   this   superclade   are   NRC-­
independent   (Fig.   4.2).   A   clear   relationship   between   NLR   phylogeny   and  
activity   emerged.   Although   it   is   impractical   to   test   every   single   NLR   from  
solanaceous  species,  I  hypothesise  that  other  sensor  NLRs  in  the  NRC-­super-­
clade  are  dependent  on  NRC2/3/4  or  other  members  of  the  NRC  family.    
   To   my   knowledge,   functional   analyses   of   plant   NLRs   along   with   a  
phylogenetic   framework   have   not   been   performed   in   a   comprehensive  
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fashion.   With   an   ever   increasing   number   of   NLR   type   resistance   genes  
identified,   it   would   be   interesting   to   revisit   studies   about   other   components  
known   to   contribute   to   NLR   activity.   These   include   SGT1,   HSP90,   RAR1,  
EDS1,   NDR1,   NRG1,   ADR1   and   others.   It   is   possible   that   different   NLR  
clades  show  differential  dependency  for  these  components.    
Convergence  of  signalling  events  induced  by  distantly  related  NLRs  is  
unknown.  One  of   the  most  common  readouts  of  NLR-­mediated  responses   is  
cell   death,   yet   it   is   not   clear   whether   the   cell   death   responses   induced   by  
distantly   related  NLRs  are  activated   through   the  same  mechanism.   It   is  also  
unclear   to   what   degree   signalling   events   from   distantly   related   NLRs  
converge,  and  whether  convergences  correlate  with  the  evolutionary  history  of  
the   immune   receptors.   Leveraging   phylogenetic   information   to   perform  
comprehensive   studies   of   NLR   signalling   may   clarify   these   issues.   In  
particular,  it  will  be  important  to  identify  shared  downstream  elements  of  NLR  
signalling,   the  degree   to  which  signalling  converges,  and  which  mechanisms  
are  specific  to  certain  NLR  lineages.  
  
6.4   Functionally   redundant   helper   NLRs   display   high   sequence  
polymorphism  and  copy  number  variation  
Although  the  NRC2/3/4  display  functional  redundancy  in  NLR-­triggered  
immunity,  these  three  helper  NLRs  share  only  49%  to  66%  protein  sequence  
identity.     Similarly,  despite  sharing  only  66-­68%  sequence   identity,  members  
of   the   ADR1   family   (ADR1,   ADR1-­L1,   ADR1-­L2)   are   also   functionally  
redundant.  It   is  possible  that  some  critical  residues  involved  in  intra-­  or   inter-­  
molecular   interaction   are   highly   conserved   among   functionally   redundant  
helper  NLRs,  whereas  most  other  parts  of  the  proteins  have  higher  tolerance  
to  mutations,  and   thus   functionally   redundant  helper  NLRs  may  display  high  
degree  of  sequence  polymorphism.  
I   initially   identified   NRC2/3   and   NRC4   using   distinct   NLR   immune  
receptors   and,   only   later   discovered   that   they   play   redundant   roles   in   the  
immunity  mediated  by  additional  NLR  immune  receptors.  The  data  presented  
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in   this   thesis   about   NRC4   focused   on   one   copy   from   the   N.   benthamiana  
genome.  In  fact,  there  are  two  highly  similar  NRC4  copies  in  N.  benthamiana  
and   the   VIGS   silencing   fragment   used   here   targets   both   genes  
simultaneously.   In   contrast,   there   are   three   clustered   NRC4   orthologs   in  
tomato,   suggesting   that   identifying   NRC4   by   gene   silencing   or   mutation  
screens   in   tomato   would   be   unlikely.   This   complexity   and   copy   number  
variation  was  also  observed  with  solanaceous  NRC2  homologs.  For  example,  
N.  benthamiana  has  three  NRC2  genes  whereas  tomato  has  only  one  NRC2  
gene  (Fig.  A2.1).  This  genetic  redundancy  with  multiple  functional  copies  may  
also   explain   why   NRC2/3/4   have   not   been   identified   in   previous   genetic  
screens   for   Pto/Prf-­mediated   immunity   and   Mi   autoactivity   (Lu   et   al.,   2003;;  
Mantelin  et  al.,  2011).  In  summary,  it  would  have  been  unlikely  to  identify  the  
NRC-­signalling   network   if   the   study   was   performed   with   Rx,   Bs2   or   other  
NLRs  that  are  dependent  on  several  NRC  members.  
  
6.5   Do   NRC   homologs   function   immediately   downstream   of   NRC-­
dependent  sensor  NLRs?  
My   findings   suggest   that   NRC   family   members   serve   as   a   point   of  
signalling  convergence   for  one-­third   to  one-­half   of   the  NLRs  of   solanaceous  
species.   However,   it   is   still   unclear   whether   NRCs   are   immediately  
downstream  of   the   sensor  NLRs,   or  whether   there  are  other   components   in  
between.   Several   studies   of   NLR   pairs   found   that   the   two   NLR   proteins  
physically  associate  with  each  other,  and   that  one  of   them  is   responsible   for  
pathogen  perception  whereas  the  other  is  responsible  for  signalling  activation  
(Cesari   et   al.,   2014a;;   Cesari   et   al.,   2014b;;  Williams   et   al.,   2014).   It   is   also  
possible  that  NRC  family  members  associate  with  corresponding  sensor  NLRs  
but   these   experiments   have   not   been   completed   yet.   Indeed,   preliminary  
results   from   co-­immunoprecipitation   experiments   I   performed   suggest   that  
NRCs  associate  with  sensor  NLRs,  supporting  the  hypothesis  that  NRCs  are  
immediate   downstream   of   sensor   NLRs.   However,   more   protein-­protein  
interaction  experiments  are  required  to  validate  the  biological  relevance  of  this  
helper-­sensor  NLR  association.    
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  ADR1   and   NRG1   in   the   RNL   (CCR-­NB-­LRR)   clade   are   considered  
helper  NLRs  but  this  clade  is  distantly  related  to  the  NRC  clade  (Andolfo  et  al.,  
2014;;   Bonardi   et   al.,   2011;;   Collier   et   al.,   2011).   ADR1   family  members   are  
genetically  required  by  several  TNLs  in  A.  thaliana,  whereas  NRG1  has  been  
tested  only  in  N-­mediated  response  to  TMV  in  N.  benthamiana  (Bonardi  et  al.,  
2011;;   Peart   et   al.,   2005).   It   is   unclear   whether   ADR1/NRG1   function   in   a  
similar  way   to  NRCs,   and   there   is   also   no   evidence   of   physical   association  
between  ADR1  or  NRG1  with  their  upstream  TNLs.  ADR1/NRG1  are  ancient  
NLR  genes  that  originated  from  whole  genome  duplication  (Shao  et  al.,  2016),  
whereas  NRC   family  evolved  more   recently,   suggesting   that   the  mechanism  
by   which   ADR1/NRG1   function   in   NLR-­mediated   immunity  may   be   different  
from  the  NRC  family.      
   It   is  possible   that  other  helper  NLR  proteins  occur   in   the  genomes  of  
angiosperms,  but  redundancy  may  have  prevented  their  discovery.    Moreover,  
in   line   with   what   was   observed   in   the   NRC   and   ADR1   families,   redundant  
helper   NLRs   may   not   have   high   sequence   identity.   Thus,   classical  
mutagenesis  and  silencing  screens  may  not  yield  any  phenotypes  when  only  
one  or   few  of   the  homologs  are   targeted.  As   the  NRC   family   forms  a   sister  
clade   to   NRC-­dependent   clade,   it   would   be   interesting   to   check   other   NLR  
phylogenetic   clades   for   a   similar   branching   structure.   Further   screens   with  
multiple   gene   knockouts   or   simultaneous   silencing   may   help   identify   novel  
helper  NLRs  in  the  plant  genomes.      
  
6.6  The  LRR  domain  determines  network  specificity    
The   LRR   domain   in   NLRs   is   thought   to   function   in   ligand   binding,  
recognition   specificity,   and   inter-­domain   interactions   (Krasileva   et   al.,   2010;;  
Moffett  et  al.,  2002;;  Ravensdale  et  al.,  2012;;  Slootweg  et  al.,  2013).     Here,   I  
describe  a  new  activity  to  the  LRR  domain  (Chapter  5).  I  mapped  the  sensor  
specificity   determinants   of   NRC3   and   NRC4   to   the   LRR   region,   suggesting  
that  the  LRR  domains  in  NLRs  can  play  a  role  in  helper-­sensor  specificity.  In  
another  study  about  helper-­sensor  specificity,   the  RPS4/RRS1  NLR  pair  was  
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compared   to   RPS4B/RRS1B,   and   the   TIR   domain   was   found   to   be  
interchangeable   between   the   two   pairs   (Saucet   et   al.,   2015).   This   suggests  
that   the   TIR   domains   are   not   involved   in   determining   the   specificity   in   the  
RPS4/RRS1   pairs   (Saucet   et   al.,   2015).   In   line   with   the   findings   presented  
here,   it   is  possible  that  the  LRR  domains  in  the  RPS4/RRS1  pairs  determine  
pairing  specificity  but  this  hypothesis  remains  to  be  tested.    
   Surprisingly,  I  found  that  some  NRC3/4  chimeras  that  combined  LRR1-­
7  from  NRC4  and  LRR8-­13  from  NRC3  have  an  expanded  activity  being  able  
to   function   with   both   Prf   and   Rpi-­blb2.   This   indicates   that   two   independent  
protein   regions   contribute   to   sensor   specificity   in   NRC3   and   NRC4.   I   have  
mapped  one  of  the  protein  regions  to  the  amino  acids  between  the  8th  and  9th  
LRR  units.  However,   the  second  protein   region  was  more  difficult   to   identify  
because   several   chimeras   were   either   autoactive   or   non-­functional.   It   is  
possible   that   the   first   half   of   the   LRR   domain   with   the   ARC2   subdomain  
(Moffett  et  al.,  2002;;  Slootweg  et  al.,  2013),  and  thus  any  disturbance   in  this  
region  would   affect   the   overall   integrity   of   the  NLR  protein.   As   the   exposed  
residues  between  LRR  units  are  likely  to  determine  pairing  specificity,  further  
experiments   could   further   explore   the   effects   of   polymorphisms   between  
NRC3  and  NRC4  in  the  regions  between  LRR  units.    
Although   I   narrowed   down   specificity   determinants   of   the   NRCs,   the  
specificity   determinants   of   the   sensor   NLRs   have   not   yet   been   identified.   I  
hypothesise  that,  similar  to  NRCs,  exposed  residues  between  the  LRR  units  of  
sensor  NLRs  may   drive   helper-­sensor   paring   specificity.   This   can   be   tested  
with   chimeras   between   sensor   NLRs,   such   as   R1   and   Prf,   or   with   other  
combinations.  Although   there   is  no  clear  evidence   that  NRCs  associate  with  
corresponding  sensor  NLRs,  it  is  possible  that  these  helper  and  sensor  NLRs  
form  complexes  and  that  the  LRR  domains  of  both  NLRs  play  important  roles  
in  determining  pairing  specificity.  Further  experiments  including  protein-­protein  
interaction  assays  may  help  to  understand  how  helper  NLR  proteins  combine  
with  sensor  NLRs,  and  how  downstream  immune  signalling  is  activated  upon  




6.7  A  gene  silencing  complementation  assay  using  synthetic  genes  
   The  gene  silencing  complementation  assay  using  synthetic  genes  is  an  
important   technical   development   to   the   work   presented   in   this   thesis.   VIGS  
and   other   RNAi   assays   suffer   from   off   target-­effects,   which   may   lead   to  
misidentification  of  the  gene  of  interest.  Thus,  the  interpretation  of  results  from  
silencing   experiment   needs   to   be   done   with   caution   (Senthil-­Kumar   and  
Mysore,  2011).  Several  solutions  have  been  proposed,  such  as  confirming  the  
reduction  of  the  target  mRNA  and  related  genes,  performing  gene  expression  
profiling,   checking   the   phenotype   caused   by   different   region   of   the   target  
gene,   and   rescuing   the   silencing   effect   by   siRNA-­resistance   gene   copy  
(Senthil-­Kumar  and  Mysore,  2011).  Computational  tools,  such  as  VIGS-­tool  on  
SGN  (http://vigs.solgenomics.net),  have  also  been  developed   to   improve   the  
design  of  RNA  silencing   constructs   (Fernandez-­Pozo  et   al.,   2015;;  Xu  et   al.,  
2006).   These   tools   can   help   the   prediction   of   the   target   gene   as   well   as  
selecting   the   best   region   to   achieve   specific   silencing   or   multiple   silencing  
effects  (Fernandez-­Pozo  et  al.,  2015;;  Xu  et  al.,  2006).  
Some  studies  use  heterologous  expression  of  functional  homologs  from  
different   species   to   rescue   the   phenotype   caused   by  RNAi   (Liebrand   et   al.,  
2013;;   Peng   et   al.,   2016).   However,   this   approach   is   not   ideal,   particularly  
when   the  heterologous  gene  has  high  homology  with   the  endogenous  gene,  
or   the   polymorphisms   of   the   protein   sequences   affect   their   activity   in   a  
heterologous  system.  In  this  study,  I  initially  used  tomato  NRC2  and  NRC3  to  
perform   the   complementation   assay   in   N.   benthamiana.   I   observed   lower  
accumulation  of  tomato  NRC2  and  NRC3  in  NRC2/3-­silenced  N.  benthamiana  
as   well   as   moderate   to   low   activity   in   rescuing   the   cell   death   induced   by  
Pto/AvrPto.   These   results   suggest   that   the   tomato   NRC2   and   NRC3  
nucleotide   sequences   may   not   be   divergent   enough   to   fully   evade   the  
silencing  effects  caused  by  N.  benthamiana  NRC2/3  fragments.  To  circumvent  
the  issues  mentioned  above,  I  developed  a  method  using  synthetic  genes  that  
are  resilient   to  gene  silencing.   I  successfully  validated  the  finding  that   the  N.  
benthamiana   NRC2,   NRC3,   and   NRC4   are   redundantly   or   specifically  
contributing  to  the  cell  death  mediated  by  different  NLR  proteins.  This  strategy  
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has   been   used   successfully   in   only   few   other   studies   (Kumar   et   al.,   2006;;  
Pliego  et  al.,  2013).  For  example,  Kumar  et  al.  (2006)  used  synthetic  genes  to  
validate   the   function  of  SABP2   (salicylic  acid-­binding  protein  2)   in   transgenic  
tobacco.   Compared   to   the   design   by   Kumar   et   al.      (2006),   in   which  
synonymous  substitutions  were  introduced  into  all  codons  in  the  open  reading  
frame,   I   only   changed   the   450   bp   region   directly   targeted   by   the   VIGS  
fragment.   One   concern   with   the   design   was   the   effect   of   secondary   small  
RNAs,  which  are  generated  during   the  process  of  silencing   the  endogenous  
gene.  These  secondary  small  RNAs  may  still  target  the  complementing  gene.  
However,  protein  accumulation  levels  of  transiently  expressed  synthetic  NRCs  
in  the  NRC-­silenced  background  were  similar  to  the  control.  According  to  the  
literature,  initiation  of  secondary  small  RNA  production  requires  asymmetrical  
mismatch  in  the  structure  of  the  dsRNA  intermediate  (Manavella  et  al.,  2012).  
Since   the   VIGS   fragments   used   here   match   the   target   gene   perfectly,   the  
generation  of   secondary   small  RNA  may  not   have   significant   contribution   to  
the  gene  silencing  effect  here.    
In  addition  to  validating  the  phenotype  and  identity  of  the  causal  gene,  
complementation  with  synthetic  genes  can  also  be  used  for  functional  analysis  
of  the  gene-­of-­interest  (Kumar  et  al.,  2006).  For  example,  in  this  study,  I  used  
mutated   synthetic  NRC4   to   demonstrate   that   the   p-­loop   is   required   for   the  
activity  of  NRC4.  Additionally,  chimeric  NRC3  and  NRC4  were  expressed  as  
synthetic  genes  that  evade  the  effects  of  silencing.  Thus,  the  combinations  of  
virus-­induced   gene   silencing   and   complementation   with   synthetic   genes  
provided   an   efficient   and   rapid   assay   for   functional   analyses   of   genes   in  N.  
benthamiana.    
  
6.8  Concluding  remarks  and  future  challenges  
   In  conclusion,  I  discovered  that  a  large  NLR  immune  signalling  network  
with   a   complex   architecture   mediates   immunity   to   oomycetes,   bacteria,  
viruses,   nematodes,   and   insects   in   solanaceous   species.   The   network   has  
emerged   over   100   million   years   ago   from   an   NLR   pair   that   has   since  
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diversified  into  up  to  one-­half  of  the  NLRs  of  asterids  plants.  I  speculate  that  this  
NLR  network   increases   the  evolvability  and   robustness  of   immune  signalling  
to  counteract  rapidly  evolving  plant  pathogens.  
   There   are   still  many  unanswered  questions   about   the  NRC  signalling  
network.   For   example,   how   do   NRC   helper   and   sensor   NLRs   operate  
together?   Do   they   form   protein   complexes?   Are   these   similar   to   NLR  
inflamasommes   in   animals?   What   plant   components   are   immediately  
downstream   of   NRCs?   From   a   broader   perspective,   how   does   this   NRC  
signalling  network  correlate  with  the  signalling  mediated  by  NRC-­independent  
NLRs?   Do   these   signalling   channels   converge   at   some   point   in   the  
downstream  pathway?  Lastly,  do  other  helper  NLRs  also   form  networks  with  
multiple   sensor   NLRs?   Answering   these   fundamental   questions   about   plant  
immunity  would  help  advance  our  understanding  of  plant   immunity  and  open  
up  new  opportunities  for  translational  applications.  
     
     





Supplemental  figures  for  Chapter  3:  The  helper  NLR  proteins  NRC2  and  
NRC3  but  not  NRC1  are  required  for  Pto-­mediated  cell  death  and  resistance  
in  Nicotiana  benthamiana  




Percentage  of  protein  sequence  identity  was  calculated  using  BLASTP.  Results  of  





























Table   A1.   1   Pairwise   comparison   of   tomato   and  N.   benthamiana   NRC  
homologs    
      
	   SlNRC1	   SlNRC2	   NbNRC2a	   NbNRC2b	   NbNRC2c	   SlNRC3	  
SlNRC2	   69   	     
NbNRC2a	   69   86    	     
NbNRC2b	   69	   85	   98	   	   	   	  
NbNRC2c	   66   78   79   78	     
SlNRC3	   64   69   68   68	   65    




Figure  A1.  1  Cloning	  of	  tomato	  NRC3  
(A)   Schematic   representation   of   predicted   gene   model   of   tomato   NRC3   (SlNRC3).   Black  
boxes  represent  the  three  exons  of  SlNRC3.  Numbers  on  the  top  indicate  positions  of  the  start  
and  stop  codons  in  the  contig.  The  first  two  exons  were  annotated  as  Solyco05g009630  in  the  
database  in  SGN.  (B)  PCR  amplification  of  SlNRC3  with  tomato  cDNA  and  genomic  DNA.  (c)  
Sequence  alignment  of  tomato  NRC3  with  potato  NRC3  (Sotub05g007690).  Sequences  were  
aligned  with  ClustalW2  and  analysed  by  BoxShade.   Identical  amino  acids  are  highlighted   in  














Figure  A1.  2  Protein	  sequence	  alignment	  of	  NRC	  homologs	  in	  N.	  benthamiana  
Sequences  of  NRC  homologs  in  N.  benthamiana  were  aligned  with  Clustal  Omega  and  analysed  by  
BoxShade.  Identical  amino  acids  are  highlighted  in  black  and  conserved  amino  acids  are  marked  in  










Figure  A1.  3  Pairwise	  alignment	  of	  SlNRC1	  silencing	  fragment	  with	  NbNRC2a	  and	  
NbNRC3  
The  fragment  used  in  Gabriels  et  al.  (2007)  for  silencing  NRC1  in  N.  benthamiana  was  aligned  









Figure   A1.   4   VIGS	   in	   N.	   benthamiana	   with	   SlNRC1	   silencing	   fragment	   partially	  
compromised	  Pto	  and	  Mi-­‐1.2	  mediated	  cell	  death  
VIGS  assay  was  performed  with  SlNRC1   fragment  described   in  Gabriels  et  al.   (2007).   Immune  
receptors  and  corresponding  AVR  proteins,  autoactive   immune  receptor   (Mi-­1.2T557S),  or  elicitin  
(INF1)  were  transiently  expressed  in  N.  benthamiana  leaves.  The  HR  results  are  presented  with  
representative  images.  HR  index  was  established  at  7  days  post  infiltration  (dpi).  Bars  represent  
mean   ±   SE   of   24   infiltrations   from   one   biological   replicate.   Statistical   differences   among   the  









Figure  A1.  5  Tomato	  NRC3	  mediates	  Pto-­‐induced	  cell	  death	  in	  N.	  benthamiana  
(A)  Complementation  assay  with   tomato  NRC  homologs.  Tomato  NRC  homologs  (SlNRC1,  
SlNRC2   and  SlNRC3)  were   co-­expressed  with   Pto/AvrPto   in  NRC-­silenced   (NRC2a/b   and  
NRC3)  N.   benthamiana.   Expression   of   Pto/AvrPto   in   VIGS   control   (EV)   and   expression   of  
SlNRC   variants  without   Pto/AvrPto  were   used   as   controls.  HR   index  was   established   at   7  
days  post   infiltration  (dpi).     Bars  represent  mean  +  SE  of  16   infiltrations  from  one  biological  
replicate.  Statistical  differences  among  the  samples  were  analysed  with  ANOVA  and  Tukey's  
HSD   test   (p-­value   <   0.001).   Experiments   were   performed   at   least   three   times  with   similar  
results.    (B)  Protein  accumulation  of  SlNRC  variants  in  VIGS  control  and  NRC2a/b/3-­silenced  
leaves.   GFP   is   fused   to  SlNRC   variants   at   N-­terminal   and   transiently   expressed   in   VIGS  
control  and  NRC2a/b/3-­silenced  N.  benthamiana.  Samples  were  collected  at  3dpi  for  western  















Figure  A1.  6  Expression	  of	  synthetic	  NbNRC2a	  rescues	  Pto-­‐mediated	  cell	  death	   in	  
NRC-­‐silenced	  N.	  benthamiana	    
(A)   Schematic   representation   of   experimental   design,   DNA   and   protein   sequences   of   the  
synthetic   region.   Shuffled   synonymous   codons   were   introduced   in   the   synthetic   sequence  
(NbNRC2asyn)  without  changing  the  identity  in  protein  sequence.  (B)  Expression  of  NbRC2asyn  
rescues   the   cell   death   of   Pto/AvrPto.   NbNRC2a   and   NbNRC2asyn   were   co-­expressed   with  
Pto/AvrPto  in  NRC2a/b/3-­silenced  N.  benthamiana  leaves.    Expression  of  Pto/AvrPto  in  VIGS  
control   (EV)  and  expression  of  NbNRC2a  and  NbNRC2asyn  without  Pto/AvrPto  were  used  as  
controls.   HR  was   scored   at   7   days   post   infiltration   (dpi).      Bars   represent  mean   +   SE   of   14  
infiltrations   from   one   biological   replicate.   Statistical   differences   among   the   samples   were  
analysed  with  ANOVA  and  Tukey's  HSD  test  (p-­value  <  0.001).  Experiments  were  performed  
at   least   three   times  with  similar   results.   (C)  Protein  accumulation  of  NRC2a  variants   in  VIGS  
control   and  NRC2a/b/3-­silenced   leaves.  GFP   is   fused   to   NRC2a   variants   at   N-­terminal   and  
transiently  expressed  in  VIGS  control  and  NRC2a/b/3-­silenced  N.  benthamiana.  Samples  were  





Figure  A1.  7  Expression	   synthetic	  NbNRC2b	   rescues	   Pto-­‐mediated	   cell	   death	   in	  
NRC-­‐silenced	  N.	  benthamiana  
(A)   Schematic   representation   of   experimental   design,   DNA   and   protein   sequences   of   the  
synthetic   region.   Shuffled   synonymous   codons   were   introduced   in   the   synthetic   sequence  
(NbNRC2bsyn)   without   changing   the   identity   in   protein   sequence.   (B)   Expression   of  
NbRC2bsyn   rescues   the   cell   death   of   Pto/AvrPto.   NbNRC2b   and   NbNRC2bsyn   were   co-­
expressed  with  Pto/AvrPto  in  NRC2a/b/3-­silenced  N.  benthamiana  leaves.  HR  was  scored  at  
7  days  post  infiltration  (dpi).    Bars  represent  mean  +  SE  of  18  infiltrations  from  one  biological  
replicate.  Statistical  differences  among  the  samples  were  analysed  with  ANOVA  and  Tukey's  
HSD   test   (p-­value   <   0.001).   Experiments   were   performed   at   least   three   times   with   similar  
results.  (C)  Protein  accumulation  of  NRC2b  variants  in  VIGS  control  and  NRC2a/b/3-­silenced  
leaves.   GFP   is   fused   to   NRC2b   variants   at   N-­terminal   and   transiently   expressed   in   VIGS  
control  and  NRC2a/b/3-­silenced  N.  benthamiana.  Samples  were  collected  at  3dpi  for  western  





Figure  A1.  8  NRC2  and  NRC3  are  required  for  Pto/Prf-­mediated  resistance  in  
tomato  
(A)   Bacterial   growth   assay   of   P.   syringae   DC3000   in   NRC-­silenced   tomato.   Population   of   P.  
syringae  DC3000  were  measured  at  P.  syringae  DC3000  at  0,  2,  4,  6  days  after  inoculation.  Error  
bars   indicate   the   standard   deviation   of   population   from   one   representative   biological   replicate.  
Statistical  differences  among  the  samples  were  analysed  with  ANOVA  and  Tukey's  HSD  test  (p-­
value  <  0.05).  Experiments  were  performed  twice  with  similar  results.  (B)  Bacterial  speck  symptom  
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Rpi-­blb2   Solanum  bulbocastanum   P.  infestans,  AVRblb2   Y   Y  




Y   Y  
Hero   Solanum  pimpinellifolium       Globodera  rostochiensis  Globodera  pallida   Y   n.d.
1  
Sw-­5b   Solanum  peruvianum   Tomato  spotted  wilt  virus,  NSm2   Y   Y  
R8   Solanum  demissum   P.  infestans,  AVR8   Y   Y  
R1   Solanum  demissum   P.  infestans,  AVR1   Y   Y  
Prf   Solanum  pimpinellifolium     Ps.  syringae,  AvrPto/AvrPtoB   Y   Y  
Rx1   Solanum  andigena   Potato  virus  X,  CP3   Y   Y  
Rx2   Solanum  acaule   Potato  virus  X,  CP3   Y   n.d.  
Gpa2   Solanum  pimpinellifolium     Globodera  pallida,  RBP-­1   Y   n.d.  
Bs2   Capsicum  chacoense   Xanthomonas  campestris,  AvrBs2   Y   Y  
Rpi-­amr3   Solanum  americanum   P.  infestans   Y   n.d.  
Rpi-­vnt1   Solanum  venturii   P.  infestans,  Avrvnt1   N   N  
Tm2   Solanum  peruvianum   Tomato  mosaic  virus,  MP
4  
Tobacco  mosaic  virus,  MP4   N   n.d.  
Rpi-­mcq1   Solanum  mochiquense   P.  infestans   N   n.d.  
R9   Solanum  demissum   P.  infestans   N   n.d.  
Ph3   Solanum  pimpinellifolium     P.  infestans   N   n.d.  
R2   Solanum  demissum   P.  infestans,  AVR2   N   N  
Rpi-­blb3   Solanum  bulbocastanum   P.  infestans   N   n.d.  
Rpi-­chc1   Solanum  chacoense   P.  infestans   N   n.d.  
Rpi-­blb1   Solanum  bulbocastanum   P.  infestans,  AVRblb1   N   N  
I2   Solanum  pimpinellifolium     Fusarium  oxysporum,  AVR2   N   n.d.  
R3a   Solanum  demissum   P.  infestans,  AVR3a   N   N  
R3b   Solanum  demissum   P.  infestans,  AVR3b     N   n.d.  
1  n.d.,  not  determined  experimentally.      
2  NSm,  non-­structural  movement  protein.  
3  CP,  coat  protein.  
4  MP,  movement  protein.  




Figure  A2.  1 Phylogeny  and  PCR  analysis  of  NRC  family  members  
(A)   Maximum-­likelihood   phylogenetic   tree   of   NRC   family   members.   Protein   sequences   of  
NRC   family   members   identified   from   N.   benthamiana   (NbS-­),   tomato   (Solyc-­),   and   potato  
(Sotub-­)  were  aligned  by  using  Clustal  Omega,  and  then  the  NB-­ARC  domains  were  used  for  
the  further  analysis.  Phylogenetic  tree  was  constructed  in  MEGA7  with  Jones-­Taylor-­Thornton  
(JTT)   substitution   model   and   1000   bootstrap   iterations.   Branches   with   bootstrap   support  
higher  than  70  are  indicated.  NRC1,  NRC2,  NRC3,  NRC4  and  NRC4-­like  clades  were  marked  
with  red,  green,  yellow,  blue  and  grey  colour,  respectively.  (B)  PCR  and  RT-­PCR  analysis  of  
NRC  family  members.  Primer  pairs  were  designed  based  on  cDNA  sequences  identified  from  
N.   benthamiana   genome   database.   PCR   with  N.   benthamiana   genomic   DNA   (gDNA)   was  
used   to   confirm   the   amplification   with   the   primers.   RT-­PCR   was   used   for   checking   the  
expression  of  the  corresponding  genes.  Genes  in  the  NRC4-­like  clades  are  labelled  with  the  




Figure  A2.  2  Sequence  alignment  and  pairwise  comparison  of  NRC2/3/4  
  (A)   Protein   sequences   of   NRC2/3/4   were   aligned   with   Clustal   Omega   and   analysed   by  
BoxShade.   Identical   amino   acids   are   highlighted   in   black   and   conserved   amino   acids   are  
highlighted   in   grey.   (B)   Pairwise   comparison   of   identity/similarity   of   NRC2/3/4   protein  
sequences.  Pairwise  sequence  comparisons  were  performed  by  aligning   two  sequences  on  






Figure   A2.   3   Design   of   virus-­induced   gene   silencing   (VIGS)   and  
complementation  of  NRC4  
(A)  Schematic  representation  of  VIGS  and  complementation  design.  The  region  from  -­123bp  
to   +272bp   of  NRC4   was   cloned   into   VIGS   vector   for   silencing.   Synonymous   substitutions  
were   introduced   into  synthetic  NRC4   (NRC4syn)  without  changing   the  protein  sequence.  The  
nucleotide   and   protein   sequence   alignments   indicate   the   synonymous   changes   in   the  
synthetic  variant.  (B)  Semi-­quantitative  RT-­PCR  of  members  in  the  NRC  family.  Leaves  were  
collected   three   weeks   after   virus   inoculation.   The   expression   of  NRC2,  NRC3,  NRC4   and  
NRC4L-­4611   (NbS00004611g0006,   see   Fig.   A2.1)   were   analysed.   Elongation   factor   -­
1a (EF1a)   was   used   as   an   internal   control.   (C)   Protein   accumulation   of   NRC4   variants   in  
VIGS   control   and   NRC4-­silenced   plants.   N-­terminal   GFP-­tagged   NRC4   variants   were  
transiently   expressed   in   VIGS   control   and  NRC4-­silenced  N.   benthamiana.   Samples   were  
collected  at  3dpi  for   immunoblot  analysis.  (D)  Accumulation  of  Rpi-­blb2  in  NRC4-­silenced  N.  
benthamiana.  RFP:Rpi-­blb2  was  transiently  expressed  in  VIGS  control  and  NRC4-­silenced  N.  







Figure  A2.  4  Activity  of  both  Rpi-­blb2  and  NRC4  are  p-­loop  dependent  
(A)  P-­loop   is  essential   for   the  activity  of  Rpi-­blb2.  Wild   type  Rpi-­blb2  and   the  p-­loop  mutant  
(K566R)  were   co-­expressed  with   AVRblb2   in  N.   benthamiana.      Images  were   taken   7   days  
after  agroinfiltration.  (B)  Accumulation  of  Rpi-­blb2  and  Rpi-­blb2  p-­loop  mutant.  GFP:Rpi-­blb2  
variants  were  expressed   in  N.  benthamiana  by  agroinfiltration.  Samples  were  collected  at  3  
dpi  for   immunoblot  analysis.  (C)  P-­loop  is  essential   for  activity  of  NRC4.  A  lysine  to  arginine  
mutation   was   introduced   into   the   p-­loop   of   synthetic   NRC4,   and   then   the   activity   was  
examined   by   co-­expression   with   Rpi-­blb2   and   AVRblb2   in   NRC4-­silenced   plants.  
Hypersensitive   response   (HR)   was   scored   at   7   days   after   agroinfiltration.   Bars   represent  
mean  +  SD  of  24  infiltrations  sites.  Statistical  differences  among  the  samples  were  analysed  
with  ANOVA  and  Tukey’s  HSD  test  (p-­value  <  0.001).  (D)  Accumulation  of  NRC4  and  NRC4  
p-­loop   mutant.   NRC4:myc   variants   were   expressed   in   N.   benthamiana   by   agroinfiltration.  








Figure  A2.  5  NRC4  is  required  for  Mi-­1.2-­mediated  cell  death  
Rpi-­blb2/AVRblb2,  autoactive  Mi-­1.2  (Mi-­1.2T557S),  or  Pto/AvrPto  were  transiently  expressed  in  
N.  benthamiana  by  agroinfiltration.  Hypersensitive  response  (HR)  was  scored  at  7  days  after  
agroinfiltration.   Bars   represent  mean   +   SD   from   24   infiltrations   sites.   Statistical   differences  














Figure  A2.  6  NRC4  is  not  required  for  Prf-­mediated  resistance  
Bacterial   growth   assay   of   Pseudomonas   syringae   pv.   tomato   DC3000   DhopQ1-­1   in  NRC-­
silenced  Pto/Prf   transgenic  N.  benthamiana.  NRC2/3  or  NRC4  were  silenced   in  wild   type  or  
Pto/Prf  transgenic  N.  benthamiana  by  VIGS.  Ps.  syringae  pv.  tomato  DC3000  DhopQ1-­1  was  
infiltrated  into  N.  benthamiana  by  using  needless  syringe  and  samples  were  collected  at  0,  3,  
and   6   says   post   inoculation   (dpi).   The   bars   represent   mean   +   standard   deviation   (SD)   of  
population   from   four   technical   replicates   in   one   representitive   biological   replicate.   The  
different   letters  at   the   top  of   the  columns   indicate  statistical  significant  differences  based  on  















Figure  A2.  7  Phylogenetic  analysis  of  solanaceous  NLR  proteins  
CNL  proteins   identified  by  NLR-­parser   from  N.  benthamiana   (NbS-­),   tomato   (Solyc-­),  potato  
(PGSC-­)   and   pepper   (CA-­)   were   analysed   by   MEGA7   to   generate   maximum-­likelihood  
phylogenetic   tree.  Only   the  NB-­ARC  domains   of   the   sequences  were   used   in   the   analysis.  
Sequences   of   several   solanaceous   CNL-­type   resistance   proteins   (marked   in   blue)   were  
included   as   reference   for   different   clades.   Accession   numbers   of   N.   benthamiana   NRC  
homologs   are   marked   in   orange.   Branches   with   bootstrap   support   higher   than   0.7   are  





Figure  A2.  8 NRC2/3/4  triple  silencing  in  N.  benthamiana  
  (A)   Schematic   representation   of   design   for   NRC2/3/4   triple   silencing.   Fragments   from  
NRC2/3/4  as  indicated  were  combined  together  as  one  fragment  and  then  cloned  into  TRV2  
vector  for  silencing.  (B)  Semi-­quantitative  RT-­PCR  of  NRC2/3/4  triple  silencing.  Leaf  samples  
were   collected   three   weeks   after   virus   inoculation.   The   expression   of   NRC2,   NRC3,   and  











Figure  A2.   9   Silencing   of  NRC   homologs   does   not   affect   growth   of   N.  
benthamiana  
NRC   homologs   or  SGT1   were   silenced   in  N.   benthamiana,   and   the   plants  were   left   in   the  
greenhouse  without  any  further  treatment.  Photos  were  taken  at  3  weeks  and  5  weeks  after  












Figure  A2.   10  NRC2/3/4  display  specificity  and   redundancy   to  different  
sensor  NLRs  from  the  NRC-­superclade  
Rpi-­blb2,   Pto   (Prf),   Rx,   Bs2,   R8,   Sw5b   were   co-­expressed   with   the   corresponding   AVR  
proteins   and   synthetic   NRC2,   NRC3   or   NRC4   in   NRC2/3/4-­silenced   N.   benthamiana.  
Hypersensitive   response   (HR)   was   scored   at   7   days   after   agroinfiltration.   Bars   represent  
mean  +  SD  of  24  infiltrations  sites.  Statistical  differences  among  the  samples  were  analysed  










Figure  A2.   11   Systemic   spread   of   trailing   necrosis   induced   by   PVX   in  
NRC2/3/4-­silenced  Rx  plant  
Control   and   NRC2/3/4-­silenced   Rx   plants   in   Fig.   4.4   were   left   until   5   weeks   post   PVX  
inoculation  (wpi).  The  susceptible  wild  type  (WT)  plant  and  resistant  Rx  plant  showed  normal  
senescence   and   viral   symptoms,   whereas   the   NRC2/3/4-­   and   SGT1-­   silenced   plants  














Figure   A2.   12   Validation   of   NRC2/3/4   redundancy   in   Rx-­mediated  
resistance    
(A)   Expression   of   synthetic   NRC2,   NRC3   or   NRC4   rescued   Rx-­mediated   resistance   in  
NRC2/3/4-­silenced  plants.  NRC2/3/4  were  silenced  together  in  Rx  transgenic  N.  benthamiana  
and   then   synthetic  NRC2,  NRC3,   or  NRC4   were   expressed   on   the   leaves   one   day   before  
PVX   inoculation.   PVX-­GFP   was   inoculated   on   the   leaves   by   using   toothpick   inoculation  
method.  Pictures  were  taken  at  10  days  after  PVX  inoculation  and  the  size  of  necrotic  lesions  
were  measured   by   using   Image   J.   Data   acquired   from   different   biological   replicates   (REP)  
were   presented   with   different   colours.   Statistical   differences   among   the   samples   were  
analysed  with   ANOVA   and   Tukey’s  HSD   test   (p-­value   <   0.01).   (B)   Immunoblot   analysis   of  







Figure  A2.  13  Silencing  of  NRC2/3/4  does  not  affect  resistance  mediated  
by  R3a  and  Rpi-­blb1  
NRC2/3/4   were   silenced   individually   or   in   combination   in   Rpi-­blb2,   R3a,   and   Rpi-­blb1  
transgenic  plants.  SGT1  silencing  was  used  as  a  control.  P.   infestans  88069  or  00228  were  
inoculated  on  the  leaves,  and  photos  were  taken  under  UV  light  at  4  days  post  inoculation  (Pi  
88069)  or  5  days  post  inoculation  (Pi  NL00228).  The  numbers  on  the  right  bottom  are  the  sum  






Figure   A2.   14   Phylogenetic   tree   of   CNL   identified   from   rosids   and  
asterids  I    
Polar   tree   layout   of   phylogeny   presented   in   the   left   panel   of   Fig.   4.6A.   Branches   with  






Figure   A2.   15   Phylogenetic   tree   of   CNL   identified   from   rosids   and  
asterids  II    
Polar   tree   layout   of   phylogeny   presented   in   the   right   panel   of   Fig.   4.6A.   Branches   with  







Figure   A2.   16   Phylogenetic   tree   of   CNL   identified   from   asterids   and  
caryophyllales  I  
Polar   tree   layout   of   phylogeny   presented   in   the   left   panel   of   Fig.   4.6B.   Branches   with  







Figure   A2.   17   Phylogenetic   tree   of   CNL   identified   from   asterids   and  
caryophyllales  II  
Polar   tree   layout   of   phylogeny   presented   in   the   right   panel   of   Fig.   4.6B.   Branches   with  






Figure   A2.   18   Chromosomal   distribution   of   NRC-­helper/sensor  
homologs  in  tomato    
Location   of   tomato   NRC-­helper/sensor   homologs   on   the   chromosomal   map   modified   from  
Andolfo   et   al.   (2014).   NRC-­helper   NLR   homologs   are   marked   in   red   and   NRC-­dependent  














Supplemental  figures  for  Chapter  5:  Leucine-­rich  repeats  determine  NLR  















Figure   A3.   1   Preliminary   test   of   specificity   of   NRC3/NRC4   chimeric  
proteins  –  swapping  of  different  domains  
The   chimeric   proteins   generated   were   tested   for   their   ability   to   rescue   Pto-­   and   Rpi-­blb2-­
mediated   cell   death   in  NRC2/3-­   or  NRC4-­silenced  background.  The  LRR  breakpoints  were  
indicated   in   the   schematics   of   corresponding   constructs.   These   chimeric   proteins   are   not  
autoactive   when   expressing   along   without   any   R/AVRs.   The   chimeric   proteins   were   co-­
expressed  with  Pto/AvrPto  or  Rpi-­blb2/AVRblb2   in  NRC2/3-­   or  NRC4-­silenced  background.    
Photos   were   taken   at   7   days   post   infiltration   (dpi).   “+”   indicates   cell   death   were   clearly  
observed.   “-­”   indicates   cell   death   was   not   observed.   “+-­”   indicates   weak   cell   death   was  
observed.  Experiments  with   some  of   the   chimeric   proteins  were   repeated  and   results  were  






Figure  A3.  2  Preliminary  test  of  specificity  of  NRC3/NRC4  chimeric  proteins  –  
swapping  of  LRR  repeats  
The  chimeric  proteins  generated  were  tested  for   their  ability   to  rescue  Pto-­  and  Rpi-­blb2-­mediated  
cell   death   in  NRC2/3-­   or  NRC4-­silenced  background.  The  LRR  breakpoints  were   indicated   in   the  
schematics   of   corresponding   constructs.   Three   of   these   proteins   are   autoactive  when   expressing  
along,  and   these   three  proteins  were  excluded   from   further  analyses.  The  chimeric  proteins  were  
co-­expressed   with   Pto/AvrPto   or   Rpi-­blb2/AVRblb2   in   NRC2/3-­   or   NRC4-­   silenced   background.    
Photos  were  taken  at  7  days  post  infiltration  (dpi).  “+”  indicates  cell  death  were  clearly  observed.  “-­”  
indicates  cell   death  was  not  observed.   “+-­”   indicates  weak  cell   death  was  observed.  Experiments  




Figure  A3.  3  Loop  region  of  the  8th  LRR  is  critical  in  determine  specificity  
of  NRCs  
(A)  The  chimeric  proteins  generated  were  tested  for  their  ability  to  rescue  Pto-­  and  Rpi-­blb2-­
mediated   cell   death   in  NRC2/3-­   or  NRC4-­silenced  background.  The   conserved   lecuine-­rich  
motifs  (LxxLxxLxxLxL)  of  the  8th  and  9th  LRR  were  indicated  in  the  alignment.  The  breakpoints  
were   indicated  in  the  sequence  alignment.  These  chimeric  proteins  are  not  autoactive  when  
expressed  along  without  R/AVR.  The  chimeric  proteins  were  co-­expressed  with  Pto/AvrPto  or  
Rpi-­blb2/AVRblb2   in  NRC2/3-­  or  NRC4-­silenced  background.     Photos  were   taken  at  7  days  
post   infiltration   (dpi).   “+”   indicates   cell   death  were   clearly   observed.   “-­”   indicates   cell   death  
was  not  observed.   “+-­”   indicates  weak  cell  death  was  observed.   (B)   Immunoblot  analysis  of  
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